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Martin Gikunda Kirigia (M.A.) is a 2020 
graduate of ARI’s Rural Leaders Training 
Program. Before his training in Japan, 
Martin earned a Master’s in Agriculture and 
Rural Development at the Kenya Methodist 
University and continues there to pursue a 
Ph.D. in the same field. Martin has worked 
in community development at the Bio Inten-
sive Agricultural Training Center and with 
Farmers Helping Farmers, an NGO funded 
by the Canadian International Development 
Agency. He currently works with the Meth-
odist Church in Kenya as the humanitarian 
relief and development administrator.

Sôta Ono graduated with a B.A. from Inter-
national Christian University, majoring in 
Environmental Studies. In 2020, he spent 
a year of volunteering at ARI and is now 
in charge of the curriculum at SEADS—
Shonai Ecological Agri Design School—in 
Tsuruoka, Yamagata Prefecture, supporting 
the learning of new farmers and their start 
into agricultural careers.

Rev. Bernard Timothy Appau earned his 
clerical qualification at the Ghana Baptist 
Theological Seminary and was ordained in 
1998. Working as a rural pastor in Ghana, 
he also served as the project coordinator 
of the All Africa Baptist Fellowship’s Peace 
and Development section. He completed 
ARI’s Rural Leaders Training Program in 
2001 and the Advanced Training Program 
in 2007. Since then, ‘Uncle Timo’ has been 
a member of the ARI staff, serving as chap-
lain, community life staff, and livestock 
staff.

Rev. Toshihiro Takami (Ph.D.) was one of 
the founders of the Asian Rural Institute 
in 1973. He served as director and chair of 
the board of directors for many years and 
became honorary president in 2013. Takami 
held degrees by Yale Divinity School and 
has been awarded numerous recognitions 
for his achievements, among them the 1996 
Ramon Magsaysay Award in International 
Understanding. He passed away in 2018.

Notes on Contributors ٥�衼罏גְאח
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vital for African students as well as Japa-
nese youth who recognize in him the atti-
tudes and requirements of a servant leader, 
and exactly that is the topic of his essay for 
euodoō. Writing from his experience as a rural 
pastor and community leader in Ghana, he 
shares some fundamental instructions on 
rural leadership, both a reflection on ARI’s 
educational values, and an expression of 
them. He concludes with a reminder of why 
rural community development is crucial in 
all parts of the world. 

Another special contribution comes 
from Mr. Sôta Ono who volunteered at ARI 
in 2020. Sôta’s involvement with ARI began 
with a service-learning program while 
studying at International Christian Univer-
sity in Tokyo. Inspired by the holistic living 
at ARI, he wrote his graduation thesis on 
the history of environmental ethics and 
the possibility of reconnecting human-
nature relations based on the ‘social linkage 
theory.’ We believe that this thesis paper has 
many valuable hints of how our work can be 
understood through a broader philosophi-
cal context and are excited to share it in both 
Japanese and English.

As usual, we present a text by ARI’s 
founding member, the Rev. Dr. Toshihiro 
Takami. With the help of our librarian Ms. 
Junko Tanaka, we chose the speech Takami 
gave upon receiving the Ramon Magsaysay 
Award in International Understanding in 
1996. Takami detailed the greater histori-
cal backdrop of ARI’s founding in light of 
the industrialization and urbanization in 

I n this latest edition of euodoō, we shed 
light on the work and nature of the Asian 

Rural Institute: in particular, the principles 
of leadership and ecology that activate our 
training program. It includes four differ-
ent contributions from people who have 
been closely involved in ARI’s daily work as 
volunteers, participants, and staff members. 

First, we are pleased to present, for the 
first time, two texts by African contributors: 
one by Mr. Martin Gikunda Kirigia from 
Kenya, and one by the Rev. Bernard Timothy 
Appau from Ghana. 

Martin’s contribution is the first ‘Reflec-
tion Paper’ that we publish here in full. Each 
year, participants of our Rural Leaders Train-
ing Program write a Reflection Paper about 
their background, their work, their studies 
at ARI, and how they plan to apply their 
learning in their home communities. The 
long process of creating a Reflection Paper 
is supervised by consultants (ARI staff) and 
the final prints are collected in ARI’s library. 
These papers become a testimony of the 
participants’ learning and aspirations. We 
selected Martin, who graduated in 2020, as 
an example of the kind of rural leadership we 
promote at ARI. In his paper, we can appre-
ciate the concerns of his community and the 
plans that evolved from the realizations that 
he had in Japan.

Bernard Timothy Appau is a 2001 gradu-
ate, but since joining the ARI staff in 2008, 
his involvement with ARI has grown deeper 
with uncountable contributions to the train-
ing and community life. His presence is 

Editorial Note ٥�箟꧊罏ַ
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post-war Asia. He described what our motto, 
“That We May Live Together,” meant during 
ARI’s first years. It is a timely text as we set 
our minds on ARI’s 50th anniversary next 
year and a good moment to finally share it 
in Japanese. We are grateful to Mr. Toshiaki 
Kusunoki for crafting, yet again, an expert 
translation. 

Everything at ARI is made possible 
through the generosity and contributions of 
many, and this publication is no exception. I 
would like to personally thank Martin and 
Sôta for allowing us to publish their papers 
here. A heartfelt thanks goes to Timothy for 
writing his essay during another difficult 
year when the covid-19 pandemic disrupted 
our campus life. We are also grateful to Ms. 
Manosi Abe (Chatterjee), Ms. Yûko Emura, 
and Mr. Jack Lichten for their careful proof-
reading work.

We want to close by informing our 
readers of the untimely death of Mrs. Til 
Kumari Pun, a graduate of 2004 from Nepal. 
Her classmate and husband, Mr. Makito 
Fujii, wrote about her in his essay “Life 
Surrounded by Living Things” in the previ-
ous euodoō. Til passed away from covid-19 in 
May 2021. We ask you to kindly hold Makito 
and their children in your prayers and 
remember Til, a dedicated rural leader and 
true role model who was loved by all people 
of her community.

Thomas Fujishima
Public Relations, editorial member

♀㎇סրٗ٭غ٭؛ց劄偆⺴עךյؓؓة
㳔ꯖכ׀⦐ס杅鮐յ╚ך煝⟵ّٚءٞو

כوشب٭ر٭ٛכ٭ةٞؤյֵؙךⳛⲇ⸮ס
ַֹ㕈勓偙ꓹ⩱מ䓜גױיնמ׆׆䲔鼥י
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㳔ꯖؓةյؓע韢倀ס宋ؓ؟ٛ؞٤٬ؔط٭ُ
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嬐䌑յ煝⟵מⲎ㳔气עյ蔦⮔ס篑婹յ
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ع٭َٝ־ַׂי־气ך⚶㐌㔔獗מֹסל
յ✑䧯ע٭ق٭٤٬ً٘بؠٝنٛס׆նױמ
ꇃ瓦⪢薭סבאיזגמ䬎䓜舓〉ס䭰㸬ס
ס⫏㳔ꯖ⯝ⷦעסגյ㴞䧯־剹מכ
㎫剹㵍מ⟛硄ױն㳔气ס㳔כצ䟨宜ꁎסײ隍
ꀸ匆䭰㸬脢⮂㳔ꯖֿꃻؓةնؓך韢倀םכ
����յיכ❛┞ם埛碃溷ס 䌑מⶻ噺٭ُג
յמכ׆׳韢倀鞅סն䔦גױצ٤ꈷؔط
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ٔزյꮣꌃגױնױ䠊颍־䖥מ宋ؗقؓ
٤طؠ٤٬ٛ٘ةכ宋յ尉匆䜘㲳宋بؿُ٭ةذ
宋ס┟㷟ם吾婞ֽמ獓氰ױׅ┪ն

劄䔿ֿױםמյ���� 䌑ⶻٜ٭قؾך⮂麃
םֽ焒┾僃ס٤宋و٬ُٛؠ٬ٜؔطס
זֵך㝜ֵךع٭ْتٚؠն؆ױםףׄ
מؿٓג׀ր气ؕجشؙס⺴⯼跥◪末☭宋ֿյג
㎪יױ凰ցך╚ס侚☭כ׆ס阾ַי
ע؆ٜؔطնױ ���� 䌑劓מ偆㒘ؗػٞؤ
סיסն㐌㔔גױםׂ◾ך䠊叉洤تٜؕ
☭չ־䠀յ桬麃溷ח־埛碃溷םꀸ匆ٛ٭
ככ׳䝌־媃䖥ס؆ٜؔطגזֵך٭ر
ַ䌐㴗ֽ獫ס䖥ס㵵傈ׇצֽ؆☭յ末מ
նױג

跥䅢تُ٭ع
䌮㖥䬎䓜յրٗ٭غ٭؛ց紬겏㣗〉
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION

1. My family
My name is Martin Gikunda Kirigia. I am from Kenya, Meru County, Naari sublocation, 
Kathatene Village, which is five kilometres from Meru Town, some 260 kilometres from the 
capital city of Nairobi. It is bordering the Imenti forest, which is extending from Mt. Kenya, 
the biggest mountain in Kenya. 

I am the fifth born in a family of eight children, five brothers, and three sisters. My mother 
passed in 2016, and my dad passed in May 2020 during my second month at the Asian Rural 
Institute. My brothers, my sisters, and I are all grateful to our parents for the great work they 
did for us as well as the high discipline they taught us. We always thank God for them and 
pray that one day we shall meet with them in the next kingdom, where we shall live togeth-
er again in harmony. My father did farming and construction; my mother was doing both 
farming and business, which motivated me to love farming since I was a child up to this day.

2. My childhood and interests
I was born and lived close to the forest where all kinds of animals used to come to our farm, 
including elephants, antelopes, hares, hyenas, birds, just to mention a few. My love for animals 
and plants started when I was a small child because I lived with them since I was born, which 
made me trap birds and small rodents. I constructed cages and fed them every day, and in 
case one of the birds or rodents died, I was not allowed to eat food that day. 

I started farming when I was six years old, and my first crop to produce was garden peas, 
which I sold. I bought trousers and shoes with the money. That made me love farming, and 
throughout my life, I have been practicing farming of both crops and livestock. 

3. My community 
My tribe is called Meru, which is one among 42 tribes in Kenya. My community is based in 
the highland where rainfall is always enough because of Mt. Kenya, the only mountain in 
Kenya with snow and the largest mountain, surrounded by natural forest. Many community 
members grow crops twice per year during the long and short rains from March to June and 
from October to January, respectively. Since I was born there was not one day that I have 
seen the crops in our community dry up due to a shortage of rain. Due to these good climatic 
conditions, our community is highly populated and people have very small pieces of land 
ranging from half an acre to five acres. For many years, community members have mostly 
used chemicals, and this has drastically decreased the production of both crops and animals, 
which is now the biggest problem in my community. Many people stop farming because 
they feel that they have very small land and the production is very low, causing many young 
people to go to big towns to look for jobs to sustain their life. 

4. My school life 
I attended primary and secondary school within my home area in Meru County. For 
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university, I went to Nakuru County, some 300 kilometers away. My first degree was a Bache-
lor of Science in Natural Resource Management, which included wildlife management, water 
and soil science, crop and livestock production, agroforestry, arid and semi-arid resources 
management, rangeland management, fishery, geology, climatology, and environmental 
science, creating more interest to further my studies. I pursued a Masters in Agriculture and 
Rural Development, covering rural development, dryland agriculture, statistics, economic 
agriculture, agroforestry, crop and livestock production, community development, environ-
mental science, and climate change and mitigation measures, deepening my interest in agri-
culture. I enrolled for a PhD in Agriculture and Rural Development for which I have finished 
the course work. Next year, I am going to start working on my thesis paper.

5. My work and experiences
After school, I worked with the United Nations Development Program as a volunteer for six 
months and later went to the coast some 800 kilometers away, where I worked in a clothes 
manufacturing company, in the department of water recycling. But I resigned after six months 
because we were working even on Sundays. I went back to my community, working as a high 
school teacher. Later I resigned because I wanted to work in animal and plant-related programs.

I worked with the Canadian International Development Agency for six years on a project 
called Farmers Helping Farmers. There I worked with communities in marginalized areas 
in crop production, especially production of drought-resistant crops, rainwater harvesting, 
kitchen garden management, school feeding programs, tissue culture bananas, soil erosion 
management, business development, agroforestry programs, livestock production, tree fruit 
seedlings nursery as well as improved modern jikos (domestic charcoal stoves). I worked as a 
lecturer at Meru University of Agriculture and Technology and resigned after one year after 
realizing that I wanted to work directly with communities and travel far and wide as I enjoy 
plants and animals in both domestic and wildlife settings.

6. My current work
I kept praying to God to grant me a chance to work in a place where my heart would find 
peace and where I could enjoy God’s creation of plants, animals, and mankind. My prayers, 
my love for plants and animals, my experience with farmers, and my qualifications in agri-
cultural and rural development opened an opportunity to work in the Methodist Church 
in Kenya (MCK) from 2012, in the Department of Rural and Urban Development. I was 
employed as the director of MCK’s Bio-Intensive Agricultural Training Center (BiATc, or Bio-
Intensive, for short) with the responsibilities of empowering rural communities in various 
programs, including the following: Greenhouse construction and management, drip instal-
lation and management, rangeland management, crop production (especially drought-resis-
tant crops like maize, beans, tomatoes, onions, cowpeas, pigeon peas, and sorghum), organic 
farming, kitchen garden management, livestock production, and caretaking of the animals 
at Bio-Intensive. The animals are used for training: dairy goats, sheep, rabbits, chicken, high-
yielding dairy cows, fish, and pigs. There is also a tree/fruit seedlings nursery and a well-
maintained organic farming kitchen garden.
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I served Bio-Intensive diligently until 2015 September when I was promoted to serve in the 
MCK’s head office to coordinate rural and urban development programs: Making correspon-
dences with donors, proposal writing and implementation, project planning and implemen-
tation, monitoring, evaluation, monthly/annual report writing and presentation to donors 
and other development partners, disaster mitigation and preparedness and poverty reduc-
tion, disaster response through fundraising to provide relief food to the affected communi-
ties (e.g. during flooding or droughts that currently pose the biggest challenge in East Africa 
where, over the last four consecutive years, several people have died in such calamities caused 
by drastic climate change), coordination of orphan education programs (with now over 
1000 orphans being supported in their studies at various levels of primary, secondary, and 
universities), development and growth of churches and schools in marginalized communi-
ties through fundraising, disability programs, gender issues, and community water projects 
across East Africa, promoting income-generating activities in rural communities, environ-
mental care and conservation of the ecosystem, and coordination of all the rural agricultural 
training centers,, which are offering technical advice to farmers across East Africa.

As Rural and Urban Development Coordinator, I have served in Kenya, Uganda, the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), and Tanzania with relief and community empowerment 
programs, mostly in marginalized areas like Isiolo, Marsabit, Wajir, Mandera, Turkana, and 
Kajiado Counties in Kenya; Longindo, Mwanza, Magu, and Arusha in Tanzania; and Iganda, 
Kamuli, and Jinja in Uganda. I often go to Rwanda to offer technical advice in community 
development to the Free Methodist Church.

The Methodist Church supports a holistic theology of development, inclusive of the full 
development of body, mind, and soul. This is the principle that informs and guides the church’s 
Rural and Urban Development Program. The Rural and Urban Development Program uses its 
development agenda to propagate the church’s mission based on Christ’s Great Commission, 
enshrined in Matthew 28:19-20, and confirmed by His coming to the world. “He came so that 
all can have life in all its fullness” (John 10:10).

8. My sending body: the Methodist Church in Kenya
The Methodist Church started in England in 1703, with eight committed Christians, includ-
ing John Wesley, his brother Thomas Charles, and others. This Methodist movement has 
spread to many parts of the world and Kenya, where the Methodist Church in Kenya is one 
of the mainstream churches, started by missionaries in 1862. It became an autonomous body 
from the British church in 1967. Over the years, the MCK has witnessed tremendous growth 
and initiated various community-based projects aimed to reduce poverty, diseases, and illit-
eracy. The MCK, therefore, is instrumental in empowering the marginalized. As one of the 
main churches in Kenya, the MCK has a congregation of about 1,000,000 in various parts of 
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, the DRC, and South Sudan. 

The MCK has its headquarter offices in Nairobi, a university with six campuses, and a 
hospital with over ten outreach dispensaries and clinics. It has over six hundred primary and 
secondary schools and a few colleges. The MCK has a guest house, four rural training centers, 
including Kaaga Bio-Intensive Agricultural Training Center, Marimanti Rural Training 
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Center, Iganga Training Center in Uganda, and Ribe Training Center. There are several chil-
dren’s homes and investment properties to support the church’s operations and mission work.

The MCK has implemented various programs/projects on child protection, health, educa-
tion, HIV/AIDS, agriculture, youth, women, disability, rural and urban development, and 
income-generating activities in both rural and urban centers with the support from various 
development partners/agencies. The MCK has a history and a wealth of experience in devel-
oping and empowering the less fortunate in communities, fulfilling its Wesleyan practice of 
social and spiritual holiness.

9. My motivation to go for studies at the Asian Rural Institute
Due to the vast areas covered (the five countries mentioned above), prevailing calamities (like 
frequent drought and floods due to climate change), terrorism (as a result of the Al-Shabaab 
militant group in neighboring Somalia), as well as diseases (such as cancer, which is killing 
over 30,000 people every year in Kenya alone), the MCK is not able to finance all its mission 
operations because of the limited resources to meet all the pressing demands. 

The MCK is now seeking other new approaches to solve some of these challenges— espe-
cially the transformation of artificial agriculture to natural farming—to depend on partners 
from across the world (e.g through exchange programs and researching better practices from 
other countries), to be able to meet the social and spiritual needs of societies across the five 
countries in Africa.

Most of the people in marginalized areas in Uganda, Tanzania, South Sudan, and the DRC 
have nothing to sell to support the families in any way. There is frequent, prolonged drought 
in such areas that has turned the lives of people in these communities miserable. These chal-
lenges have made the MCK look for different ways of empowering community members in 
these regions, to be able to support their families and their local churches for sustainabil-
ity. The only promising method and mechanism are to train all the people there in utilizing 
their locally available resources to gain income. Ninety-five percent of the communities in 
marginalized areas depend on their land resources, where they grow crops and rear animals. 
Therefore, they need to be trained more in crop and animal production, leadership, and 
gender issues.

It is for this reason that there was urgent need to look for an institution that would offer 
advanced knowledge in sustainable agriculture, community leadership, organic farming, and 
gender issues. By good chance, Dr. Bunmi, who is the Methodist Church in Britain’s Africa 
coordinator, advised me to apply for a scholarship to study at the Asian Rural Institute, to be 
equipped with adequate knowledge to come up with more skills, methods, ways, and strate-
gies to assist the leaders and community members in marginalized areas on servant leader-
ship, food life, and community building, so that they can develop programs to utilize their 
resources economically and sustainably for the wellbeing of their families in the current 
generation and the generations to come. This was not only great news to me but also to the 
Methodist Church in Kenya who mutually agreed with the idea, leading to the process of 
application to ARI.
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Conclusion
The time to report to the Asian Rural Institute was a big mountain because it was at a time 
when the entire world and most of the airports were being closed due to the coronavirus. 
My journey received mixed reactions from many people. Several of them discouraged me  to 
travel because of the pandemic, which made a lot of sense. But the good thing was that, in my 
heart, I was fully convinced that my journey to Japan was in God’s plan, and so I had nothing 
to fear. The next motivation are the words of Martin Luther that always keep me strong and 
make me feel that I need to do something for the sake of mankind without fear: 

The word of  God has been such that whoever wants to present it in the world must necessarily, 
like the apostles, renounce his life and accept death at every hour. It was brought through death, it 
was spread through death, and manifold deaths shall be necessary for it to be sustained. 

I felt I was not going to ARI for my own sake but for the sake of the church, and specifically 
to seek more ways to assist mankind. At any time I remember those words, even during my 
missionary journeys across the desert in East Africa, where there are a lot of risks. I defi-
nitely pressed on to come against the wishes of many, and I thank God I arrived safely, just 
making it out of Jomo Kenyatta International Airport six hours before the airport went into 
a lockdown.

My calling in life is to serve the communities living at the edge of survival. I find peace 
working in the Methodist Church in Kenya, and mostly I feel more content and happy when 
serving communities in marginalized areas regardless of the risks associated with them. 
But through all, I have witnessed God’s protection during my missionary journeys. It is my 
prayer and hope that, after my studies at ARI, I will return safely to my country and pass to 
the communities and my sending body the great things I learn at ARI, which I believe will go 
a long way in changing the lives of many people in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, South Sudan, 
and the DRC where I serve.

CHAPTER TWO
MY LEARNING AT THE ASIAN RURAL INSTITUTE

I arrived at the Asian Rural Institute on 25th March 2020, which was my birthday, and this 
was one of the best celebrations of my birthday ever. 

The following day—which was my first learning day—I joined the staff and volunteers 
for breakfast at Koinonia Hall. I woke up late because I was a bit tired as we arrived very late 
the day before. I found everybody had already taken breakfast. I had to eat alone, but few 
people gave me company. This was not a good moment for me because I felt I did not keep 
the time despite the fact that we were informed that breakfast is normally served at 8:30 am. 
This was my first learning experience for time management, which I learnt the hard way. 
Since then, I have tried by all means to keep time because I have realized how important it 
is in all daily programs. 
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The learning continued throughout that day and the days ahead through observation, 
during lunch and dinner time, during morning exercise, and during Foodlife work. The 
learning is all over in ARI because whoever is around you is your teacher, and wherever you 
are is a classroom. Everyone within ARI has a particular profession which means there is no 
time to rest if you are ready to learn.

The people at ARI are from over ten different countries from across all continents, with 
varied experiences and knowledge. Any time you meet anyone, may it be in the kitchen when 
cooking, in the garden when working, in the chicken house feeding the livestock, in the 
bedroom with your roommate, or anywhere else, you keep learning so many things, which 
started to transform me completely within the first few days. The classroom work and field 
trips started and thus, coupled with the learning from all the people around, the Asian Rural 
Institute became a very big school that taught me a lot of things that could have taken two 
years to learn in some other school.

In the last three months I have been at ARI, I have covered the following topics.
1. Servant leadership
2. Time management
3. Alternative marketing systems
4. Livestock and crops production 
5. Sustainable agriculture 
6. Organic farming
7. Climate change actions
8. Connecting the Sustainable Development Goals with short- and long-term 

project activities.
9. Community development and conflict management
10. Gender issues, rural life, water, and sanitation
11. Natural resources utilization and management

1. Servant leadership
The most interesting topic I covered at ARI that I feel has truly transformed me is servant 
leadership. There are several typical qualities of servant leadership that I have found with all 
staff at ARI that I truly admire: They are excellent listeners, committed to personal growth, 
approachable, well-connected to the community, hardworking, patient, the best model 
mentors, very organized, long-term thinkers, trustworthy, courageous, well-informed, 
authentic, and they value everyone. 

This is one of the topics, I have realized, that is universal and can be applied to any kind of 
institution, may it be to oneself, to a family, to a village, to a community, to a working place, to 
a country’s leadership, or any other kind of organization. I have learnt that servant leadership 
starts with you as an individual leading yourself in a manner that you become a servant to 
your own self. To be sure that you have become a servant leader you must have peace within 
yourself. Nothing you do should make you or other people feel bad, guilty, shame, regret, or 
having wasted precious time. You should feel proud of your actions towards others, then you 
can truly say you are a servant leader. 
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I have learnt that a servant leader must be a person with a character that everyone wants 
to copy or is proud of and wants to learn from. The big learning for me is that where there 
is servant leadership, there must be extraordinary peace, unity, joy, and happiness. Every-
one must feel a sense of belonging in that community, family, or organization. ARI is one of 
the most peaceful places I have ever experienced, where you can never notice the difference 
between the director or the staff, volunteer, participant, or visitor. It is a very unique place 
where truly servant leadership is not only taught in the classroom but also demonstrated in 
all programs. That makes the understanding of servant leadership very easy because all its 
qualities clearly stand out.

The extraordinary peace, happiness, and joy I have been experiencing at ARI have 
remained a mystery to me because everything is operating so smoothly so that nothing 
makes my heart feel disturbed. The environment is so calm, everyone feels at home. Every-
one works extra-hard without necessarily being forced or pushed to do what is expected of 
them. The secret is that ARI makes everyone feel honored, respected, loved, and part of this 
community, therefore one feels a sense of ownership. So, no matter the time you stay at ARI, 
you feel you need to contribute. 

The director, the assistant directors, the staff are all role models of servant leadership. I 
feel that any leader across the globe needs to possess that kind of skill. Servant leadership 
must be demonstrated through actions and not so much through talking. 

At ARI, it is very hard to differentiate who is who. Everyone is equal to the other and every-
one is humble. You feel comfortable with anyone you meet on the way or you sit together with, 
which makes learning at ARI very easy because you can talk to anyone and ask anything you 
need to know. 

Servant leadership requires socializing; to eat, work, and enjoy together; and to respect, 
accept, and trust each other by all means without any discrimination whatsoever, just as 
what is practiced at ARI every day. Many topics on servant leadership are already covered, 
but the actions have been speaking louder than the training program, which has transformed 
me completely, and I believe this will be witnessed throughout my life.

2. Time management
This is another important lesson I have learnt not only in the classroom but also in all day-
to-day programs. I don’t remember any program being late at ARI. Strict time management 
is the biggest practice at ARI where the planned activities are done without failure or delay. 
The most important thing I have learnt about time management is to know that there are two 
important things: the quality and the quantity of work you do in a given time. Many people 
keep time very well but do nothing or poor-quality work within that given time. I have learnt 
the importance of thorough preparation and planning to ensure quality work and to avoid 
wasting time. 

At ARI, time is managed in a very profitable way so that everyone will understand what is 
being taught. Everyone feels the time at ARI is spent in a very economical way because every 
day counts. The things we have learnt are well understood and can be easily passed to our 
countries, which will go a long way in improving the living standards for our communities.
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3. Alternative marketing systems: the teikei system
This kind of marketing system is a completely new phenomenon to me and very interesting. 
It can work in my country because many people already know the dangers of chemicals but 
they don’t know what to do and how to avoid eating chemical food as almost everyone is using 
conventional methods of farming. There are no marketing systems for organic farmers. This 
makes it hard for the consumers to access organic produce despite the fact that there are few 
farmers practicing organic farming in my country.

In the teikei system, the producer knows who eats their produce and the consumer knows 
who takes care of it. They are familiar with each other and get a better understanding of each 
other’s way of life through conversation and working together. They also adjust themselves 
to the seasonal items. Whatever crops each season offers naturally are truly nutritious and good. 

Producers should be regardful of consumers’ diet and health, and consumers are regard-
ful of producers’ livelihood. Prices are set with an agreement on both sides, through direct 
negotiation. Prices are in most cases higher than the ones set at the shipment in the conven-
tional market, to the producer’s satisfaction. On the other hand, consumers are delighted with 
the prices. Those teikei prices are usually set to guarantee a moderate sum of living expenses 
and production costs for producers. In that, they are evidently different from the prices at 
the conventional market born out of the supply-and-demand balance. Consumers can enjoy 
a stable supply of healthy, safe, organically-grown products. Previous experiments and expe-
riences were summarized into the Ten Principles of Teikei in November 1978. 
      

The Ten Principles of Teikei (summary)  
1. To build a friendly and creative relationship, not as mere trading partners
2. To produce according to pre-arranged plans on an agreement between the 

producer(s) and the consumer(s)
3. To accept all the produce delivered from the producer(s)
4. To set prices in the spirit of mutual benefit
5. To deepen the mutual communication for mutual respect and trust
6. To manage self-distribution, either by the producer(s) or by the consumer(s)
7. To be democratic in the group activities
8. To take much interest in studying issues related to organic agriculture 
9. To keep the members of each group in an appropriate number
10.  To go on making steady progress, even if slow, toward the final goal of the 

convinced management of organic agriculture and an ecologically sound life.

It is assumed that there are 500 to 1,000 consumer groups that are connected with organic 
producers in teikei relationships across Japan. The sizes of the groups vary from less than ten 
families to more than 5,000. In most cases, producers are in the neighboring localities, the 
number of whom is sometimes a few. 

However, it is true that the teikei movement faces several problems.  On the consumers’ 
side, the leaders have grown much advanced in age; the members of the steering commit-
tees tend to be fixed; there are fewer housewives who will volunteer to do the group activities 
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because of the increasing opportunities for women to get jobs and take part in social activi-
ties; many of the consumers have begun to hate taking the troublesome procedure of getting 
organic products now that there are easier ways to purchase them.

On the producers’ side, the problems are as follows: the leading growers have also become 
older; many of them complain that their sons will not succeed them (though not so frequently 
as with conventional farmers’ families); the quantity of the consumption of their produce is 
decreasing as the number of the consuming members has reached its ceiling. But neverthe-
less, the significance of teikei is greater than ever today.

4. Livestock feed management
Livestock feed management will not only remain my biggest learning but will also go a long 
way in changing the lives of many farmers in my country. 

The biggest problem of livestock farmers in Kenya is the high costs of feeds that have led 
many to quit farming and look for alternative ways of living. Many feed manufacturing facto-
ries have exploited the farmers to an extent that farmers are no longer making any profit from 
livestock farming but only help making livestock feed companies richer and richer every day. 
My learning at ARI made me realize that farmers have all that it takes to produce their own 
feed without buying it from the manufacturing industry. 

Many farmers in East Africa, me included, believe that sophisticated machines are 
required to produce feeds for livestock. Farmers don’t know the secret behind fermentation, 
which is a big learning for me because I never experienced this kind of technology despite 
having learnt agriculture for a couple of years. Many of the raw materials required to produce 
animal feed are easily made by farmers and therefore there is no need to depend on manu-
facturers. The most important thing for the farmers to know is the feed formulation as stipu-
lated in the Table 1. Each farmer can use different raw materials, which are locally available 
within their regions.

5. Organic Farming
The learning I have gained about organic farming at ARI is hard to have learnt somewhere 
else because most of the things involved practice, helping me to understand the whole concept 
of organic farming. 

At ARI, the concept of how forest ecosystems work is strictly emphasized and practiced 
in crop production. No fertilizers or chemicals are applied here. The plants are evergreen 
and healthy throughout. I have learnt that organic farming seeks to bring back the principles 
found in a natural forest ecosystem, allowing the soil to not just retain fertility and moisture 
but even to increase those over time. 

Organic farming is a tool that is widely used at ARI and produces remarkable results. If we 
think from a forest’s perspective, there is no disturbance of the soil (= zero tillage), but a thick 
layer of dead leaves, etc. on the soil surface that keeps falling every hour (= mulching), and an 
amazing diversity of species (= rotation of crops). This observation brings additional prin-
ciples to the way we should farm. Organic farming at ARI relies heavily on the natural break-
down of organic matter, using techniques like green manure, compost, bokashi, fermented 
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Growth 
Stage

Age or Weight

Feed Ratio in %

Carbohydrates

corn, barley, rice, millet

wheat, oat, dried cassava, millet

sorghum, fruit, potato, 
yam powder

Fats & Oil

rice, corn, oat, wheat bran

Protein

animal source proteins

fish meal, blood meal, frog meal, 
meat meal, bone meal, snail meal

plant source protein

soybean, nuts, cowpea, oil cake

soy sauce cake, any dried beans 

ground (grinded) palm oil meal

Minerals

Salt

Mineral Mix 

oyster shell (preferred for 
chicken)

di-calcium phosphate (DP)

azomite, coral, afsillin, mineral, 
soil, bone/eggshell unga

Vitamins�
(commercial multivitamins)

Charcoal �(1% up to 3% in feed)

Rice husk

Total (amount per 100kg feed)
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plant juice, charcoal, water-soluble calcium, water-soluble calcium phosphate, tsuchi-kôji, 
indigenous microorganisms (IMO), just to mention a few, to replace nutrients taken from the 
soil by previous crops. 

The whole of this process at ARI is a biological process that is driven by earthworms and by 
microorganisms, collected from the forest in a form called IMO 1 and stored in forms referred 
to as IMO 2 and 3. These allow the natural production of nutrients in the soil throughout the 
growing season and has been referred to as feeding the soil to feed the plant. 

At ARI, organic farming uses a variety of methods to improve soil fertility, including crop 
rotation, mulching, cover cropping, reduced tillage, and the application of compost, bokashi, 
or other organic fertilizers. By using mulch, the soil is not inverted and exposed to air; less 
carbon is lost to the atmosphere resulting in more soil organic carbon. This has an added 
benefit of carbon sequestration, which can reduce greenhouse gases and help reverse climate 
change, the biggest problem in African countries that is causing a series of disasters in East 
Africa such as floods, droughts, desert locusts, and diseases.

To control pests and diseases like insects, mites, nematodes, fungi, and bacteria, ARI uses 
organic practices: encouraging predatory, beneficial insects to control pests, encouraging 
beneficial microorganisms, rotating crops to different locations from year to year to interrupt 
pest reproduction cycles, planting companion crops and pest-repelling plants that discour-
age or divert pests, using row covers to protect crops during pest migration periods, using 
biologic pesticides and herbicides (such as garlic, chili, and ginger solutions, wood vinegar, 
milk, wheat flour, tsuchi-kôji, sutochû, ash, eggshells) insect nets, timely planting, healthy soil, 
clean seeds, using stale seedbeds to germinate, and destroy weeds before planting.

CHAPTER THREE 
MY VISION 2030

Connecting the Sustainable Development Goals with MCK rural training centers and other institutions; 
short- and long-term activities and programs according to the knowledge I have gained  

at the Asian Rural Institute.

1. Introduction
In the African setting, family heads traditionally subdivide their land to their sons. Current-
ly, the land is being subdivided to all children without consideration of gender. This means 
agricultural land is constantly reducing and at an increasing rate due to the inverted pyramid 
of population growth. The land is continuously divided, becoming smaller and smaller as 
more and more generations come in. This has put a lot of pressure on agricultural land and 
increased the need for intensive production of both crops and livestock. Also, due to mono-
culture farming being practiced by many farmers, disease and pest pressure has led to exces-
sive use of pesticides and fungicides. Residues of these crop protection products are harmful 
to humans and generally harmful to living things in the ecosystem, and that necessitates 
organic or climate-smart production systems and techniques of agriculture. 
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The aim of my studies at the Asian Rural Institute was for upgrading the Methodist Church 
in Kenya’s agricultural training centers, intending to intensify organic or climate-smart 
agriculture of our livestock and crop production for training purposes and to find alterna-
tive methods of farming that will help reduce the effect of climate change. Climate change 
has caused frequent disasters, including flooding, droughts, insects (like locusts), and unpre-
dictable rainfall patterns for more than ten consecutive years, and the effects are worsening 
as the years pass by. Therefore, my studies at ARI were to find alternative ways of crop and 
animal production that can enable the training of small-scale farmers on using organic and 
other natural sustainable methods; help the technology transfer to rural communities across 
East Africa to improve productivity and profitability of farm enterprises; develop rural lead-
ership and development skills. The overall goal of my studies was to improve food security 
and climate change mitigation measures. 

My learning at ARI has covered more than what I expected and has truly broadened my 
thinking and knowledge in a big way. I feel I have gained adequate potential and the capac-
ity to bring transformation to the Methodist Church in Kenya and the county. The way ARI 
connects its activities and training with sustainable rural development leaves no stone 
unturned and this is the way to go for all projects in the world if the dreams of the 17 Sustain-
able Development Goals will ever be achieved across the globe by 2030.

2. Vision description
The vision—entitled Connecting the Sustainable Development Goals with MCK rural training centers 
and other institutions; short- and long-term activities and programs according to the knowledge I have 
gained at the Asian Rural Institute—will be implemented at the MCK Bio-Intensive Agricultural 
Training Center, located in Meru Town, Eastern Province. It is a community-based organi-
zation and managed by the Methodist Church in Kenya since 2001. Bio-Intensive facilitates 
the training of farmer groups and creates necessary linkages with other MCK rural train-
ing centers based in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania that would enhance and improve house-
hold incomes through small-scale farming. This is achieved through engagement with rural 
communities across East Africa, intensive training programs organized at the rural training 
centers, and extension training programs in rural community gatherings and churches.

Upgrading the MCK rural training centers will involve the knowledge I have gained at 
ARI. The new knowledge connects the 17 SDGs with the short- and long-term activities of the 
MCK across all levels, just the same way that ARI’s activities are, as illustrated here below.

3. Connecting the ARI training with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

3.1 SDG-1: No Poverty
One in ten people in developing nations still live with their families on less than $1.90 per day and that 

the Sustainable Development Goals aim to eradicate extreme poverty in its entirety. That means that the 
poor gain equal rights to economic resources. This is why ARI invites participants from developing coun-
tries working directly with rural communities, to empower them on sustainable agriculture and leadership 
among other ways that will reduce poverty. 
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I will embark on training organic farming methods and sustainable agriculture, e.g. 
animal feed production, bokashi making, making effective microorganisms to help farmers 
avoid buying fertilizers, social business, processing, and packaging, just to mention a few.

3.2  SDG-2: Zero Hunger
Currently, one in nine people in the world is considered undernourished, with the majority in develop-

ing countries. The SDGs’ Zero Hunger goal is seeking to change this by eradicating all forms of hunger by 
2030. This includes bringing more sustainable food production systems and technologies into the fold, 
doubling the output and income of small-scale food producers, and ensuring there is sufficient genetic 
diversity preserved in staple crop seeds. 

This is also the main learning at ARI and what is practiced every day. My effort will be 
geared towards developing rural communities in East Africa through intensive training on 
various ways that enable communities to produce enough food for their families.

3.3  SDG-3: Good Health & Well-Being
More than five million children still die before their fifth birthday each year. The Good Health and 

Well-Being goal focuses on reducing these numbers to less than 70 deaths per 100,000 births by 2030, in 
addition to putting an end to all preventable deaths due to disease. 

ARI focuses on producing organic food (which is healthy food capable of reducing diseases) 
as well as taking care of the environment to reduce the effects of climate change (that causes 
diseases affecting children and mothers). Encouraging the production of healthy food and 
diversity through organic and sustainable farming, and educating on eating a balanced diet 
(similar to what I have learnt at ARI’s FEAST (Food Education an Sustainable Table) program 
that has taught me a lot about healthy food for a healthy body) will be my biggest efforts.

3.4 SDG-4: Quality Education
Fifty-seven million primary-aged children are not attending school and further, 50 percent of those 

children are living in conflict-impacted areas, making it even more challenging to achieve changes in these 
areas, or even simply for parents to leave and relocate. The Quality Education goal is designed to “ensure 
that all girls and boys complete free, equitable, and quality primary and secondary education leading to 
relevant and Goal-4 effective learning outcomes.” This includes equal access for people at a disadvantage, 
such as providing opportunities to women who are interested in technical or vocational education tracts. 

The learning at ARI is designed in a way that parents in rural communities in developing 
countries will be empowered by ARI graduates, to utilize their locally available resources 
through sustainable agriculture and other different ways to generate income and support 
their children to go through their education system. ARI also trains participants in servant 
leadership so that they can assist rural communities living in conflict-impacted areas so that 
they can overcome the challenges and make positive changes to the communities and conse-
quently create opportunities for children to go to school. 

After graduation, ARI participants provide opportunities to women who are interested in 
technical education programs, so as to assist them to realize their potentials and utilize their 
locally available resources effectively for the wellbeing of their families. My biggest agenda 
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will be to empower rural communities to generate income, by training social businesses 
and sustainable agriculture, so that those communities can educate their children through 
universities and intensive training on rural leadership. 

3.5  SDG-5: Gender Equality
Seven hundred fifty million women and girls alive today were married off before the age of 18, and 

at least 200 million women and girls in thirty countries have been subjected to female genital mutila-
tion (FGM). Among these numbers are eighteen countries that allow husbands to legally prevent their 
wives from working, and forty-nine countries that lack laws protecting women from domestic violence. 
The Gender Equality goal is designed to end all forms of violence against women and girls in both public 
and private spheres. This includes ending all sex trafficking as well as other forms of exploitation such as 
forced childhood marriage. 

The training at ARI focuses on gender equality. During the admission process, they make 
sure women are also given equal opportunities as men to apply. The staffing at ARI clearly 
demonstrates a commitment to make SDG 5 a reality. The training program empowers the 
rural communities where most of the women stay at home and developing countries where 
FGM and other outdated traditional practices that are not favorable to women are practiced. 

Like at ARI, I want both males and females in my communities to go through training 
to discover their potential, and intensive training programs will emphasize gender equal-
ity not only in the Methodist rural training centers but also in churches, schools, and other 
institutions.

3.6  SDG-6: Water & Sanitation
Only seven in ten people have access to safe drinking water, and six in ten lack proper sanitation facil-

ities. Fortunately, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of the global population using an improved 
drinking water source has increased from 76 per cent to 90 per cent. 

The Water and Sanitation goal is important to all. The primary goal for any rural devel-
oper is to provide water and sanitary solutions to rural communities and urban slums. ARI 
shows participants cheap and effective non-electric wastewater treatment systems designed 
for wastewater, either from animals or contaminated water bodies, using natural methods or 
bio-active water: by having several chambers with manure and stones along a slope—with 
manure at the top chamber and manure and stones in the three consecutive chambers—to 
reduce the smell and to recycle the water.

They also train different ways to make sanitary towels for women in rural areas, apart 
from other training programs designed to empower rural communities to avoid pollution. 
Organic farming methods are very friendly to water bodies and participants learn how to 
solve rural communities water challenges from the examples of Jôsaku Innami (1831-1888) 
and Takeshi Yaita (1849-1921) who single-handedly made plans for great canals to solve the 
water problems in the Nasu area using their own resources and mobilizing the communi-
ty without the help from the government. Like ARI, my Methodist training programs also 
involve methods of water purification, rainwater harvesting, and other community develop-
ment through water projects. 
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3.7  SDG-7: Affordable & Clean Energy
Thirteen percent of the world population do not have access to modern electricity. Another 3 billion rely 

on resources such as wood and coal to cook and heat their homes, which produce harmful airborne pollut-
ants. Greenhouse gas emissions from human activities are already changing our climate and will have 
substantially more drastic effects in just a few decades. The Affordable and Clean Energy goal is designed 
to create access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern energy. 

ARI’s curriculum is articulated towards helping the participants solve some of these chal-
lenges and to achieve SDG 7 through training them on affordable, reliable, and sustainable 
energy. A good example is the Non-Electric Atelier in Nasu where Prof. Yasuyuki Fujimura, 
an inventor, teaches on the idea of richness without using energy and money. He uses natural 
energy to regulate heat in his well-built, cheap houses that anyone can build using locally 
available resources. 

ARI uses solar systems to generate energy, as well as biogas, geared towards the elimina-
tion of kerosene and reduced dependence on electricity. I will train my community members 
on the use of natural energy, e.g. sun, wind, water, and other natural materials, for lighting, 
cooling, and heating so that each can afford energy. 

3.8  SDG-8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
The way people work is changing, and technologies will soon replace many existing jobs over the next 

decade. Although the global unemployment rate hit a new low in 2017, 61 percent of workers are involved 
in some form of informal employment. The Decent Work and Economic Growth goal is designed to foster 
sustainable and equitable economic growth for all workers. This means achieving “higher levels of economic 
productivity through diversification, technological upgrading, and innovation, including through a focus 
on high-value added and labour-intensive sectors.” 

ARI teaches various technologies, ranging from organic farming, processing, innova-
tions like the non-electric technologies from Prof. Fujimura, garbage processing, marketing, 
social business, and community development programs. They are all geared for sustainable 
and equitable economic growth in rural communities through diversification, technological 
upgrading, and innovations.

3.9  SDG-9: Industry, Innovation, Infrastructure
There are many parts of the world that still lack access to mobile broadband networks (16%), and 

infrastructure places an outsized economic constraint on developing countries. The Industry, Innovation, 
and Infrastructure goal is designed to build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrializa-
tion, and foster innovation across the globe. The key emphasis is on developing reliable and sustainable 
infrastructural solutions that support economic development as well as human well-being, while also 
ensuring financial affordability. 

In today’s world, younger generations are increasingly unable to purchase homes. Housing 
constraints are highly localized and involve many complex factors. ARI trains participants on 
the importance of using locally available resources for construction, like what we learnt at the 
Non-Electric Atelier. More such training programs will be included in the MCK training centers.
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3.10  SDG-10: Reduced Inequalities
Like Goal 5 focusing on gender inequalities, Goal 10 broadens the scope to inequality and economic 

divides within and among countries. Most of the rich world relies on the labor of developing nations to 
manufacture clothing and technology consumer products, but underdeveloped countries consistently miss 
out on many economic benefits due to structural income inequalities. The Reduced Inequalities goal is 
designed to empower and promote all countries to lower all forms of inequalities, especially for those indi-
viduals negatively impacted due to their age, sex, disability, ethnicity, or religion. 

The Asian Rural Institutes empowers participants to overcome those challenges and find 
ways of utilizing local resources sustainably. ARI tries to create equal opportunities for all 
religions, as illustrated in the diversity of religions represented by the participants, volun-
teers, and staff as well as the rich representation of ethnic groups and gender. 
According to my vision, the MCK institutions will also be geared towards creating equal 
opportunities for all religions and ethnic groups in all MCK programs and activities.

3.11  SDG-11: Sustainable Cities & Communities
The world is growing, with 3.5 billion currently living in cities. In the next decade, that number is set to 

hit 5 billion. However, 95 percent of urban expansion is set to occur in the developing world, with another 
833 million otherwise left to live in sprawling slums. The Sustainable Cities and Communities Goal is set 
to ensure everyone has access to safe and affordable housing, including access to basic services like water 
sanitation and transportation. 

Intensive training programs will be designed to empower rural communities to ensure 
that they can afford safe and affordable housing, using locally available resources as well as 
basic services like water sanitation and transportation.

 3.12  SDG-12: Responsible Consumption and Production
Like at ARI, the training programs will be designed to encourage closed-circle product 

lifecycles in homes, schools, institutions, and churches to achieve the Responsible Consump-
tion and Production goal. We will offer a plan to drastically reduce food waste, make more 
environmentally sound decisions, and help encourage companies, families, homes, and insti-
tutions to adopt increasingly sustainable practices in all forms of their business, activities, 
and services.

 3.13 SDG-13: Climate Action
Like ARI, MCK rural training centers will have intensive training programs on the effect 

of climate change. We will encourage climate-smart agriculture skills and agroforestry 
programs focusing on tree fruit planting and biodiversity.

 3.14  SDG-14: Life below Water
Organic farming methods will be encouraged intensively through training and demon-

stration because it is friendly to life in water. We will develop training programs on water 
purification, an intensive campaign on tree planting, along with water bodies and a tree 
seedlings nursery in all centers.
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 3.15  SDG-15: Life on Land
This will be the biggest MCK training program because African countries suffer from 

deforestation and desertification. Intensive training programs will be done in schools, 
churches, and community gatherings to restore the lost glory of the land through diversifica-
tion using organic and sustainable farming, agroforestry programs, and sustainable develop-
ment programs.

3.16  SDG-16: Peace and Justice, Strong Institutions
MCK rural training centers will be intensively involved in training to end abuse, corrup-

tion, bribery, all forms of exploitation of children; to reduce all forms of violence; to promote 
peace and justice in all of their school and church programs.

 3.17  SDG-17: Partnerships to Achieve the Goals
MCK rural training centers will seek strong partnerships with all denominations, local 

and international governments, local and international NGOs, universities, high schools, 
primary schools, and many more to ensure the easy implementation of the training programs.

I am presenting this vision to seek support for implementing it in the next ten years so that 
the MCK rural training centers become the pillar of supporting the 17 SDGs that transform the 
rural communities in East Africa. I am confident that if my vision is supported, we will be able to 
contribute towards improving the livelihood of rural communities in East Africa, especially 
those living in marginalized areas, and to reduce their poverty levels, according to what I 
have witnessed during my nine-months of learning at ARI.

4. MCK rural training centers

4.1 Background 
Many families in rural Kenya have abandoned the little land they had because they 

thought it was too small for any economic gain. Therefore, poverty was widespread in most 
households. MCK rural training centers now empower these people by demonstrating how 
more food and income can be realized through the optimum utilization of the land using bio-
intensive farming methods. These are simple, organic, and natural techniques that improve 
soil structure and are in harmony with nature. 

Methods include climate-smart agriculture demonstration plots at the center, e.g. a zero-
grazing unit, rabbit rearing, sheep farming, chicken rearing, pig farming, vegetable gardens, 
drip irrigation, greenhouse farming, tree/fruits nursery management, fruit and honey 
processing, value-addition of vegetables through drying. All of these methods are showcased 
in a two-acre piece of land at the Bio-Intensive demonstration site. Small-scale farmers come 
and learn through observations to be able to implement on their individual farms. Many 
members of the community who have attended the training in these training centers are now 
able to produce enough nutritious food for their families and have additional income through 
selling the crops they grow using organic farming methods. 
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4.2 Mission, vision, goals, and core values
a. Mission 
To demonstrate, through practical example, that small-holder farmers can produce more 

nutritious food and increase family income by efficiently utilizing the small land units they 
own using appropriate simple farming methods. 

b. Vision
To be recognized as the leading developers of small-scale farmers through building an 

information resource centre and by enhancing market access for small-scale farmers in East 
Africa and beyond.

c. Goals
To reduce poverty by providing facilities where farmers, students, and other interest 

groups share experiences and gain knowledge geared towards holistic human development 
based on a biblical approach. 

d. Core Values
• Integrity and trust
•  Transparency and accountability
•  Teamwork
•  Consultation
•  Professionalism

5. Objectives of my Vision 2030
My vision will be to upgrade MCK rural training centers according to the knowledge I have 
gained at ARI: connecting all their training programs and activities with the Sustainable 
Development Goals in an effort to address the many challenges faced in East Africa today.
This will go a long way in meeting the following specific objectives:

a. To start livestock feed production at Bio-Intensive.  
Feed is very expensive to maintain the livestock. Training farmers in produc-
ing their own feed will help them avoid expensive feed purchases. 

b. To increase chicken rearing at MCK rural training centres from 100 to over 10,000 
birds by 2030.  
Poultry will be a means of generating more income for extension services 
(to train more people), help the sustainability of the centres, and can be used 
to train farmers. Many chicken farmers have lost hope because of the high 
number of deaths among chickens caused by diseases, high feeding costs, and 
poor knowledge of chicken rearing. 

c. To lease several pieces of land in different parts of East Africa to demonstrate organic 
farming methods closer to communities.  
Many farmers don’t go to MCK rural training centres due to long distances and 
costs. By showcasing the leased organic demonstration sites, extension train-
ing will be easy for communities in rural and marginalized areas. This also 
will contribute to producing more crops for income.
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d. To improve the tree/fruits/vegetable seedlings nursery.  
By repairing the greenhouse and buying enough tools and equipment for the 
nursery, the MCK can meet the high demand for vegetables, trees, and fruits 
seedlings required by small-scale farmers. We can also teach farmers how 
to manage seedling nurseries. For climate change mitigation measures, I 
also want to produce enough tree/fruit/vegetable seedlings for all the MCK’s 
demonstration farms across East Africa, and sell tree seedlings to farmers, 
schools, churches, and even to those companies that pollute the water bodies at 
subsidized prices.

e. To modify the curriculum to include the 17 SDGs proposed in my vision and to increase 
the scope of invitation.  
This will not only include small-scale farmers but also primary/high schools, 
churches, and universities as well as community developers across East Africa, 
volunteers, and others.

f. To start a teikei marketing system in East Africa.  
I will start with members of the church, especially where the land will be 
leased for organic farming demonstrations. The produce will be sold to the 
community members around that area so that farmers who adopt organic 
farming learn how to market their produce.

g. To lease idle land in church compounds.  
Many churches have big land that can assist the church members to learn 
organic agriculture. Also, the money for leasing can assist the church and pay 
for organic vegetables close to them.

h. To organise several field day training programs.  
Demonstrations will be set in the leased land. Community members can be 
called during harvesting. Training will cover some basics about the 17 Sustain-
able Development Goals. The MCK can also sell produce at that time.

i. To create job opportunities for the many young people in the rural communities.  
Many don’t have work because they drop out of school as their parents cannot 
support their education. They also don’t have the knowledge to utilize their 
small piece of land. By leasing many pieces of land close to rural communities, 
these young people will learn and use their land for economic gain.  
Many can be employed to work on the leased land and at MCK rural training 
centres as they expand their capacities. For example, our chicken farms will 
be increased to 10, 000 chickens by 2030, the pig farms will be increased to at 
least 1000 pigs as feed will be produced at the centres.

The above objectives are my key pillars to address the problems and constraints of rural 
communities in East Africa and to safeguard the interests of the Sustainable Development 
Goals that will make the world a better place to live for present and future generations.
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6. My vision is anchored in the following strengths of the MCK

6.1 Project Management
MCK Bio-Intensive has a very strong board of directors team that represents various 

community-based organizations, small-scale farmers, government (e.g. the Ministry of Agri-
culture), and the church. It also has a qualified chief executive officer and head of departments 
(for livestock, crop production, natural resources, accommodation, catering), and training 
and extension officers. They will be wholly responsible for the management and implemen-
tation of my vision. The board will also oversee and supervise the actual activities.

6.2 Monitoring and evaluation
1.  There will be direct supervision by the board of directors during the imple-

mentation period.
2. There will be a transparent process of implementation of services. Documents 

will be available for stakeholders to spot-check the progress and community 
impact.

3. Progress reports will be provided monthly and regular meetings will be held to 
discuss and address the shortcomings experienced.

6.3 Sustainability
The project will be sustained through proper management and at the beginning, there 

will be a baseline survey that will serve as a guide map during the implementation period. 
The project has enough qualified personnel to assist its implementation. The project has a 
guest house where up to sixty small-scale farmers can stay and learn. It also offers cater-
ing services, assisting in the training center’s operations’ sustainability. The vision will be 
shared freely with all the stakeholders at the beginning and throughout the implementation 
period. They include the MCK’s presiding bishop, all the thirteen bishops across East Africa, 
the conference staff, the MCK rural training centers management board and staff, the rural 
communities, local churches, schools, and local governments. They and other stakeholders 
and development partners will enhance my vision to meet the objectives and pass the vision 
to future stakeholders for continuity purposes. 

6.4 Resources
Bio-Intensive—the head office of my vision’s implementation—has all the necessary 

resources and experience since 2001. It simply requires upgrading of programs to accommo-
date my vision to implement the Sustainable Development Goals to serve the larger commu-
nity and general interests.
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The Methodist Church of Kenya

Board of Directors

Tree/fruits/vegetable 
seedlings nursery 

management

Livestock Organic crop 
production

Catering & 
Accommodation 

Capacity building, 
extension & training

6.5 Organizational structure

6.6 Beneficiaries
The purpose of my vision is to seek collaboration from my sending body in assisting rural 

communities in marginalized areas that live at the edge of survival, in climate change miti-
gation measures, and in the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals within 
East Africa and beyond for which a global agenda needs to be implemented by all countries.

The target beneficiaries are all the small-scale farmers in East Africa: men, women, and 
children, especially in marginalized areas. They will benefit through the provision of skills 
to enhance their production capacity. The government will also benefit because one of the 
government’s biggest agenda is to implement the SDGs at the grassroots levels across the 
country.
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7. Implementation plan
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agriculture 
climate change.

Schools and churches 
get income and 
knowledge

The rural training 
centers will increase 
income -

more people.

A ready market for 
organic produce

start
2021

end
2030

start
2021

end
2030

start
2021

end
2030

start
2021

end
2030

-

All the 

All the 

Constraint/ Challenge Activity Expected Output Time 
Frame

By who

7. Implementation plan (continued)
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION

If granted the opportunity to implement my vision, I believe it will go a long way in assisting 
the Methodist Church in Kenya’s Bio-Intensive Agricultural Training Center to accomplish 
the objectives stated above, to improve its service delivery to farmers, community develop-
ers, and students across East Africa. It should also help generate sufficient income to sustain 
the MCK rural training centers’ operations and to train the rural communities with climate-
smart agriculture techniques to reduce the effects of climate change.

Implementing this vision will also assist the Methodist Church to achieve the Sustain-
able Development Goals by enabling church members, schools, and community developers 
to connect the SDGs to all their activities, programs, homes, and institutions.

The support of this vision will enable me to implement my learning at the Asian Rural 
Institute. It will also help the Church’s vision, goals, and mission as well as the rapid growth 
of MCK rural training centers, other MCK institutions, and the rural communities based in 
all corners of East Africa where the MCK is active. 

May the support of this vision be a big blessing to the Methodist Church in Kenya, MCK 
rural training centers, MCK institutions, staff, farmers, church members, students, rural 
community members, community developers, and the general public both now and in the 
years to come.

  
Good people are kind to their animals, but a mean person is cruel to them. 
Hard working farmers have plenty to eat but it is stupid to waste time on useless projects.

(Proverbs 12, 10-1)

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AT THE ASIAN RURAL INSTITUTE
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睗皹
מ״ע

睗硼մ煝疴ס芻再
瞉脢עյ���� 䌑劓מյ㎼⫐מّٚءٞو٬ء٤ؼ٭ٚتل٭ئⲎյ吕勎澛ꊙ꽆㘇⸮䉖ס㳔吾岺
זם㞅♐嵛ⳛ鉿סյ٧劓ꪨך㳔ꯖؓةꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯㸗ꪎ㳔吾♧┫յؓؓة㳔ꯖ٬ؓؓةؓ☭
�յ䬲겏٭ر٭ꀸ匆ׂٛ⦐ך呧סյ蠗ימյ㝚䌐崎㐌㔔ٛنյؓؓةյؓע㳔ꯖؓةնؓג ٧劓
ꪨס煝⟵ꄼיꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯ַי㳔吾ֵךնؓ ٭عشٓסյ㳔吾עצ㳔ס劄㝕סך㳔ꯖؓة
עמ㳔ꯖؓةն䓜免յֵؓמցמ״ג׀气מ⪳րֵך �� ㎼ �� յ㎼禶٬㴴侷٬ֿגչַֿ☭ס⻏
倀ⵊ٬❿⡑镸沌כ☭չכ⪴⻎✄气嵛ꃻյ⾀佻ֻ낛朮ך╚ֹ⻉ה־⮔յ㳔吾٭عشٓס
呭㕆յ㵵汫냣芌յ疛յסյꀸ✑朮עך㳔ꯖؓةնؓג窢玗䠊ַֹכցמ״ג׀气מ⪳րֵך
㺵嫣յ鞪槏յ낛◜ַֹכյր낛朮ցמꫀ┞ꅙס嵣מ╚ס麃翝ׂ篑닫גնך╚סא䠊ג
ր䕱欎ց䠊םֹסאյיאյכ׆ַי־气ך╚סր䕱欎ցסյ蔦麃ֿ蔦撬עכ׆
气嵛עյꌬ䉖气嵛עך╚ס尴י䠊םַֹם׀ךסכ׆ր骅־ցמ徰גזֵךסն

瞉脢ֿյ勓韢倀ס濪䞯䕑ג芻再עמյؓؓة㳔ꯖך䕑םֹס׆ג宜ֵֿ׀טն┾汔ֿػٞؤ
珺ך锬㢼ג״劓յַהס佻ֻ낛朮✑㵅갾מ鉿ֹֿכ׆㝕⮗סכד䘼ֵַֿ־כ׆גז
յؓעն勓韢倀ג״㢼׀⦐יכؓؔطꩽ劻ٍٚ٤ס䌑ꪨך㳔ꯖؓةյؓי鉿╒כ㳔噺עյ瞉脢
ךסג״כױמֹ׀ך劔⪳כյ♑脢䱱寛מ㳔ゼ溷כ׆ג傽չ䠊ך气嵛ס䌑ꪨס㳔ꯖؓة
նֵ

㸯ꓩ�끆㝚
㕂ꥷ㛇漚侄㣐㷕侄䱇⠓䲿⳿㷕㡦锷俑
锷俑䭷㼪㻢叨侄㆞��뉓䛷焚

굸ץ暟⡲㌀鸐ׄג㛅Ⰻ⡤䚍ך橆㞮䙼䟝
պ✲⢽ָזאչֶֽח㷕ꤍ،آ،
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睗硼մ煝疴ס潨溷
勓煝疴ֿ䪒ֹ欎㘶⡠槏㳔עյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ֿ㎼갾獗⚶ס⪴ꄼゼ꾴יכ霼餟㢼ג״ ���� 䌑♣מ╭꾴ⵊ
����նֵך㳔ゼג 䌑עמյ欎㘶ゼ꾴סיַחמ┾汔סי״⮴ך㝕锺埛ם侓䍟⚶⻉ֵך㎼ꅙ☭
ꪨ欎㘶⚶饗ٌّٜؠشعت⚶饗ֿ ٭ٞג曫⮂י⻉מאյֵ յעꮹ汔ցסր䧯ꩽסهٚؠ٬ُ
篑座䧯ꩽֿ寏╽מ籽ׂכ׆ַםעךס䭰䷂י㝂ׂס☭չמ銘业גֻ┰ն〡㳔⡠槏㳔ס꽝㔔
����յֵֿ׀ⳛ笠ⵊ✄יכյ欎㘶⡠槏㳔㳔ゼׄ⺇䔔꼸ס׆ 䌑עמ㎼갾溷ם㳔銉霺ֵךր欎
㘶⡠槏㳔ցֿ⮜鉿㢼ג״նסא䔿յ���� 䌑♣䔿־ �� 䌑♣⯼יׄ־מյ㎼갾獗⚶ֽׄמ欎
㘶ゼ꾴ס宜ꆻםע둚ױ锶ն����䌑עמ匯锞⬗䨏ֿ箽篙յ����䌑ס㎼ꅙ欎㘶ꪛ溪⚶饗㐌
槉عشِئיׄ⻔מյ㎼갾侓岕עր匯锞⬗䨏ց־ր㐌槉廛凇ⵊゼ꾴ցّؕرٚقס黨䳕ꁸֻי
寏◪����Q���նֵךסגַ

ն欎ג꽃㸐皑㎫䑑䳀獏◝סꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋☭כյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋עյ欎㘶⡠槏㳔מ♣免םֹס׆
㘶ゼ꾴ס⸮㎋ֵך☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋⩴劚յ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋瓌鉿ֿכ׆ゃֻյמ״גסאյ
蔦撬ס❿⡑յ蔦撬ס埫⯈מꫀ䘼䞯ֿ㺤ꪛג׀יն☭ꪨסיזכמ劔氠䙎מ㕈ׂטꇓ⪽溷❿⡑
䯚ֻ偙ֿ䪞ס⡑❿ס蔦撬ג♃յ☭ꪨםֹס㐂溷❿⡑⫏םֹր耘ց䠊ימ⯼յ蔦撬
❿ֿססאյ蔦撬כ♃յ☭ꪨיכ⡑韢❿ס蔦撬םꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷☭㸐מאյ⮿
⡑䭥כח勓鮐溷❿⡑ֿ䳀鱍嗱阧ג딲꾁����Q��������ն

ꪨ☭כד⩰⨲յ欎㘶ֿעךյ┞偙ֽיַ♕ײ叉מ䯚ֻ偙┞薭סյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ע꽃㸐皑㎫䑑◝ס׆
긊╚䖥╭聋ֿゃֻյ♑偙עךյ篑座ֿ⨲⩰כד☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋ֿゃַֻיն☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭
ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑עյ־הלꃯ寛־הלף枈朷מ䕑ن؛غ٭ٝعַם
ם״ꪨ╚䖥╭聋侉☭ג׀י׆鱍׀딲꾁����Q���ն欎㘶ゼ꾴䑛ֹױי⮂ײ气➳ꫀס
蔦ךױיց枈朷־ր骅䙎➬⯈עյ☭ꪨכסյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋מ免⻎כ䘼ֹכַםםףׄ
撬㴕מֻ٤ُٝةַֹכ־ֹדסַםםףׄםյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ס呧勓溷ם闋尴瞬锶⮂כ׆
նַם׀ךֿ

☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑סゼ꾴掾עյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬ֿ┮⺪⮔םꫀ➳מכס㲽
㐂סכַי⯼䳀翝דכ׆ַימ׀ն㝂ׂס☭չעյ槁㐂ס獗⚶篑座ךכסّطتبյ
☭ꪨכ蔦撬כ׆ֵֿֿםחמ䗆ַֿיזױיյ☭ꪨֿ蔦撬־竵䕑־ךכ׆气׀
כյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋עյ欎㘶⡠槏מֻאնֵךסֵמ➳ꫀם⮔⺪┮ע蔦撬כյ☭ꪨמַֹם
☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋םֹסյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬㸐翝◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ׂםעךյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ֵס
꽃㸐皑◝ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨעյ欎㘶⡠槏עךն勓韢倀ַםםףׄם⡠槏圸碎ם册ꇀ溷יכ㥌׀
㎫䑑♣מյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳ֽׄמր⪢✄䙎ցמ册ꇀ溷ם❿⡑翝ֵׂך׀յםֹסא欎
㘶䘼䞯㕆ֹמ״גյ☭ꪨס劄㕈勓溷םㅰֵךײր낛朮כ׆ׂחցֿ 姊כ׆ַם־韢ն
睗硼մ勓韢倀ס圸䧯
睗皹ր槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏ס㕈勓溷卽篁סאכײ䘼䞯溷徎岩ցעךյ槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏ס䘼䞯ֿꁿ♣מ氮匡
��յע饗韢ꫀמ⡠槏ꈌ氠סն蔦撬韢כ׆ ┾笫عٜظס溷〡㳔מ㢼ױյ�� ┾笫עמ
嚣䗻ֿ溫㖪ס䬺㝕סր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ցםכ溷㕈潒٭؟ٞ؛ظؕס꽃㸐皑㎫䑑◝ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨמך
նׅ┪⺅־ח䘼䞯ַׂס欎㘶⡠槏ס♣յ槁יֻױ䘼䞯溷徎岩鵕ס׆ն韢כ׆גַי

睗皹ր欎㘶⡠槏ס偆ַ卽篁סײ䳀獏ցעךյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ֿ䫱ֻ坎չםゼ꾴掾
յ坎չם閣䍲־䭰䷂նגױյ♣מא欎㘶⡠槏ס卽篁יכײյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎סրח
ն䳀鱍כ׆䨴⺅־镄掾םցꫀ➳韢溷ֿם

睗皹ր낛噺ꄼגւֿםחփס㎇䕮ˌؓؓة㳔ꯖ־❛◜סˌցעךյؓ յ־❛◜ס㳔ꯖؓة
☭ꪨס劄㕈勓溷םㅰֵךײր낛朮✑ㅰײցꄼגրֿםחցס㎇䕮יַחמ韢ն

굸ץ暟⡲㌀鸐ׄג㛅Ⰻ⡤䚍ך橆㞮䙼䟝
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睗皹
欎㘶⡠槏ס㕈勓溷卽篁סאכײ䘼䞯溷徎岩

���� 䌑յ㎼갾侓岕ֿր匯锞⬗䨏ց־ր㐌槉廛凇ⵊゼ꾴ցّؕرٚقס黨䳕ꁸֻג꼿յ䓜免㳔鞃
溷מ僻牞ם䓺ך牞皑ْٛؓגַי╚䖥גכ欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס脝ֻ偙ֿյغ٭ر٤ذت٬ٜف٭ٞء
ٖبشػ٬'٬ؠشٛظٞס吾⻏霵侷䱅ٚف٭فذ٤ئ㝕㳔ؓؼؚٜنٛյ槁עמ׆նג塌茣יכ
ֿ㝕ׂ׀ꫀ┰ַי딲꾁����Q����ն

����յעٖبشػ 䌑מյր蔦撬ס埫⯈ˌ欎㘶⡠槏ס倀僻⺮ցךյ�� ┾笫ס־欎㘶⡠槏גֵמ
䘼䞯婹⺮溷מ俠槏גնעך׆אյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ֿյꁿ♣ֽׄמ
��յעךն勓皹獏ֿכ׆ַיז皑䧯יכ欎㘶⡠槏㕈潒 ┾笫ֽׄמ欎㘶⡠槏ס饗韢յ
����� ┾笫ֽׄמ欎㘶⡠槏ס饗韢յ�� ┾笫מ溫㖪气䡢㳔ֿꁿ♣ꄼי碎ג־欎㘶⡠槏מ┰ֻ
նׅ┪⺅䘼䞯ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס♣յ槁ך䓺גֻױ婹⺮溷篑紼鵕סאյ䔔꼸韢ג

כ侷璇剹ם汔溷┾ֽׄמ⺮倀僻⺮ցֿյ欎㘶⡠槏ס埫⯈ˌ欎㘶⡠槏סր蔦撬סٖبشػյגױ
����յעٖبشػնַיַט㕈מ׆ע㝂ׂס㵼⫏סյ勓皹־כ׆ַי霼焒י 䌑ؚنٛס
յ欎㘶⺮յ欎㘶䘼䞯⺮յ欎㘶硄槏յ欎㘶侷芌עյ槁㐂ֵך劄⨲瑪侷䱅ס吾ٚف٭فذ٤ئ㝕㳔ؓؼٜ
瞏ס┾汔溷ם埫㥒יכյ㝂ׂס詇⻏ם㳔銉煝疴霺ס紬겏㣗〉㣗㉋ַי☭朮ֵךٖبشػ �
��������詇脢箩♃ն
睗硼մꁿ♣ס欎㘶⡠槏
槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס䘼䞯溷徎岩עյ╭יכ �� ┾笫♧ꮳסꁿ♣מ锶ססյ勓꾴מ⯼⪛מյ
ع٤٬ٌ٠ؕٛס婹⺮㳔脢סնַْؓٛג韢יַחמםױס蔦撬ם簡溷⚻ס侷عتٛ؞
+S����������עյ���� 䌑מյ韢倀ր槁㐂ס气䡢㳔溷ⷩ塌ס婹⺮溷呧徎ꊝ陹ր塌唩כ玗ցցךյ欎
㘶ⷩ塌ס婹⺮溷呧徎ֿյٗعتٛ؞٬ٕر侷ס☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷ם┾汔镸כ׆ֵמ䭰䷂גն䔦עյ
ⱁ┾阾 � 皹 �� 硼סր气״ն㙟ֻն㐌מ彸הն㐌䕋ֻն嶮ס떃յ疾ס럜յ㐌┪סꄹֹ
⽱佻ꏕ埫䟨ם婞䓜㸐מյ蔦撬鱩鱳㸐מ蔦撬ס阾ꃍֿյ☭ꪨסכց朮佻ꏕ׀气סי
նַיյゼ꾴镄כ׆גג闋ꓡ

ג侷ֿ靎气عتٛ؞յֿגזֵךסש⽿⮿䪞םյ坎չע韢倀סع٠ٌؕ � ┾笫עמյ☭ꪨ╚
䖥╭聋溷ם脝ֻ偙ֿ㲽㐂עכ׆גַי牞ֵך־նٌסع٠ؕ韢יכյסؓٓتق٤٬٘ةր蔦
撬מ㸐☭ꪨס鬬⚈����ցֿׂ焒ַֿיյؓٓتق蔦麃յ☭ꪨֿր㸗⯜⻡╭ցיכ
┾汔佻ꏕַֹכַי闋ꓡֵֿ䕑כ׆霼ֽי״յך┪סאյ☭ꪨֿր耑냣ַցיכ佻ꏕ
䭰כ׆ֵך脝ֻֿ╭嵣סא׳עךյ劄ꁿֵך茣⺪闋ꓡַֹכ需┾סⳛ嗘朮ֵמ┫
յ䘼䞯ם侷溷عتٛ؞٬ٕرյٗעסגׅ┪✑汔镸┾םյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷גױնַי䷂
╚յ☭ꪨ־딲꾁����Q������ն䷂䭰כגזֵך聋╭ؓعتסؓبٛ؟ס䔿סאյ׳
䖥╭聋溷ם脝ֻ偙ֿյ⚻簡溷عتٛ؞ם侷יכגזֵךס❸מյؓعتסؓبٛ؟╭聋❸מ
նֵך־牞עכ׆ג׀י脝ֻ偙ֿ㲽㐂םꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷☭־♣⺜յיכגזֵךס

睗 �꽃մعٜظ溷〡㳔סאכ뉧
ꁿ♣ס欎㘶⡠槏עյ�� ┾笫סت٤ٚنס〡㳔脢عٜظ٬ؾٜס���������מ㢼ױն䔦עյ

յ⮂锶כ׆ֵך澵槏ֿײס沼ֹ䘼䞏מֹסאյך╚״澵槏ꃯַ寛ךכ׆沼ֹי⪡ס┾ס׆
ꁿ┾〡㳔ס㕈狸םכր䧰䘼ֹյ侚מ䧰㐂ցס⪪槏㸬ַג☭朮דն䔦עյ舸✄ꄼי䕑׆
յ舸כ㲽㐂ם⯁䘼䞏杅סյ☭ꪨעאյ״גג䱖יכֵךס׀沼ֹךյ┮牞㵅י⪡כ
յמꪨססס㜽♧אյכ䘼䞏סյ☭ꪨ״鬺יכր◜朮ցסַםג䘼䞏䭥ס㜽♧אյלם✄

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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⨲ⲑ气גזםמכ׆׳նס׆䖥麃◝⩧韢ף⽿כ䘼䞯עյ篙卸溷מյ蔦撬欎㘶מ㸐☭ꪨ־ַס
��ն䓜免յםכ佻ֻ婞䓜ⵊ鉿掿ם ┾笫מ靎气גⶕ㳔ס煝疴䩘岺יכ气✄闋Ⰺֿ㢼ױյ
ٜظյ־նגַיז㛽ֵֿֿס⮿䪞־չ☭סյ┞ꌃ־כ׆גז⛘偙岺ם媘軩עמ免עא
סعٜظյגױնגַי塌茣יכ䨾䬹蔦麃婞䓜ⵊֿյ气✄闋Ⰺ㳔脢ע䖥麃◝⩧韢סع
䘼䞯עյ䔦ס䟨㎫מי蔦撬欎㘶מ㸐☭ꪨם־ַס鉿掿婞䓜ⵊׂםעךׄגյٜظ
倀כյ璇㳔ֿכ׆㵉✄ⵊיכס׀氠⯈յ蔦撬ꪨֵֿ☭יכ✄╭յגױ蔦麃ع
僻סꅼ婧מ姊סכַם־霼餟גַיזٖبشػ��������Q���ն

�����䔿յסא ┾笫יׄ־מյ☭ꪨ䙎ꓨ؆☭ꇓ╭聋脢יזמյⳛ朮軩䔵ס䫎饗ꆻⳛֿ
㺤ꪛַׂיն❛ֻףյؕ ٤٬ٞ٘ةס〡㳔脢סتٛ؟ 脝㷋����ցꫀמյր侷芌ע���������ؠش
ꇓ䖅ֿכ׆㵬Ⲏֻⷩמյⳛ朮־כ׆ֹ⛘䜬䔔꼸ס┪侷芌סלյ㲳ֿכ׆յⳛ朮軩䔵ך
溷מ┮ꈌ⮗כ׆ֵך韢ַיնגױյعتٛ؞侷סⱁ┾阾 � 皹 �� 硼מꫀיյ☭ꪨֿⳛ朮סր耑
냣ַցסכֵך闋ꓡֿ⮂槁ס׆סג꼿ֵךնס׆闋ꓡעյ劄㸁䠀յ劄䒣ַ气⾀ⲇ┰
כ阻☭USVTUFFTյ┾需☭TUFXBSET⟥׀ס䌗珿סⳛ朮ֵךⱁꅎ朮סյ玗עמꪨ☭גֻ
��������Q������նٖبشػגזֵךסכֵֿ⚈鬬סי

⮴劻ס☭ꇓ╭聋脢מⳛ朮軩䔵ס䫎饗ꆻⳛעյⳛ朮軩䔵מ㸐㥌⳰䭥ססחյ⚻簡
溷عتٛ؞ם侷յסعٜظ䖥麃◝⩧韢מ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷ם皑㖪ע־莈ַםַיնٞؠشյ
ⱁ┾阾ס偆ַ闋ꓡמ锶מֹյ⮴劻ס☭ꇓ╭聋脢מⳛ朮軩䔵ס䫎饗ꆻⳛעյ☭ꪨ䙎
ꓨ؆☭ꇓ溷ם镸掾־յⳛ朮佻ꏕךױֵׂ箝㛶溷מ鉿ֹכ׆╭䒟ַיնע׆յ⚻簡溷ם
כס׀氠⯈յ蔦撬ꪨֵֿ☭יכ✄╭յמ坎⻎כ䖥麃◝⩧韢סعٜظյ侷عتٛ؞
⻎┪նֵךסח㥌⳰䭥㵉✄ⵊי

寯玗韢ّثِؼյؓמ♣免⻎כסגַיזם䫎饗ꆻⳛ鉿סⳛ朮軩䔵ֿյ☭ꇓ╭聋脢־
յ괵땂䟨עّثِؼնַؓיז־כ׆גַי㥌⳰鱩鱳ם䘼䞯ֿյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷םֹס
ס٤靣طٚ⽱ BOJNB آնֵך♷⟥״霼✄㵅םֹס괵땂סꪨ☭מסյֵ氮匡מ
٬ٓ٭٤ٛىסعتِؼؓס㝕㳔ةشٛه٤ ┾ր㲽㐂מ⮔ꌃֵסյ蔦撬ע���������ؓ٭
汔ס괵땂ցֵעַր蔦撬ס窢玗ցյ㴓㴹괵땂䟨⽱րؓؔظ٬ّ٤ُؼցצ⽿כյֿ׆┾汔
յր☭ꪨ���������و٭٬َ٭ر٤ئؠֵٝؓך☭雭סتٛ؟նؕג鞃ַכַימח┞
סאյրꇃׁמꌃ⮔ցס╚ס✄⪡ם䈴㝕סחכץע朮׀气סיյրך����ցؕجشؙꫀמ
舸✄ע蔦撬ֵךյ괵땂ע玗ֵךցכյؓסّثِؼ呥䖥ׂח阋訪媘ַיٖبشػ����

����Q���ն
寯锶כ玗ססא蔦撬յ㴓㴹ע���������اؿمت٬نٜفס〡㳔脢סر٤ٚ؛յגױ

玗韢ס皑㖪־յրסי㲽㐂ע玗סⱁꅎג⪴ꄼס朮鮐ס┞免溷ם溪槁䓺䡢ֵךցכ䳀ゃגն
מ־僻➳潸◦ꫀס㲽㐂סיյםַֹֹכםמ朮鮐ס⯁כןյ☭ꪨֿ媃ע寯玗韢סاؿمت
⡠槏溷❿⡑翝ׂס劄㝕י㸐מ✄⪡յׂםעך⮔ꌃם免溷┞עגױ┞ⷃַֹכյ☭ꪨה䙎鮐
յ־כ׆חꁿַ䙎鮐䭥מ䙎✄⪡ח气䡢㳔ֿס♣յ槁ע寯玗韢סاؿمتնַימ茣⺪כ׆
⻔偙ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס♣յ槁מהג欎㘶〡㳔脢ם⻏詇סꁿ䌑כ״עث٤٘بشج٬ة٭٘ة
䙎溷牞מ◙廠ג☭朮ַיםײיכٖبشػ��������Q���ն

��յמֹס׆ ┾笫מ㢼ױ☭ꇓ╭聋脢מ⮴劻סⳛ朮軩䔵ס䫎饗ꆻⳛעյ☭ꪨ䙎ꓨ؆
ס蔦撬סյ☭ꪨֵךס䒟╭כ׆鉿ֹמ箝㛶溷ךױյⳛ朮佻ꏕֵׂ־镸掾םꇓ溷☭
佻ꏕ沼ֹכ׆յ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋溷ם皑㖪莈גז־םעכ׆ն־յّؓثِؼ劔塌✄韢ס
յ侷عتٛ؞םյ⚻簡溷־脝ֻסכַיזֿםחך־✇ג冝鱩ֻ⺗ס㲽㐂ֿ☭ꪨסי⪡յמֹ
䘼䞯ֿյ僃ׂ鱳ֻ▗汔镸┾ם佻ꏕ溷סꪨ☭氮匡מ䖥麃◝⩧韢סعٜظ �� ┾笫עמ靎气
նֵך־牞כ׆גַי

굸ץ暟⡲㌀鸐ׄג㛅Ⰻ⡤䚍ך橆㞮䙼䟝
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睗꽃մր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ց
����� ┾笫עמյ⠥☭ס蔦氮埫⯈㕈勓כյ㟘걱סלם䫅㐁ג☭ꪨס闋侑潨䭰蔦氮╭

聋יזמյ欎㘶⡠槏ס饗韢ֿ闑溪גնؕסتٛ؟〡㳔脢ّئ٤ي٬٭ؘِٝةס���������עյ
㟘걱ס闋侑מյⳛ朮ס枱䡢ס侉ㄌֿ♕갪כ׆╭䒟גַיնעّئ٤يյֵ鉿掿ס篙卸ֿסל
瓦䍲ס䗪嚝蝆浌气ַֹכ־掾יַֽמյ劄㝕㝂俙ס劄㝕䌗珿ג鉿掿ㄌםֹכ
Ⲍ⯈╭聋ס皑㖪גזֵמն׆鵕יֻױյ⡠槏ס㸐骭碃㎪מꫀיրゼ꾴עւ䔦ע韢槏茣ⲇֵֿ
׀ךֿכ׆蝆浌䠊עյւ䔦ׂםעךכ׆ַֹכփ־ֹד阋靣茣ⲇֵֿעփւ䔦־ֹד
յ蝆浌ע׆��������Q���նٖبشػַיׄט篙韢כցֵמכ׆ַֹכփ־ֹד
䠊㟘걱ֿյⲌ⯈╭聋ס劄㝕㝂俙ס劄㝕䌗珿יַֽמ脝䢩כ׆獏כ⻎免מյ蝆浌䠊
ⳛ朮⻎坎כ׆ֵך獏ֵךסն

ַי䒟╭侉ㄌס枱䡢סյⳛ朮עמ╚ס☭闋侑陻ֻסꪨ☭גյ䫅㐁מֹסّئ٤ي
յ㟘걱עت٤ٝ٭٤٬ٞ٘ةס䘼䞯㵵סتٛ؟ؕס♣免⻎כّئ٤يնׄ⺇锶מ♑ע䘼䞯㵵
魈儅ס䎰婝յ㟕䙎ס埫⯈陻ֻכ⻎免מյ岺䔾מⳛ朮ס埫⯈♕┰╭䒟גַיն䔿מյ䔦עյ
٤岺ցؔط٭岺ꄼ璻ُꫀמꆰ⭦ם⮗ꈌ┮סյր㵵汫מ⪳כ٤ؔط٭٬ُغ٭ٔزٛ ���� 䌑
㟘סتٛ؟յؕמ♑סאն䧯Ⲍמכ׆媘軩鉿掿珡婝מ㵵汫ⳛ朮㸐骭סյ㝕㒘䧯皑מ
걱䎰婝ꆻⳛ䭰䳼ت٭ؚن٭ف٬ّٜؗؔؓٛؔؗג���������לםյ鏿俙ס㟘걱䎰婝╭聋脢ֿյ
���� 䌑מⳛ朮䠀饦ⶾ⚶陭皑ַיٖبشػ��������Q������ն

յע䘼䞯⮂锶⯈埫סյⳛ朮מ┪䐤ꩽ納סꆻⳛם蔦氮╭聋溷ꪨ闋侑☭ג䫅㐁םֹס׆
عٜ٭خ٬4٬٭٤ٛى ����������ꄼיյ�� ┾笫ס䘼䞯愲嵣םכնעعٜ٭خյ䫅㐁ג
☭ꪨֿ闋侑յ⪢סי☭ꪨֿ气⾀כ蔦氮מ㸐埫⯈עמ״גחյ坎չם㲽㐂䫅㐁ג׀י☭
ꪨסꇓ䖅䙎ס溪㺤ֿ䖩锡כד脝ֻגַיնגױյ䔦עյסאꇓ䖅䙎ס溪㺤ס䐤ꩽ納┪ךյⳛ朮ֻ闋
侑յⳛ朮☭ꪨכ⻎瞏ס埫⯈כםמֹח脝ֻגַיٖبشػ��������Q���ն٭خ
ꇓ䖅ס׆յע���������٭؞ش٬ٝ(٬&٬ّؓٛؔؗס婹⺮㵵סغ٤ٜٚؕؓגֻ┰䔔꼸מعٜ
䙎ֿ⻔┪יחמյ⡠槏ס㸐骭碃㎪ֿ⪢סי☭ꪨ־ⳛ朮כ䬺㝕ׂױַׂי銨┞硼
媘ַיն

ㄌ䟨סש碃㎪ֿ㵵傈מׄדꮹגַי免劻ֿגזֵյׂםױյㄌ䟨ס齡ע갧筦⪢✄מ䌮ֿյ宐
傈յ姌מ宐傈סꅙ⻉✄յיאյ⪢☭꿔כ䌮ֿն劄箽溷עמյסא䔔꼸עⳛ朮ס┾汔מ㸐☭
ꪨס䪒ַ偙מ־םס霼״ٖبشػ��������Q���ն

ꁿ♣ס欎㘶⡠槏ס婹⺮溷䟨聋עյ槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔מ篙ׂחצր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ցַֹכ䘼䞯圸
碎ֵמכ׆גն䔦סꆻⳛם╭ס㸐骭עⳛ朮ססגזֵךյאꄼי㕆גր⡠槏溷⪴⻎
זֿםחמ欎㘶⡠槏סյ槁㐂ׄ♕鎁מ璇㳔溷מ溫㖪ס气䡢㳔מהסյע䘼䞯ַֹכ䬺㝕ցס✄
նַׂי
睗硼մ气䡢㳔מր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ցס璇㳔溷鎁♕ׄ

睗꽃մր⟛⪢ցכր⟛㲽ց
��┾笫⮴꾁յ气䡢㳔יזמ⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ֿ璇㳔溷מ鎁♕ׄ⯼յ蔦撬⟛饦ז׃״

����նגז㸐皑ֵֿסր⟛㲽ց嵞כր⟛⪢ց嵞עי 䌑מյؤتب٤ٚن٤ئ䉖ֿյ寊ⲇ溪괎ס寊徎牞
銨♣סնր⟛⪢ց嵞ֵך◚韢גז׆鱍יכֹ䐭陭ّرמ庴驟ؔزشى٬زشىյמ״גס⟛
溷ם☭朮עյؓ ز٤م٬غ٭ؚن؟ד؆篁⺅מ畤嚋溷מ⮴劄מ蔦撬⟛饦ךْٛ ٘���������זֵך

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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⟛նրגכ劄㝕䌗珿㕈徙ס劄ꩽ劻ꪨסյ劄㝕㝂俙ֽיַט㕈מյⲌ⯈╭聋ע蔦撬⟛饦ס٘ز٤مնג
⪢ցעր˘גֻםאמ硼笴ցכ阋מֹյ☭ꪨֿ㸝匡יזגמյׄד׀ך׀ךꩽ劻ꪨյ־
յր⟛㲽ցך偙┞סאնגזֵך魕徎硄槏喖卲硄槏鉿מֹ׀ך氠⯈յ喖卲魕徎מ茣椙溷ח
ם熏㚷ם⥣յ蔦撬䴮מ״גס✄蔦אյ蔦撬ׂםעך״גסյ☭ꪨ阋כ饦ց⟛ס־˘րע
����յע朮☭ם銨溷♣סאյֵך皑㖪饦⟛־각ⷩ 䌑طِجٙס㎼皑⪪㏡ס陭翝מ㞙鱁ג
딲꾁����Q������նגזֵך���������ؓ٭٤٬ِٖ٘ة

����յך䓺⯵מ⯵⸮סր⟛⪢ցַֹכַׂי氠⯈ם鮂僻ֿם硄槏ם⮗յꈌע◚韢ס׆
䌑סّرמ䐭陭ֿ霼״յ尴濪ֿגַחնעמ׆յր⟛⪢ց嵞ס韢槏ֿյ硄槏יזמ喖卲魕徎
ꩽ劻ꪨגמ茣椙溷ַֹכֻ❈מⲌ⯈╭聋מ㕈גזֵךסׂט┞偙ךյր⟛㲽ց嵞ס䘼䞯ֿյ⸮
气蔦撬מ땋םֹ䠊䙎מ陻ֻ╭䒟ֿכ׆גז־ם׀ך־㝕ַ׀딲꾁����Q������ն
նםמכ׆ⲑֿ⳰锬סյր⟛㲽ցיזמغَٜ؛٬ٝغٜؓס气䡢㳔脢סյْؓٛ־

睗꽃մٜؓסغَٜ؛٬ٝغ㏸㐌⡠槏
璇غٜ٭ؔنؘب㝕㳔♕㺲ٜ٭յؙؕע���������غَٜ؛٬ٝغٜؓס气䡢㳔脢סْٛؓ

㳔㳔吾ך柾桓럜棑硄槏㳔㳔צյ���� 䌑מ⻎吾ס喖卲㳔璇ⶻ噺ֿյ䓜免עյֿ٘ز٤م喖卲㹾
ꩽיכր⟛⪢ց嵞ס蔦撬⟛饦㺤ꪛגַי꼿ֵךյٝעغَٜ؛յⲌ⯈╭聋溷ם蔦撬⟛饦㳔؆
劄סאյֿ״㢼◜♐יכ喖卲ⲙ䩘ס㎼劔卲סؤب؞ْ٭ٖؼכػدյؓٛמյ⻎䌑עն䔦גַך
אյמ״ג멮㴕כր虘ַցⳛ朮朙氠ַמ״גס柾桓倀ⵊյ낛倣ךعؠؘةٞوס⮴
նגַיזם鉿ײ篁⺅乳忶ُ٭ٖمכِ؛؛יכ╭ր䜬ַցⳛ朮䯱낛

脝יכյր䜬ַցⳛ朮מ姌睗עغَٜ؛յٝיחמ⪛⺅脝ֻ偙ֿסյ气䡢㳔־
����յ׀ט宜ס׆յעն䔦ַׂיַט宜מכ׆ֵךꌃ┞ס✄⪡յ舸낛ⳛ朮ג׀יֻ 䌑ס韢倀ր㻗
նꂉ䮴מֹס┫♧յךց脝ֻיזםמײס

嬎מףאסِ؛؛ꁿ㶐כײיזյ⭺函ם糽虝ס捨ֿյ╋ס潨לֹה־巆ֻגזד׆כגׄ־ն
؛؛סֵ˘յעמ־םס潨סյֵעאնֵֿכ׆ַם䗆כזյ♧䔿䜗ֿׂׯמ׀כסא
ף俙ֿ庿סِ؛؛˘յי蝄ׂעׂׯն䓜免דכ׆ַֹכַיז㶆ֿסַם־⮔־מ㻗כِ
յֵ־նגַיז䘼כյ˘דע俙ֿ㙟ֻסبׄדא յעׂׯ匡♧י锶סג捨ֿ巆ֻס糽虝ס
����<����>յQ����նغَٜ؛ٝגז䜗כ׆ַם魷䧯㻗ِ؛؛עמ脝ֻ偙ם؆׆

귱㻗㳔ꯖ㝕㳔倀㳔ꌃ侷䱅ס┩䅢脗㝜עյך׆׆阋րכِ؛؛㻗סַם־⮔־מցַחמ
յעאնꃍכ־ַםעךס䶠槏䭰ס蔦撬ףյַג焒餟鱩ֻם־ע嵪סյ☭ꪨׂאյֽי
מ呧簮ِ؛؛┩䅢����Q����նַי⽱䟨ت٤ٚفם䕻㠹ח皑䧯מꪨס㻗כب
ג劻䔵ֿכ׆յ㙟ֻי־מب蝄蛹ֿ媘勎⛼ַ낛יזכמبյעך㻗ג
����<����>յQ����غَٜ؛ֵٝךסגזַי넜媃כ姌չך㎋⸮ֿׁ㙟ֻֿب

����յעյ䔦מ芻再׀ט宜םֹס׆ 䌑מյր焻ס㎼ס凣"�4BOE�$PVOUZ�"MNBOBDցꊝ陹րꓩ
气ֿגֹס臝ֻ׆ցימյր㏸㐌⡠槏ց䳀鱍ֵךסגն㏸㐌⡠槏עכյ⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס嚣䗻յ
㏸㚺յ寊յ嗘朮յⳛ朮לם糹璻ր㏸㐌ցךױמ䬺䒟י䯚ֻכ׆䟨⽱նךכס׆յ׆
翝⛺יכ〈圸䧯┞םⷃס✄⻎⪳סאյעꪨ☭גַי㲽㐂יכ䔰劚脢ס✄⻎⪳ַֹכ㏸㐌ךױ
䙎յ㴗㴻䙎յ✄⪡ס✄⻎⪳յր气朮ע⡠槏镸ס����<����>յQ��������ն㏸㐌⡠槏غَٜ؛ٝׄט
耘镸ףֵךסח⟛㡙䓜דյַםךֹא㖪⻉עꪨꇙַיזցגזֵךסַֹכٝغَٜ؛
����<����>յQ����ն⪢✄䙎JOUFHSJUZעכյ⪢סי气朮⪴⻎✄ֿכ׆ַיזֿםח銨յ㴗㴻
䙎TUBCJMJUZעכյ⪢סי气朮⪴⻎✄ֿت٤ٚفס蔦撬מ䕻㠹ם鞪俠מ㴗㴻כ׆ַי
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銨յ耘镸CFBVUZעכյסب㙟ֻיזמׁ⛼勎蝄蛹ֿ媘םֹג־מب┮
蔦撬ם枱䡢כ׆ַםך䟨⽱ַיնס׆⡠槏镸ךכס鉿蔦撬⟛饦עյס٘ز٤مⲌ⯈╭聋
նגזֵךסםյ⪢ׂ沌עכאסր⟛㲽ց鉿ךכס

ّؕرٚقס⡠槏✄笠ם韢溷✄⪡׳յ蔦撬־焒锶סյ气䡢㳔עր㏸㐌⡠槏ցסغَٜ؛ٝ
䳀獏ךכ׆גյ槁♣ס☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷ם欎㘶⡠槏气⮂ײ㕈潒ַיזםכնֻאյْؓ
ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔脢סٛ יכ曋ցס欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס♣ր槁غَٜ؛յٝעعشؤٛٔ؞٬غ٭ؓي٬+
雄ַיնגױյْؓٛס⫐ⳡꩽ㴷ٜر٭٬ٗ-٬ع٭٠ٖزتסյրյْؓٛס㝕㐌כ
偆ַ㏸㐌⡠槏ס陻ֻ粺גז䀥둚ם娫םֹ׳勓┞⫖յꈷמֹש꾙ףױյ
⫐ⳡ澈ס☭ꪨס㝕סغَٜ؛٬ٝغٜؓעւ焻ס㎼ס凣փꈷֹדשցכꃍַיٖبشػ
����<����Q�������ն
睗硼մ���� 䌑♣מ㢼ױ欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס╭锡ם䘼䞯
ꁿ♣ס欎㘶⡠槏יזמ碎ג־⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕嚣䗻עյ气䡢㳔ס镄掾ג⪛⺅ր㏸㐌⡠槏ց
ג״㢼霼餟יכ獗⚶ゼ꾴םն欎㘶ゼ꾴ֿ㎼갾溷גזםמכ׆ה鎁䩤מ璇㳔溷יזמ
���� 䌑♣מ㢼ױ欎㘶⡠槏㳔עյסךױ׆䘼䞯溷㕈潒䑛׀类ׁյ⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ր☭ꪨց־ր蔦
撬ցכ䬺㝕כ׆潨䭰ַיնמֻאյ槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔עךյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋ס־莈ⷭכյ
☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס瓌鉿ֿゃֵֻךסַיնךכסאյ☭ꪨ♃㐂ַם蔦撬סססא勓
鮐溷❿⡑׃״饗韢յ蔦撬ס埫⯈霼״饗韢ֿ㺤ꪛג׀יն勓硼עךյ欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס䘼䞯־յ
ױ㢼מⳛ朮闋侑韢מ٭٤ب٬٭ذ٭م䓜◜脢ꈌ呬յס蔦撬朮מ٤٭عت٬٭ؒنعتٛؠ
饗韢յׅ┪⺅٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظמتؾ٬ؾٜؓיאն

睗 �꽃մ蔦撬朮ס䓜◜脢ꈌ呬
����յע٤٭عت٬٭ؒنعتٛؠס岺〡㳔脢סْٛؓ 䌑ס韢倀ր堅勎ס䓜◜脢ꈌ呬ˌ蔦撬朮

յעն䔦ג茣䙎䳀鱍⺪׀ך┰♕⯈埫מססא蔦撬朮־镄掾סյ岺〡㳔ךցיַחמ⯈岺溷埫ס
岺䔾ֿ獗⚶מ㸐䗎䓺ך㜟ⵊכ׆ג׀יյ杅מյ嗘朮枱䡢ס☭ꪨյ苀⩼յ岺☭לםյ摾气朮״
蔦撬朮מ┪䐤ꩽ納ס׆յ䷂䭰כ׆ג׀י״յ埫⯈ֿ霼מסגז־םג䭥⯈岺溷埫ע䕋匡
յ☭ꪨֿגױ⯈埫סյ蔦撬朮מ䔿锶☭⯜䍲䗻꾁ַיꈌ氠מ☭յ岺גױնׄ♕翝⛺⯈埫ס
蔦撬朮ס䔿锶☭יכ♣䐸כ׀ך韢ג딲꾁����Q������ն

ꫀמն䕋匡յ蔦撬⟛饦גזֵךסם氺劻溷מ긊䊬יַֽמ㖪긖ס陻陎סյ㵅갾ע饗韢ס٤٭عت
㎒עגױ☭⠥ס杅㴻䨾䭥⯈埫ם岺溷סיꫀמ蔦撬朮סאյלםյ䨾劔埫עמ׆陻陎鱍
✄ֿ䖩锡גזדն־յ蔦撬朮ֿ䓜◜脢ꈌ呬䭥ח㖪⻉յסא蔦撬欎㘶ס־✇סכ⯈㵬ꫀ➳ֿׂם
סםמ茣⺪ֿכ׆׆鱍⮿鍦מ┫ס⻏ס蔦撬朮סאյי㸐מ熏㚷סססא蔦撬欎㘶סאյי
ַסאյֽי鉿ֹ◜❛ֿ㙟ֻ⮿鍦יכ⼴⸮յ蔦撬朮עך匡յْؓٛ♧٤٭عتյמն㵅갾ד
☭מյ蔦撬朮ֿכ׆鉿ֻ⮿鍦יכ⼴⸮딲꾁����Q������ն蔦撬朮ַי陻⳧ע־חׂ
ꪨכ⻎瞏ס埫⯈ֿ┰ֻכ׆ג䟨⽱ע־饗韢ס✍㐌ֵֿססյס٤٭عت蔦撬朮ס䓜◜脢
ꈌ呬ֿյ蔦撬ס埫⯈מꫀי㝕ם׀䔔꼸עכ׆גֻ┰牞ֵך־ն

睗꽃մⳛ朮闋侑韢מ㢼ױ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס⫐ꌃ韢◚
闋侑����ցס肚䌑յ韢倀րⳛ朮ס韢倀ס٤٭عتյע٭٤ب٬٭ذ٭مס〡㳔脢סؓٛٚعت٭؛

ꊝ陹րⳛ朮ס气㲽埫ցךյⳛ朮闋侑韢䳀鱍גնס׆芻再עמյٜ٤ֿخٛـ٬ت٭յրؓ٬ُٜؼ
יזםכ䈰噺溷汫氙ֿ獗⚶ゼ꾴גַיյ䓜免册溪⼴ゼ꾴סյ䈰噺溷汫氙ך٤����ց٭بُ
���딲꾁����Qֵֿכ׆גַ��ն

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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ٖبشػַי㕈狸翝ַמعٜ٭خג䬺㝕ゃֻס✄⻎⪳յ⡠槏溷ע䘼䞯ס٭٤ب
����<����Q���նמֻאյ☭甦䈼⯁SBDJTNյ䙎䈼⯁TFYJTNס״גׂםꇓ䖅ס
㐌䌐ס䬺㝕ס䊟篙מյ☭ꪨס甦ס♑כסג⨲甦ⲑםײכסגז甦䈼⯁TQFDJFTJTN
翝׀յ甦䈼⯁יכסׂםⳛ朮闋侑韢⛺翝♕ַׄיնⳛ朮闋侑韢ס槏韢溷呧䬹עյئ٤ي
蝆浌气䗪嚝ס瓦䍲סל篙卸ֿס鉿掿劄㝕⯈漨յֵסյ劄㝕㝂俙הםյֵמⲌ⯈╭聋סّ
כ׆蝆浌䠊ׂ⻎כյ☭ꪨךכס׆ն偂⮿ㄌ䜬ס鉿掿ךכ׆脝ֻ־掾ַֹכ־
նֵךסג韢כד׀䪒מ瞏⻎כյ☭ꪨעⳛ朮׀ךֿ

勓鮐סꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋☭עאյֿג韢◚ֿ㺤ꪛםյ坎չעיꫀמⳛ朮闋侑韢ס٭٤ب
ゼֹ饗韢闑溪גն❛ֻףյْؓٛס欎㘶⡠槏㳔脢ס ����յעعشؤٛٔ؞٬غ٭ؓي٬+ 䌑ס韢
倀րⳛ朮闋侑韢ˌ┩嚋㸐皑圸ꅎ"OJNBM�-JCFSBUJPO��"�5SJBOHVMBS�"BJSցךյٝ םמغَٜ؛ րֹ㏸
㐌ց✄⻎⪳ַֹכꓨ镄⪢✄韢溷ם皑㖪ֵמյ蝆浌䠊ⳛ朮מ㸐יⲌ⯈╭聋溷ם䡢䍲ך䱸
ꌃ⫏ס欎㘶⡠槏םյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷ע饗韢ס׆նַי⮿䪞יכֵךⳛ朮闋侑韢⠥⯁溷
؆ꓨ✄⪡ր㏸㐌ցםַֹֹֿغَٜ؛յٝכ䡢䍲؆⠥չꓨמֹסյⳛ朮闋侑韢יַֽמ
딲꾁����Q������նַי獏כ׆ꇙֵַֿס皑㖪םյ呧勓溷עמꪨס脢╋סאյ䡢䍲ֵֿ

欎㘶⡠ם韢溷✄⪡סعشؤٛٔ؞㸐מאյכⳛ朮闋侑韢ס٭٤بյע٤٭عتյגױ
槏⺇ׄյ���� 䌑מյ韢倀ր㝕㐌מכ׆ס♑סאꫀ⡠槏㳔ˌꇓ䖅㝂⩧╭聋二饦韢&BSUI�BOE�
0UIFS�&UIJDT��5IF�$BTF�GPS�.PSBM�1MVSBMJTNց詇ַיնע٤٭عتյشؤٛٔ؞٭٤ب
㖪긖סבאյ⮿䪞כ׆䯚ֻמ册ꇀ溷յ┞⩧溷ך㖪긖ם־厲ַ◜םյꇓ䖅溷מֹסع
յ־䯚ֻיכסםյ欎㘶⡠槏ꇓ䖅┞⩧溷饗韢ס׆նגրꇓ䖅㝂⩧╭聋ցゃֻ偂⮿מ⯁⠥ך
ס׆딲꾁����Q������նַימ־掾僻ַֹכ־䯚ֻיכסםꇓ䖅㝂⩧溷כא
նג׆鱍׀䉌◚韢םֹ勓鮐ゼֹסյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋עⳛ朮闋侑韢ס٭٤بյמֹ

睗꽃մ٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظ
����յעتؾ٬ؾٜؓס〡㳔脢ס٭ؘٜؗؿյמ䌑⻎כ韢倀ס٭٤ب 䌑מյ韢倀ր嵪ַؙٞؤ

ꆻⳛˌ锡笴5IF�4IBMMPX�BOE�UIF�%FFQ٭ةٞؤؙגז䋀䭥ם幾ַյꩽ劻溷כ٭ة�-POH�3BOHF�
&DPMPHZ�.PWFNFOUT��"�4VNNBSZց詇גնך╚סאյ䔦עյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋ס⫐ꌃֽׄמ⯜䍲溷٬
䪫銉溷䩘嫘מ⟵婞瓦䍲ךյ欎㘶ゼ꾴▗鱳ֻכֹր嵪ַց皑㖪յր٬ؙ٭ٞٔب ց٭ةٞؤ
ց־骅כ⣌䎘סչ☭סꅼ頲㎼⩰ע潨埉סր╚䖥ס٭ةٞؤ٬ؙ٭ٞٔبյעն䔦ַי⮿䪞יכ
ך׀ךյיזגמ皑㖪ֿյ☭ꪨֿ㸝匡סր⟛⪢ցֽׄמյ蔦撬⟛饦ףֻ❛յֽיꃍכֵמ
تؾյעכ׆גַיַט㕈מⳛ塌ַֹכמֹ׀ך氠⯈յ喖卲魕徎מ茣椙溷ח־ꩽ劻ꪨյׄד׀
岉匆����Q������նַימ僻炣䷂䭰ס

ր幾ַցゼיַחמꫀס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨע٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظյי㸐מ٭ةٞؤ٬ؙٞٔب
ն蔦嚣䗻ֵֿם䖥溷╚ַֹכր蔦䉁㵅槁TFMG�SFBMJ[BUJPOցעמ╚סאյֵךסׄ־ַ
䉁㵅槁עכյ┾汔כ✄⪡סր┞✄ⵊց蔦䉁䠊镊ր䜗SFBMJ[Fցכ׆䟨⽱ַיնע׆յ
յע蔦撬כն蔦䉁ם沌עככ׆ր⻎┞ⵊց蔦מ蔦撬סיכ蔦䉁ֿյ㵉镸溷㸐骭סיכ✄╭
蔦䉁יזמ霼餟ֽיזֿםחמ⮔⺪┮־⯼յր┞✄ⵊց蔦䉁ր䜗ցַֹכ鉿掿׆
锶⮔蔦מ╚ססס♑րעך枱䡢ג幾ⵊյ蔦䉁ֿ䬺㝕ײն蔦䉁㵅槁ֿꅼֵךր蔦䉁㵅槁ցֿא
כסր蔦䉁䠀TFMG�MPWFցׂט㕈מր蔦䉁ց嚣䗻גꅼⵊյ䬺㝕םמֹ׀ךֿכ׆ց
♑յ蔦撬עך٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظնגכַׂי闋巆מ㸐皑ֿ䕇չס聋╭♑⯈כյ⯈䉁╭聋ך
סי⪡脝ֻյכױ呧䬹ֿ气סյ蔦撬⟛饦־蔦䉁ցםٜةٞؤրؙגր┞✄ⵊց篑סכ⾀气ס
㲽㐂ֿ气䡢笠ך╚ס蔦䉁㵅槁ס״גס䌐瞏ם埫⯈䭥כחր气⾀㏝䌐瞏╭聋ց䲔ַׅי岉匆
����Q���ն
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յיכ䖥╚嚣䗻סր蔦䉁㵅槁ցכր气⾀㏝䌐瞏╭聋ցס׆յע٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظסتؾ
���� 䌑♣♧ꮳյٜ٭٥ؚؔظ٬ٜلյיזמث٤٘بشج٬ة٭٘ة⺇ׄ类ֿגזַי딲꾁
����Q���ն

睗皹
欎㘶⡠槏ס偆ַ卽篁סײ䳀獏

欎㘶⡠槏㳔ֵס偙יַחמ脝ֻגֵמյסא⯼䳀יכր欎㘶ցכ؆ה׀כ׆ַֹכ־✇עכ
脝ֻֽׂי䖩锡ֵֿն欎㘶עכյ欎㘶⡠槏欎㘶䘼䞯ס倀茷יַֽמյ┞薭溷מ蔦撬欎㘶䭰ַי
յ篑座溷յ獗⚶溷յעր欎㘶ց׳㎪⺅յ☭ꪨֵךցס׳㎪⺅րע⽱䟨סככסյ欎㘶ֿ
倀ⵊ溷յ窢玗溷ם◜厲לםյ蔦撬欎㘶מꮹ坎չֵךն槁♣ס欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס呧䌙ֵמ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭
聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑עյ欎㘶ס䟨⽱栄ׂ䯚ֻ־ֹדַםעךׁն勓硼עךյ䌮聋
նր欎㘶ց⡠槏㳔㺤劳חײ卽篁ַյ偆־镄掾סր欎㘶ցס
睗硼մ欎㘶⡠槏ֽׄמ◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑סゼ꾴掾
匯☒㝕㳔⻏霵侷䱅ס딲꾁瑪┞עյ⯼ꃍג׀י欎㘶⡠槏㳔ס䘼䞯יַחמյעא☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋莈
槏闋ׂ勓鮐סא偙ֿג䯚ֻי峜潨מꫀ➳䙎סכ蔦撬כյ☭ꪨֿג׀י䯚ֻיכ脝ֻ偙
딲꾁����Q��ꃍכ׀ך

סאյֵֿך䘼䞯ם銨溷♣״霼⯈埫סյ蔦撬ע䓜◜脢ꈌ呬ցסր蔦撬朮ס٤٭عتյףֻ❛
埫⯈ע摾⯜ꮹׂםעךסםյ蔦撬סכꫀ➳䙎ח☭ꪨמ㝕ׂ׀❸㲽ַי딲꾁����Q��ն
����յףֻ❛ 䌑ס㝼耘蔦撬ס埫⯈陻陎ُِؓ؟ئؗٞؠؿ陻陎עךյ� յ׃״㖪ꪛ溪نٜإסח
㝘撬阾䗻朮؟ئؗٞؠؿُِؓסյ䉤㸴ⳛ朮סלםتآٜٛס气㲽埫ֿ➜㵬יכյ欎㘶⟛
饦㎒✄⽟ꁊ⛿宐ֿⳛ朮♣מꪛ溪陵⺪⺅巆寛ג״ն傽勓י״⮴ךꓩ气气朮יכ⼴⸮䳀陻
ٜإյֿם槏闋獏ס⯈埫סյ蔦撬ֵך侵陻ס⼴⸮עյ⮿尴ֿג״峜潨겏יכ陻陎ג
ךסַֹכ⩰⨲הלסꪛ溪鉿掿ׂט㕈מ䨾劔埫ס☭յ⠥־כ׆ֵך㖪◙㴻㐌ֿ瑭劔㐌ن
⻊潂ַי锶ꃻע䐭陭ס㖪نٜإ篙卸յג䔿ꃸյ再宜־־免ꪨֿמ⮿յ鍦־նגזֵ
����Q����նס٤٭عت蔦撬朮ס䓜◜脢ꈌ呬עյ蔦撬朮ֿ鍦⮿יכ⼴⸮מ皑כ׆ח⺪茣גמ
⯈埫מ瞏⻎כյ☭ꪨֵךסֵמ׆כגꫀ➳䙎脝䢩סכꪨ☭כ蔦撬סյ䓜霂ע⯈埫סאյסס
霼־ֿכ׆ַםעךס״ն

㸐מ⾀气סאյמ脝䢩ꫀסכ欎㘶ַי־յ气⾀ֿ翝עրⳛ朮闋侑韢ցס٭٤ب
ꪨ☭כյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋מֻא딲꾁����Q����նֵךס饗韢ꮹ㴻מ偙ֵסꪨ☭
긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑מיזֵךסױյ㸐骭םכ气⾀ր欎㘶ցך╚ס脝ֻג㖪⻉עֹאע
նֵךסַםםףׄם脝䢩־־חꪨֿ☭כ⾀气סאյׂםךׄדײס⾀ն气ַם־ַ

ע脝ֻ偙ַֹכր气⾀㏝䌐瞏╭聋ցםյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷יꫀמ٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظסتؾ
ն㽒䩘㝕㳔侷䱅ַי㐌ֿ媘✍⪛מꫀ➳䙎脝䢩ס蔦撬כꪨ☭עמ׆אյֵך⯵⸮ךױֵׂ
ם呬⹌אյֽי䯚ֻיכ⯵⸮ךױ气⾀㏝䌐瞏╭聋ֵׂעتؾյעꪛ볦耘ס欎㘶〡㳔ֿ㸗ꪎך
锺碃יכ⺇ׄ婝כַםַיעכ׆״ꃍַיն气⾀╚䖥╭聋溷ם脝ֻ偙עյր蔦䉁㵅槁TFMG�
SFBMJ[BUJPOցמ氮匡ֵֿךסյסא脝ֻס潨溷עյؙ րㄻ־ⳛ塌ր聋ⳡցסꆻⳛ٭ةٞؤ
♑ꆻⳛյ٭ةٞؤؙגזֵמ╚ס聋ⳡ䠊⯜䉁╭聋䫅⯈סךױ׆նֵמכ׆黨䳕מցצ
脢מ╚ס蔦䉁锶ךכ׆յㄻכ׆כצ⺪茣ֵךסגמꪛ����Q���նמֹס׆յր气
⾀㏝╚䖥╭聋ցעյؙ٭ةٞؤꆻⳛס䯚ֻ偙黨䳕ⳛ塌מ㕈ֽיַטյ⪢✄韢溷ם脝ֻךכס
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蔦撬ס埫⯈霼״ⳛ塌מ㕈ַםעךַׄיַטնמֻյ딲꾁յס٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظ☭ꪨ
յמ딲꾁����Q����ն㵅갾ַי䷂䭰כֵךסם㝂⩧溷׳յע偙ֵ㸐מ气⾀㏝ס
埫ⵊց⮔כյր㐌㔔溷蔦䔾槏ց⸮ס气⪳כյր㝂坎䙎עמ⯵⸮ס٭ةٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظ䲔ֿׅتؾ
䈢勓����Q����նع٤ؘز٭ַُיױ锡筶ֿם㝂⩧╭聋溷לם

槁♣ס欎㘶䘼䞯עյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷ם脝ֻיכ⛺翝♕ֵֿׄךׄג׀יյ┪阾ֹס
նׄ⺇掾ֿ锶׀饗韢י濪潨מꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨמ
睗硼մ欎㘶ゼ꾴ֽׄמ◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑סゼ꾴掾
匯☒㝕㳔ס⻏霵侷䱅ס딲꾁瑪┞עյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑סゼ꾴掾ס � כח
յꫀ➳䙎ם獗⚶溷ֵמꪨס蔦撬כ䯚ֻյ☭ꪨיכゼ꾴׀脝䢩ׄד蔦撬欎㘶ֿײ卽篁ס׆յי
窢玗溷םꫀ➳䙎䯚ֻ䴮ַם┮ꌬ⻉气כ׆ֹױי䮕ַׅי딲꾁 ����Q���ն勓硼עךյ㜽
匡甦ゼ꾴յ䯱뙝ゼ꾴յր⸮气蔦撬ցס⟛㲽׃״ゼ꾴⺅┪ׅյסא欎㘶ゼ꾴ֿյ蔦撬欎㘶כ⻎
免מյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꪨֵמ獗⚶溷םꫀ➳䙎յ窢玗溷םꫀ➳䙎脝䢩כ׆ַםםףׄם韢ն

睗꽃մ㜽匡甦ゼ꾴ֽׄמ❛
ֿכ䱖ꯙֿ⯼䳀ס㜽匡甦מ״גס⪡⟛סյ㐂匡甦־⣨긖סյ蔦撬欎㘶עյ㜽匡甦ゼ꾴ףֻ❛

յמյ����䌑ףֻ❛նֵךゼ꾴׀ם偂ֿ⮿סאյמ┪ס脝䢩סꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨֵֿךה
ꔆ鴤彶⸮עךյסא气䡢笠熏㚷יכלםյⵌ稌⸮氙ֿؼٛارزؗס杅㴻㜽匡气朮מ䭰㴻
ג״㙟ֻ㢼ֿؼٛارزյؗעיַֽמ㗨鴤弮מյ杅ס⸮յꔆ鴤彶־նג ���� 䌑♣♧匡յא
ח㴻濪יכ镸⩱魕徎ַ偆סյ㐌㔔״㢼氠⯈מלם낛包ס٤ٚعتյٝ㕑ꔂס⩧յ㐌ע
յؗ־նֵךסגזֵח յכס㜽匡气朮岺םյ⹌呬־י䭰㴻מ杅㴻㜽匡气朮ֿؼٛارز
ꔂ㕑낛包⯈氠籽ׄעכ׆곓גזםׂ◝㵢����Q��������ն

׆յ蔦撬欎㘶㴕ע㜽匡甦侓瞬חꫀ➳䙎偂סכ蔦撬ֽׄמյ槁㐌עכ׆־־❛◜ס׆
⪡⟛ךնⵌ嶮ꇓ㝕㳔㝕㳔ꯖ倀㳔煝疴璇ⲙ侷דכ׆ַֹכֹױי➜յ獗⚶溷⪪婞סס׀ךעכ
气䡢㳔ֿ㸗ꪎס皑憐⺮ꋝյ㜽匡甦侓瞬יַחמյր㐌㔔כ☭ֽׄמ蔦撬־־ס婞긖־锶ח
皑憐ꃍכֵך槏溷⻉ֿסց陭㴻׆לכ訒ם㜟溷꽄䗎溷⺪ח־槁㵅溷ך┪סאյ״
����Q����ն

睗꽃մ䯱뙝ゼ꾴ֽׄמ❛
䯱뙝ゼ꾴גױյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ס镄掾⪛⺅䖩锡䙎յׄכ窢玗溷ם긖ׂ־

❛獏ַיն㎼갾溷ם䯱뙝硄槏עյه٭ؾؘة䯱뙝匛笴����յ㎼갾䯱뙝⺅紛ⶾ㴻����מ
㢼ֿױյסא芻再עמյסٚةؠ▸棨כյסٚةؠ䒘ַ緽媧ⲇֿ潸יזױյסٚةؠ魕徎ꓪֿ詇ׂ
庿㸴גזֵֿכ׆ג㝕갛����ն

����䔿յסא 䌑♣䔿ْٛؓ־╚䖥מ䯱뙝ꆻⳛֿ둚ױյ���� 䌑עמ㎼갾䯱뙝㣗〉⚶
*8$ֿրカ噺䯱뙝ס┞免╚婝ّٓٚؓٛعց⺪尴ֿדסגזםככ׆յס׆槁♣ס䯱뙝
ꆻⳛעյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ס镄掾עמם鞃僻곓ֵַךסն聁뉉㝕㳔ⲙ侷䱅ך獗⚶㳔ֿ㸗ꪎס
岉䀁㕈䑡עյ杅מ锞崎יַֽמյעٚةؠ㝕蔦撬ס骭䖇יכ杅⯁镄ֽיյ䯱뙝㎼ס☭չֿ䯱
뙝מ㸐槏氮עמյֿٚةؠ簮忶ⷩס塌מ扯ַֹכַי蔦撬欎㘶溷ם⣨긖מꮹյֿٚةؠ
杅⯁ם气׀朮ַֹכֵך窢玗溷ם⣨긖䒣ׂ锶כꃍնؓ ٬ؗع٭ؤت٭كס☭雭סْٛ ؔ
־귱ַն㴓㴹עյ㐌槉ף锶־雭յր㴓㴹ס����ց	㎼8IBMF�/BUJPOסր뙝מثّؓٛ
锶ףյ㐌槉ע☭ꪨׂםעך뙝ס꽝㔔ցעյ锞崎ס☭չסٚةؠכꪨֵמ窢玗溷םꫀ➳䙎骭䖇י
岉䀁����Q����նַ

굸ץ暟⡲㌀鸐ׄג㛅Ⰻ⡤䚍ך橆㞮䙼䟝
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նꫀ➳䙎ֵֿם倀ⵊ溷עמꪨסٚةؠכ☭յ傽勓עך傽勓䯱뙝类籽ך䓺䑑סյ鞪吉䯱뙝גױ
傽勓עך尉䨯免♣־뙝낛倀ⵊֿ呧♕׀㢼״յ䨏䔿뙝舸ؠق٤ذע鮐徎יכ册յ槁♣יַֽמ
ס뙝舸סגն傽勓☭┞☭䓜ֵךꌃ┞ס낛倀ⵊע뙝舸יזכמ☭յ傽勓מֹ锶ך㳔吾簊낛
巆魀ꓪ־ע ��H���� 䌑ם־כ㸴ַֿםյ傽勓יַֽמ䯱뙝佻䭥嵞ע❸撬יכꇃ俙鱩
מ瓑י״嚋ֿכ׆뙝舸낛ֻכגյעꪨ庄㲳╽✀סعتٛػ٭ٔةյ欎㘶יַחמ׆նַיֻ
չ☭ח䠊סכ׆㴻⻲뙝舸סיכյ낛倀ⵊךׄ♕䬁ס⡑镸❿ס־յ㎼㜽יזם
ֿ㝂俙ַסכ⮔卥ַי✀╽ꪨ����Q����ն

睗꽃մր⸮气蔦撬ցס⟛㲽ֽׄמ❛
յססֵחח㴻濪יכ䊬餟ם汔溷┾ֽׄמ蔦撬⟛饦♀յע㲽⟛סյր⸮气蔦撬ցגױ

ײס㲽⟛סյ蔦撬欎㘶镄掾䗆ַֹכչַֿ☭ַי气嵛יזꫀ➳䙎כ蔦撬ס䓜霂עא
����յךյْؓٛע㲽⟛סնր⸮气蔦撬ցֵך㒘⫀םהֿ㎷㕂מ 䌑מյ┾汔י״⮴ך陭翝ג
㎼皑⪪㏡٤٭عت٭ֵؙٞؕך㎼皑⪪㏡מ㢼ֿױյעאյ溮☭ْٛؓס⪜嗘脢╚䖥כ⟛
㲽⣨כյך׆א气嵛ס٤٬ْؓٛهؔطؕؾ☭չסꪨס㸐皑气ײյ婣ⲇזֵכ׆ֹ⛘
յ䔦־כ׆ג׆յ挨鱍٤ֿ柾桓٬ْؓٛهؔطؕؾյעչ☭סյ⟛饦嵞מն劄箽溷ג
ס气嵛ֿ⸮气蔦撬ס٤٬ْؓٛهؔطؕؾյםײכדסַם茣ⲇֿ״霼ס气蔦撬⸮עמ
詇ַ庿㸴䑛׀鱍מַםךַׄי׆ꫀյ���� 䌑מךױյ⪢٬ْؓهؔطؕؾסי
յؕע❛◜ס,BOUPS����Q������ն⻎坎ַי٤ꃯ侑ٛ յꮹמ٤㎼皑⪪㏡٭عت٭ؙٞ
���� 䌑מ陭皑ظ٬٥ؘٜئْג㎼皑⪪㏡յ���� 䌑מ陭皑٭ٔبؕٝءג㎼皑⪪㏡ך牞霼
,BOUPS����Q������ն׀ך

⸮气蔦撬׃״ゼ꾴עמյր⸮气蔦撬ց⟛㲽ַֹכ׀镸䗻蔦✄ֿյ蔦撬סכ潲䱸溷םꫀ
➳䙎ַםג☭չיזמ气ֿכ׆ג⮂ײꫀַיזնככյ��┾笫♧⯼ס免♣յ臉剹ךյ
�� ┾笫䔿סْٛؓס⮴劻סꪛ䬥脢יזכמהגյ⸮气蔦撬עր⟛㲽ցךיכס׀
딲꾁����Q���նꪛ䬥גַי㲽㐂יכס׀ׄט璭䍇יזמꪨ☭׳յׂםע
��յעסג㜟ⵊכס׀ր⸮气蔦撬ցֿյ⟛㲽סיכס׀ ┾笫♧ꮳյْؓ
לם✑詇ס☭蔦撬雭סقشٞ٭٤㺽ֿյُٜٙع٤ؘة气嵛ꃻג곐־蔦撬מךך匯嶮㽹ٛ
⺇㵼מ⫏յꪛ䬥מ蔦撬ס䙊ꅋם巆忶ⷩמ塌䠊㢼ֵמכ׆ג״딲꾁����Q��������ն

☒ꌬ窢襪㝕㳔侷䱅ך欎㘶䘼䞯ֽצ欎㘶侷芌ֿ㸗ꪎס◪┪劔┞յ欎㘶ゼ꾴יַֽמյ䌮聋סր欎
㘶ցס镄掾⪛⺅䖩锡䙎陻ַֻיն䔦עյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ֽׄמ鞏꾴յ䭥籽⺪茣䙎յ獗⚶溷⪪婞յ
㲽㐂ס骅ס־ � 獗⚶ցյր☭ꪨֿ☭ꪨַםꮹ汔鱩ֻס嵛ⳛֿ欎㘶סյր☭ꪨֽי䯚ֻ־锡筶סח
㵅槁ֿסց־骅סכ׆׀ր气יכꇖ掾⯑םյ疴嚋溷ך╚獗⚶ց㵅槁䪒מ婞䓜יכ
䖩锡כדꃍ◪┪����Q������նր欎㘶ց⡠槏㳔עמյ蔦撬欎㘶םײסյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ
➳䙎ֽׄמ獗⚶溷յ窢玗溷ם긖脝䢩㥌ֿ⳰䖩锡ֵךն
睗硼մ獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢ײמ欎㘶⡠槏ס偆םג㐌䌐
յ☭ꪨע韢ؠ獗⚶溷ٛ٤ն딲꾁ֿ䳀ゃ־ֹדסם׀ֵֹלעꫀ➳䙎סր欎㘶ցכյ☭ꪨעך
סל蔦撬ֿכյ☭ꪨעךնַי⮂欎㘶⡠槏锶ם册ꇀ溷מכ׆ցֵֿֿםחրמ➳ꫀס蔦撬כ
ն־ֹדס阋ֻכցֵֿֿםחրמ蔦撬כꪨ☭עאյףꫀ➳䙎ֵֿםֹ

睗꽃մ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סր⪢✄䙎ցס㎇䕮
딲꾁עյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎עמ╚סյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛך╚סؠ٤⛺翝♕ׄכסյ倀ⵊ溷٬

㴴侷溷ٛך╚סؠ٤⛺翝כֵֿסׄטꃍն獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢סךրٛؠ٤ցעյ盚溷מ阋
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勎םյ㎼갾溷ע包勎ס斪䊝卲סؓة匯ⷁؓ⮂齽מյ⩰ꅼ㎼ףֻ❛յֽי⽱䟨ֿםחףֻ
包ס䉖㖪ַֹכ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ך╚סֿםחםյ☭ꪨסכꫀ➳䙎ַיזյ⯼גׅ┪⺅מր⸮
气蔦撬ցעյ蔦撬סססא❿⡑霼םֹ״倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ך╚סֿםחםյ☭ꪨסכꫀ➳䙎
նֵךכ׆ַֹכַיז

딲꾁עյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛכؠ٤յ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ֿٛؠ٤յבא⠥չמ㲽㐂םֹ☭ꪨ
㴻יכ偙ֵס➳ꫀסכ蔦撬ס麃ց⮗յրצ⽿כꌃ⮔䙎ցס־־偙րֵסꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כ
聋ג딲꾁����Q����ն⩰ꅼ㎼מ齽⮂匯ⷁؓסؓة勎包כյא⯈氠☭ꪨסꪨסꫀ
➳䙎עյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛמؠ٤ꮹגꌃ⮔溷ֵךסםյր⸮气蔦撬ցכյסא⟛㲽陻ֻ
☭ꪨסꪨסꫀ➳䙎յ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛמؠ٤ꮹגꌃ⮔溷ֵךסםն

־־枱䡢րַי䓺䧯ؠ٭٠عشؾך䓺ם⮔⺪┮ֿؠ٤ٛסյ偙עյ딲꾁ך偙┞סא
蔦כ딲꾁����Q����ն☭ꪨג㴻聋יכ偙ֵס➳ꫀסכ蔦撬סյր气麃ցצ⽿כ䙎ց✄⪡ס
撬ס⪢✄䙎ֵסꫀ➳עյꀸ噺לם蔦撬־竵䕑ր气噺ցֿ鉿ַי獗⚶עךյ嬟鼛溷䌮碃מ
锶ֵ偙ֵךն❛ֻףյֵꆸ末宐傈ֿյ侑末ⳛ朮؟ٕיכ냣יז气嵛յ蔦簊蔦鳉ס獗
⚶⯜䍲ךכס蔦嫣סאי舸낛ַֹכ篑座溷םㅰײյ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ם䟨⽱ֵַגז
סؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤עր气噺ցסאյ׀כ鉿ֹך╚ס獓⧩ס杅㴻ֵ
偙ֽיֻ⤫յסא☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎עמ⪢✄䙎ֵֿն

獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢עյיח־⪢✄䙎גַיז☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ֿյꌃ⮔溷׆גזױיזםמ
כ⡠槏םյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋册ꇀ溷ךכסאնֵך槏韢脝ֻיכ勓鮐ס㎋⸮סյ欎㘶ゼ꾴כ
欎㘶⡠槏ַ偆כ⡠槏ם册ꇀ溷כ׆ր⪢✄䙎ցֵֿמ➳ꫀס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨ欎㘶⡠槏䱖
䳀鱍ֵךס딲꾁����Q�������ն

ׄדゼ꾴סյ蔦撬欎㘶ע韢ؠյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤ױնֵח掾ֿםꓨ锡ֽׄמ韢ؠ獗⚶溷ٛ٤ס׆
כյ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ע欎㘶⡠槏סךױ♀նֵך槏韢䯚ֻךꌃ⫏סאյゼ꾴סյ獗⚶溷⪪婞ׂםך
㐌㔔סאյכ㸐骭ס脝䢩־ף⡑❿ם倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷םֹסր⸮气蔦撬ցמֻח⯵⸮ַֹ
딲꾁גזֵֿכ׆ֹױיꌬ⻉ֿ气┮יַֽמ镸掾סյ獗⚶溷⪪婞י䰌⮗չ☭׳ր气噺ցㅰך
����Q������ն

ؿ㎇䊟מ气嵛ס⚶簡獗⚻ח➳ꫀסյր⪢✄䙎ցע韢ؠ掾ֿյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤םꓨ锡סחֹ
圸碎מⳛ溷ךהג־םꅼⵊ溷⪳ע➳ꫀס蔦撬כն☭ꪨדכ׆ַֹכַםעךסㄶ鱍٭ةٜذت
韢יכ偙ֵם锺碃溷יכ槏䗻㒘אյ⺅⮗מ枱岞귿溷סյꇃ־ַי籽ׄ
槏䗻םֹח䙎✄⪡ֿؠ٤ٛסחյע韢ؠ딲꾁����Q���ն獗⚶溷ٛ٤ַםעךס
㒘ס锺碃圸ꅎ⺅䨴כ׆潨䭰ססյעא㵅✄סיכ㎇䕮םֹס귿溷ֵם偙ׂםעךյ
יכّطتبؠ٤ٛסחրךַםחցַׂםֹⳛ溷םꫀ➳韢יכ䯚ֵֻךסն׆
նֵך׆כ⽱㎇䕮ֿ䟨סցֿםחրֽׄמꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨֿ

睗꽃մ㵅갾ס獗⚶ֽׄמ❛ˌꀸ匆כꌬ䉖
յעךն勓꽃־ֹדס׀ך獏ぃכ׆םֹסלյיַֽמ⚶獗סյ㵅갾ע韢ؠյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤עך

ր气噺ցֿ 鉿ַי㖪䨾סיכꀸ匆כյր气噺ցֿ 鉿ַםַי㖪䨾סיכꌬ䉖䞯㴻י韢ն
⚶յ獗עꀸ匆סיכ㖪䨾ַיր气噺ցֿ鉿םֹסյꀸ噺յ恩Ⲩյ汫氙յ柾桓յ卲噺ױ

溷ٛؠ٤韢סכ◦䳕䙎ֿ嬟鼛溷둚ַ㐌㔔ֵךնעמ׆յױյր气噺ցַֹכㅰֿײյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬
巆魀אյי竵䕑־蔦撬ךն蔦麃䮕ֿׅכ׆ֵךסגր⪢✄䙎ցמ➳ꫀסכ
ךնꀸ匆ַי㲽㐂ך䓺ם⮔⺪┮ֿؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤עמ׆כ
նַי⻉ה䙎鮐䭥ׅםחؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤גױյ㐌㔔篑座ע
אյׂםׂ偙ֿ楻ֵ巆魀ך╚ס㐌㔔סאյֿסג气氙ך㐌㔔סאյעךյꀸ匆ףֻ❛
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յ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛעמ⻉㖪־⮔ֿלם־גז✑מֹסל㖪䨾յג✑朮յ☭גז✑气氙朮ס
ꓩ褺✑朮ֿյ걋☭⻎㛶ג✑ךյ㐌㔔גױն䕑㲽㐂ֿؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ך䓺ֿםחכؠ٤
ך䓺ם⮔⺪┮ֿؠ٤ٛסյ偙מ坎⻎יַֽמ׆אյ篑座ֿ㲽㐂ס䉖㖪篑座㜽םֹ䳕★ך
㲽㐂䕑딲꾁����Q����նגױյր气噺ցֿ鉿ַיꀸ匆יַֽמյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳סր⪢
✄䙎ցֿյ債מ㝂ׂ㲽㐂עכ׆ַיյסא气嵛㎷㴻ⵊעכ׆ַםםףׄם䟨⽱ַי
㐌㔔䮴蕟潨䭰סך䓺םֹ㲽㐂מ⮔⺪┮ֿؠ٤ٛסחյ׳ע韢ؠն獗⚶溷ٛ٤ַםעךׄ
딲꾁����Q����նֵךס偙⻔䙎獏סאյַֹכ

䟨ס韢ؠյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤יזכמչ☭气嵛ꃻך╚ס➳ꫀםꌃ⮔溷סכյ蔦撬יַֽמ⚶յꌬעך
聋־ֵֹך✇עն딲꾁עյ锶ֻֿؠ٤ַٛיזםׂׂמ锶ֻםמֹյס־✇אמ
䓺ךրַׂךַםחցכדכ׆ꃍ딲꾁����Q����ն❛ֻףր낛ցֵס偙מꫀיյ侷芌脢
ס♑ך䩘ס⮔յ蔦עն럜㻗ַיזם侷芌㵅鴫鉿ַֹכ낛י嫣ٛع٠ؼյע럜㻗侧㲳ֵך
ַנכ׆ֹי䠊㸥סהסַסյ勓䓜י닫ꄼ✄ַֹכמא㟃ַյהסַ
յꌬ䉖气ע׆럜㻗����Q������նַי닫✄ꇃ瓦嫣ٛع٠ؼמ㵅갾מյ镩㲳יכ
嵛ך芌סל؆כגז㲳❵יזכמהגյַ זֵךٛع٠ؼյֿכס룫舸ס麃ց⮗րַי낛ח
նדעגזםכ⚶塌סי״⮴蔦镊כג

锶ֿؠյ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤篑닫낛י嫣ٛع٠ؼյע鞏꾴סײ雧ס럜㻗ס׆յ־
ֻ㢼ג״㲳עלյ㵵מ䊟גױףյ䕋匡סր⮗麃ցס气嵛籽ׄ䕑ַֹכַם掾ֵמն딲
꾁յ獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢סրֿםחց㎇䕮עמյ窢玗溷㜟긞מ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ⺅ؠ٤
䨴ׂםךׄדյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛכؠ٤倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛסֿםחסؠ٤㎇䕮鱍׆獗⚶溷㜟긞
딲꾁����Q��������նꃍכד姊⺪┮

睗꽃մ气噺ٜعؠًتֽׄמ
蔦סյ☭ꪨעն딲꾁ַג脝ֻיַחמր气噺ցֵךׄ־׀⦐ם茣ⳛ溷ס蔦撬־յ☭ꪨך׆׆

撬סׄ־׀⦐ס⫐յ气嵛ס竵䕑ַֹכ篑座䙎䒣ׂסחր栄聋סւ气噺փցכյסא㸐嚋מյ
窢玗䙎ֿ䒣ַㅰסיכײրꆸצցꏕ翝յסאꅙ籽溷מ╚סٜعؠًتםր气噺ց⛺翝ַיׄט
ց䳀鱍◜♐צրꆸיכ㲽㐂םꪨ溷╚סٜعؠًتס׆յעյ딲꾁יא딲꾁����Q����ն
窢כյ篑座䙎מ׀כג脝ֻכ׆ցׅםחրؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠն獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤
玗䙎ֻ⤫נ⫆րꆸצ♐◜ցגֵמㅰײ䱡鱍ֿכ׆ַׂי׆յ☭ꪨכ蔦撬־־ס骅־
딲꾁����Q���նֵךסֿםחמכ׆ַׂימ

րꆸצ♐◜ցמꁿַ嚣䗻עյ倀ⵊ☭꿔㳔宐⟓㳔ךյ╭ג气噺♧㜽ס气噺溷םㅰײ銨րُؕ
ךյⶨ訪澛䩘魊岗ע褈骅סյ匯☒㝕㳔匯崎倀ⵊ煝疴䨾侷䱅ףֻ❛նײמցت٤طتبهئ٬٭ػ
鉿גַי寊럜桓יכت٤طتبهئ٬٭ػُؕ锺㴻նסא㏸㐌ס☭չג╭ע气噺מ♑
䭥יַיזյ寊럜桓עⰶ噺溷יכסם鉿ֿגַיյע׆ⰶ噺溷םㅰמײꮹյמׂכ蔦撬
딲꾁����Q��������նր气噺ցַי韢כגזֵך嵛ⳛםꓨ锡➳ꫀמ䪩溷焒餟⚻סיꫀמ
նֵךס䕑םמײㅰֻ⤫נ⫆塌茣םյ倀ⵊ溷ꮹמ塌茣םյ篑座溷ע

ր气םֹסלյעיכց◜♐צրꆸס״ג䨴⺅ցֿםחրֽׄמ韢ؠյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤עך
噺ցֿ脝ֻ־ֹדסն❛ֻףյ낛ס镄掾עךյꁿ䌑յסٜل㺑┪לם⯈氠יꓩ褺✑朮芌
蔦簊椙סךꌬ䉖י尴עאնַיזםמ宜☭ֿء٤ِ٭ؒن٤ف٭ؓי ���כ׆מ潨
䭰ַֿםעךסյꌬ䉖׳⛿מ☭չֿյ㸴ך蔦⮔ך낛朮✑րֿםחց㎇䕮כ׆
նַםעכ׆ם⮗㝕ל

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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睗皹
낛朮✑ㅰײꄼגրֿםחցס㎇䕮

ˌ־❛◜ס㳔ꯖؓةؓˌ
㳔吾岺☭ؓؓة㳔ꯖ٬ؓ ꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯㸗ꪎ㳔吾♧┫յؓؓة ����յע㳔ꯖؓة 䌑סⱁ皑♧匡յؓ ة ٬ؓ
כꀸ匆䭰㸬脢3VSBM�-FBEFS㳔气ס呧ס蠗ס㏸㐌סאյ־ꀸ匆㐌㔔ס٬㝚䌐崎頲㎼ٛنؓ
յ㵅מ״גס㵅槁ס⚶獗ם⾔䌐ךյ⪪婞חח״ꇙַ霼סյ㎼禶յ㴴侷յ宐傈յ肪䢍յ❿⡑镸瞏׀䬲י
鴫溷ם㳔צ鉿ַיז㳔吾ֵךնր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցכס٭عشٓסכյ♀傽ךױ �� 䌑ꪨמ
יזג �� ㎼ ���� ⻏���� 䌑 � 劓 �� 傽免掾ס蠗ס呧סꀸ匆䭰㸬脢ꁸֻ⪜յ槁㐂מ蔷ךױ
㝂ׂס☭չס㳔צ蕪ֵך籽ַׄיն

瞉脢עյ���� 䌑 � 劓־ ���� 䌑 � 劓סךױ � 䌑ꪨյؓ յ嵛ⳛיכؓؔطꩽ劻ٍٚ٤ס㳔ꯖؓة
յ낛־❛◜סך㳔ꯖؓةյؓעךն勓皹ג獏ぃ䕑ꫀמցֿםחրס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨ־׆׆
朮✑ㅰײꄼגրֿםחցס㎇䕮韢ն
睗硼մؓؓة㳔ꯖ٭عشٓסր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ց
鼓ַⷦ骭כַֹכ٭عشնٓցֵֿמ״ג׀气מ⪳րמ٭عشַٓי㳔ꯖֿⱁ皑♧匡䲔ׅؓةؓ
ն雭碊ֵך阋訪ײס╭ע٭عشٓסיזכמ㳔ꯖؓةյֵֿؓךהֻֿ┰ ��� 皹 ��� 硼מր╭ס
յמױעכ٭عشյٓיזכמ㳔ꯖؓةյؓמֵֹכցך⩱ס挮挨յֿꇓסֵֿע阋訪ײ
蔦⮔סהג鳉⩧כ鉿ׂ䩘ס╋偙攍ׂי㝕⮗ֵךסםն

յؓע脝呾脢ס٭عشٓס׆ ն둜锶גזֵך둜锶侧䑡ס㳔ꯖⱁ陭脢ؓة րֿ⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցشٓ
����յע麃⯼ס㳔ꯖؓةնֵֿؓ➳幾ַꫀסכ⺮婹ַםםעיյ傽勓☭ֿ䗆עמסגמ٭ع
䌑מյ匯☒ꌬ永氭䉖סꀸ匆⚻ꇓ玗㳔吾♧┫յꀸ⚻מ陭翝ג匯ⷁؓؓة璇ֵֿךյ둜锶סאע
芻再ֹ׆靣ն

րւ匯ⷁؓت٭ؤؓةփ㢼עמסג״յ⩰ס㝚䌐崎䨏◚ךלםꁿ걋頲㎼מ傽勓ֿ┰ֻג㝂㝕ם捇⸇מ㸐
גך勎⟨侧⩰气סⰶ吾ꩽסյ䓜免עסגזדׂי需כցךסֵֿ⽱䟨ס鯜翘յ䨏◚鬬⚈⼴溮
ֿյע׆婣跥⣌吾ꩽס䟨⻔ֽסיׄ⺇需כגזד䘼ַױն˘ր鬬⚈ס⼴溮ցעյ✇ױ傽չ
˘脝ֻכַםעךס׀箽ך溪銨ס㛽僻倀倀皹סյ┞曩יזֵך鉿ַ׀םיַֽמ׀⦐ס

둜锶����Q������ն
둜锶עյꀸ⚻ס匯ⷁؓؓة璇מꫀ㢼י״♧匡յכ׆ס׆䊬מ蔦⮔ס茖מ璓״籽ֽׄיյס׆
גזםכ㕈潒כ٭عشցٓמ״ג׀气מ⪳րיזג䓜מⱁ陭ס㳔ꯖؓةؓיֿյֿכ׆םֹ
זמכ׆ֹ⻉ה־⮔י׀气מ⪳յעցמ״ג׀气מ⪳յրמֻ둜锶����Q������նꂉ䮴כ
ךס׳מ┞յ睗ַ⻉⽱䟨ַֹכֹ׆ַימ汔┾ם⾔䌐ך婞⪫ךꪨ溷☭⚶獗סؓةյؓי
նגזֵ

סֹ⻉ה־⮔ֿׄדյ☭ꪨעמ״ג佻ֻ⾀סꪨ☭ֿכ׆ַֹכցמ״ג׀气מ⪳յրמ
傽꼿氠ַך㳔ꯖؓة阋訪ֿյؓ銨מ盚溷劄אնגזֵך䖩锡ַֿ⻉ה־⮔סכյ蔦撬ׂםעך
غ٭نյֵֿךכ׆סהסַעن朮յٚؕ낛עغ٭نնֵך靣┞סցنؕٚغ٭نրַי
ךֿכ׆ח⟛⾀עמם朮낛עն☭ꪨַי銨כ׆ֵמ➳ꫀם⮔⺪┮脢ֿ╋ס׆յעنؕٚ
׆ַֹכַם׀ךעכ׆׀气מם➳ꫀם⪡⣌סכ蔦撬⮂ײ朮气낛סאյ־ֵךסַם׀
յؓ־כ׆ס׆նֵךכ סյ陭皑䌑潨ע㳔ꯖؓة ���� 䌑־劔塌ꀸ噺鉿ַיזն陭皑䓜⮴עյ
ꀸ赟ⵊ㳔良倣גז❈䱅噺ֽיյע׆䓜긖ס낛竵ゼ꾴ס闋尴עמ牞מ־劔ⲯגזֵךն־
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ꀸ赟ֿײㅰסյ气朮מ免⻎גױյ脢ֽֿםכյ麃✄걀㵬脢㝤ֹ脢⾀յך錺㵬מյꀸ赟
ⵊ㳔良倣יזמ熏㚷־כ׆յꀸ赟ⵊ㳔良倣氠ַꀸ岺ֿր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցעכ潸㵼
┞偙♐סꀸ噺םֹ־茲⾀յ气ע㳔ꯖؓةյؓ־כ׆םֹס׆նגזֵך僻溮עכ׆ַם
⮗鉿כ׆ַם尴ֵךסג״둜锶����Q������ն

ր☭כהסַסյא佻ֻ낛ס㝕⮗מ┾汔ֹׂח⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցն׆
ֿյؓؓة㳔ꯖס٭عشٓס⪢倀ֵךն
睗硼մؓؓة㳔ꯖס䕱欎㒘ס劔塌ꀸ噺ˌ蔦撬ס岺מ䕋ֹ
劔塌ꀸ噺מꫀיյꀸ赟ⵊ㳔良倣ַם❈☭ꪨמ欎㘶ַ⨲מꀸ噺ֿة٭ַֹْؕכ┞薭溷ך
����ն䘼מֵֹ 䌑מ⯜㴻ג劔塌ꀸ噺䱿ꅼ岺ךյ劔塌ꀸ噺עրⵊ㳔溷מ⻉䧯ג良倣
צꀸ赟❈氠מצ╒כ׆ַםꈽ⚻㲳篁䳕ֻ䪫銉⯈氠כ׆ַם㕈勓יכյꀸ噺气氙מ氮匡
�նַי㴻聋כꀸ噺ց鉿י偙岺氠ַסꀸ噺气氙ג庿⛼ꮹ׀ך鬘衠ס欎㘶 յגױ
栃皑鉿侓岺☭ꀸ卲寊氙巆魀㴗⪢䪫銉ס٭ذ٤ج鞪吉מյ┞薭溷ם☭չס劔塌מ㸐⻎坎ة٭ْؕס
ֿ銨ַיն�

׆םֹסյ⯼ꃍֵךכ׆䕋ֹցמ岺סր蔦撬עסֵמ呧䍏ס劔塌ꀸ噺ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓ־
蠮ֵךⰶ吾ꩽ٬ꀸ㖪ꩽס㳔ꯖؓةնֵؓךסַםꇃׁמס锶ֻמ銨긖溷יכ篙卸סאյעכ
䈢岕עյؓؓة㳔ꯖעךյ劔塌ꀸ噺ꄼי蔦撬ס岺㴕ֿכ׆䭥籽⺪茣םꀸ噺יזכמ㝕⮗ֵך
յֵך㎋⸮▸ׂ詇ت٤ٚفסյ气䡢笠ע氠❈סꀸ赟նⵊ㳔良倣ꃍכַי䒣鞪כ׆
蠮䈢����Q���նֵך־ꯚמ䜬䕱欎ַֹכꀸ赟丵ׂםյ篙卸յ洠㵬輮ֿ㝕溪气סא

蔦撬ס岺עכյ气䡢笠ֿח䕱欎ס塌茣䭰ն气䡢笠יַֽמյ⪢סי气朮עյ气氙脢յ巆魀脢յ
⮔闋脢מ־ַס⮔꿔ֿյעמ׆אյ气氙脢ס嗘朮ֿ⩱⻉䧯יזמ劔塌朮气⮂ײյ巆魀
脢סⳛ朮ֿא낛յ⮔闋脢ס䕻气朮ֿ气氙脢巆魀脢ס䎰啇朮⮔闋י蔦撬מ䨴םַֹֹכ
ٚفյ吖너筶ׂ־友מֻ㎒穌圸ꅎסאյע菃嗘ױ气ךכסٜؠؕئס׆նֵֿٜؠؕئ
ն⮂ײ㏸气ם⣌䎘溷מյ朮槏溷٬ⵊ㳔溷٬气朮㳔溷ם嵛ⳛֿ嵛溪סյ䕻气朮ײׂت٤

նꯙ蠗Ⱐյ嫣輮Ⱐյמ⣌䎘┮յ㏸➜ٜؠؕئס蔦撬ס׆յע氠❈סⵊ㳔良倣յꀸ赟־
嫣褛Ⱐגזַכꀸ赟עյ气朮嫣ךכ׆蔦撬ٜؠؕئס婝ֵךס״յⵊ㳔良倣עյ┩㝕吖너
筶ַכ痾筶٬ٛ٤ꐦסלםّؗٛ٬ꮹג吖너筶ךׄדֻ┰յ㏸ַםעכ׆ׂն
ⵊ㳔良倣מ꾙㏸㚺עյ菃낛ֿמַֻם㎷ׂםյ䕻ꓪ锡筶ס姊▋לם吖너筶ت٤ٚفס䁼յ䕻
气朮ס嵛ⳛֿ庿㸴յ菃낛ֿמַֻם㏸泸䑊⸮㎋ֵךסםכն

劔塌ꀸ噺⺅מ篁׳ꀸ㵵ס⪢㎼篁縨ր⪢㎼䠀ꀸ⚶ցס⚶ꩽֵךյؓؓة㳔ꯖך嬐䌑ր蔦撬ꀸ噺ց
յע┪ն匆ַיր䕱欎ց䟨餟יכ偙ֵסꀸ噺םյ䭥籽⺪茣匆┪澵䌐ַי䱅噺䬎䓜ס
յր䕱欎䙎ցյր㝂坎䙎ցյיכ⯵岺ַימ喖յ䭥籽⺪茣䙎ס蔦撬ַי㴗㴻劄ך┪㐌槉ס׆

ր㝂㺽䙎ց䮕ַׅיնր䕱欎䙎ցעכյ⪢סי气⾀ֿ䕱欎յ㏸מꉛյ㏸骅ֵךכ׆מ־յ
魕徎٭؟ٜؾؙյ䕱欎佻ֻր㝂坎䙎ցֵֿס气朮מ״גַם⮗ꄫ䕱欎㴗㴻סא
劄㝕ꮹמ嵛氠嗘气ס圸ꅎיכր㝂㺽䙎ցֵֵֿךסնיאյꀸ噺עյ疛יזמ䕱欎
偂הյٓמ٭ٔزٜؿⷃ┞䙎气⮂ײյ腁ךכ׆ⷃ㺽䙎气מֹ׳յ蔦撬ס䕱欎熏㚷
ꀸ噺ֿյꀸ噺ס䕱欎㒘ג䨴⺅מꀸ㐌⯵岺סחס蔦撬׆յע┪յ匆מֻնֵךײㅰ
䭥籽⺪茣מ״גמ䖩锡כד陻ַֻי匆┪ ������Q������ն

ةնֵؓךססאր䕱欎ցעס⽱䕋ֹցֿ䟨מ岺סր蔦撬ֽׄמ劔塌ꀸ噺ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ؓ㳔ꯖעךյ蔦撬ס䕱欎熏㚷ⵊ㳔良倣ꀸ赟❈עյמ♣סאյ疛朮יכ㟃ג劔
塌朮յعت٤َؤյ㵵汫ס童㹽⯈氠بٍג良יזמ䕱欎ס嵣מ䨴ն⻎㏆㖪ך✑♕ׄ
յמלם✑庋呭㕆י朮ꁿ䱸✑ס┪♧յ甦꿔✑齡ַׂי㜟ֻמ甦꿔䌑嬐ס朮✑
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䕱欎佻ֻ㝂坎䙎⺅䨴ն銨㏸锬ֹُٜיזמزր㝂㺽䙎ց⺅䨴յ䕱欎ס徎ֵך銨
㏸㴕նםֹס׆ր䕱欎ցמכס鉿ؓةؓ㳔ꯖס劔塌ꀸ噺עյ낛朮ל✑ף✑յ
㏸㚺ֿ骅ֵךסםסםמ־ն
睗硼մؓؓة㳔ꯖֽׄמրֿםחց◜❛
낛㕔ס㳔ꯖؓةնַؓיⲚⲇ✑ךהג⮔蔦ס낛סהג⮔յⱁ皑♧匡յ蔦ע㳔ꯖؓةؓ
յ㵅עցמ״ג׀气מ⪳նրֵךסג气氙ך⫏յ㳔ꯖע┪♧ⰺס朮낛מչֿ☭ך
갾מ낛朮ה־⮔✑⻉ֹ篑닫ֵך־ֵמכסն

气מכյיזםמ糿┞ֿהג☭גזױ겏־╚ⷁ稌յ┾汔╚עַյ㝚䌐崎頲䀁յֵٛنյؓؓةؓ
յַיזױ겏ֿ☭ַֹֹא˘նׂחؔطؼِٖؤ׀ նךסյ蔷곓עסַׂיז⻉ה־⮔הס
╚סյ㳔吾י״⮴יז⻉ה־⮔յׂחיַ⦐מ朮յ┞糿낛佻ֻהסնַ־םמחכץך׆ל
둜锶����Q��������նךס⮂蔹ֿ锶┞עמ
睗꽃մؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭ن
⯼նֵךײㅰסր气噺ցס傽չף⽿כؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյֿס둚ַ蔦簊椙佻ֻס׆

ꃍמֹסյעنؕٚغ٭نյր낛朮ցכրַהסցֿ┮⺪⮔םꫀ➳כ׆ֵמ銨ַֿיյ٭ن
յעךؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نնֵךס㵅䠊نؕٚغ٭نיꄼ׀⦐յעؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ
ֽׄמյ鞪槏ׁյכמյגשյꓩ褺✑朮յ㵵汫ֿ٭ف٤ْؔطؼِٖؤסי⪡ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
佻ֻמאյכ朮յ낛יꄼ׀⦐ס傽չםֹס׆յעչ☭ס㳔ꯖؓةնؓⲎמ׀⦐
ꀸס䕱欎㒘ס㳔ꯖؓةնֵؓךס槏闋יז㵅䠊םյ麃✄溷כ׆ֵמ╚סր䕱欎ցֿ⾀
岺ךכסյ㏸ׂטյ甦׀ױյ芌蜧յ㴻嗘յꯙ蠗յ疛ַֹכ嵣յ㵵汫ס┾需ꄼי骢舸յ룫ⷯյ
╚ס䕱欎יכ㕚良גױ낛倣媘廐ֿ媘յ낛◜낛מ⪳յ鞪槏גױյ׀דגַؠِٜסׁ
׆ַי־气ך╚ס䕱欎ס⾀յ蔦麃ֿ气מ☭ג篑닫אյעכ׆篑닫כ׆ַׂיז䨴מ
ն㵅䠊כ

㳔ꯖؓةնؓגַיր⪢✄䙎ցֿ㲽㐂יַֽמ➳ꫀס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨעך气嵛ֽׄמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ
յכؠ篑座溷٬獗⚶溷ٛ٤ַֹכ㺵嫣냣芌מ״גכ竵׀气ذهյע骢舸סր气麃ց낛ך
ؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤氮匡מ䘼ַם窢玗溷㕆ך╚גי芌ךױ蔷מ㺵嫣־免ס鰱㲳ذه
նגזֵךס㲽㐂ך䓺ס⮔⺪┮ֿ

气嵛ր⪢✄䙎ցֵֿמꪨס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨיꄼؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյך㳔ꯖؓةյؓגױ
ꃻעכ׆յ獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢ס幾ַ䟨⽱⻉ַ焒גזֿםחמכ׆ն姌꽃עךյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ
➳䙎ֽׄמ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛמؠ٤ꫀיյ杅מ㴴侷溷ם⣨긖־䕑ג㳔צ韢ն

մ
睗꽃մ⟤♷סיכրֿםחց
מ⪳气嵛ך┫ס㺑呧ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓססֵך㳔吾ׂט㕈מ䠀סعتٛ؞ע㳔ꯖؓةؓ

☭չע♷⟥ס坎չֵךյعتٛ؞侷☭ַם♷⟥յ杅㴻ס㴴侷☭ַםג㝂俙ַնגסא
٤ٝؤزյ㳔ꯖֿ䘼ֻמַֹ곓ֿכ׆锶♷⟥ס侷عتٛ؞מ╚ס׀⦐ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓ״
յעאնַיꃍכׂט宜מ⩱ס♷⟥յֿ☭ס㝂ׂג닫✄㳔ꯖؓةյؓעؗق٬ؓؔطٓؔطס
����Q��նؗقַֹؓכד־ַיր鉿ַցֿ嵣םכ㕈潒ס♷⟥յעמ㳔ꯖؓةؓ

獫סն劸ַי״ף俆מ䨾蔷ס气嵛סր鉿ַցֿյ傽չ־气♷⟥յעך㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ך � 傽ֿ㢼ױյ嬐낛⯼מ獫䰊ׅյ馅耘娫娫ַյؓؓة㳔ꯖיַֽמ溺ך獫ַםֿכ׆傽ױע
䩘筤סهؤնַٕם � 皹 �� 硼עמր⟤♷յכא⻎坎מյ鉿ַףׄם⛘յעךׄדא媃

굸ץ暟⡲㌀鸐ׄג㛅Ⰻ⡤䚍ך橆㞮䙼䟝
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㳔ؓةյַֿؓי獏ֿכ׆ַםג皑מ䔢ע♷⟥ַם⛘ס鉿ַ׀⦐յֵכցֵךסד؆
ꯖס气嵛ס♷⟥עמ㕈潒םכր鉿ַցֿ㝂ֵׂյؓةؓמֻא㳔ꯖך气嵛☭չס㝂ֿׂ⟤
նֵךס⮂锶⩱ס♷

նַי塌茣יכր鉿ַց־气♷⟥ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓגױؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյיא
僻岕㳔ꯖ㝕㳔⬭侷䱅ך玗㳔脢ס嗘勎桬עյؓؓة㳔ꯖיַחמنؕٚغ٭نסյ낛جٞو⪡סכ׆
אյםככ׆槏闋יכ焒ם麃✄溷➳ꫀס朮낛佻ֻהסյַכהסյַך╚䶏מت

������嗘勎����Qַי鞃僻כ僰襪יכ阋訪ס♷⟥ֿնؓؓة㳔ꯖס气嵛עךյ
甦׀ױյꀸ✑朮ס呭㕆㵵汫냣芌յ疛㺵嫣յ鞪槏յ낛◜յ낛媘낛倣媘廐ס㕚良⯈氠סלם⪢
ג♷⟥յ槏闋מככ篑닫כ׆ַי־气ך╚סր䕱欎ցֿ⾀סյ蔦麃עכ׆ꫀמי
ն־ֿכ׆ֵךס

כ׆䠊♷⟥յעכ׆ׂ⦐מ״גס朮낛ך╚סյ蔦撬יꄼؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյגױ
ס┫♧יַחמ➳ꫀס♷⟥כյꀸ噺ע⟥珿㼾婞ם⻏詇ךכ׆ג⮂ײն蔦撬ꀸ岺气➳ꫀׂ׀㝕כ
նꃍמֹ

րꀸ噺ցעסַֹיזյր臉噺ցכד阋גַיזնעסַֹכյꀸ噺ע玗יזֵךֻ♐ףאסյ玗מ㞅♐
ַֹיזꀸ噺ַַֿיכꁿַ舓噺מ潨埉סն˘☭ꪨנך؆阋ֹכד⽱䟨ַֹכדյ臉噺־ד䔢
յֿךֹחרֿסַם־ט宜מյ蔦撬יַמ╚סն蔦撬ַמ╚סյ蔦撬יזֵמյ┞沁յ蔦撬עס
כדכ׆ַֹכד㝂ַ舓噺סت٤ٔزׂטꁿמꁿַյ玗מյ玗עכ׆ַֹיזַמ╚סյ蔦撬ךא
䘼ֹ؆ך珿㼾����Q����ն

┞מꀸ噺יזַכյ坎չםꀸ岺סꇙֵַֿյ⪢ֿי玗מꁿַףַֻכ־ֵךסյםעךֹא
ַն珿㼾עյր˘ւ蔦撬焒ַםעךסַיזփכ׆ַֹכ焒ֿכ׆յ蔦撬מ䱸ꁿ睗┞婧ך
ց珿㼾����Q���ֹױיזםמסגז־ꇶ־յ蔦撬עמ׀כגז䘼כַיזն蔦撬焒ֵ
յֵךס鉿ֹיזםמ宜גז焒מյ蔦撬璇㳔溷ע䢍鉿ꀸ噺ⵊ㳔良倣氠ַյꀸ赟ֿꃍכ
玗מꁿַעכדס阋ַ곓ַն┞偙ךյؓؓة㳔ꯖסր䕱欎ց㝕⮗מ劔塌ꀸ噺עյ蔦撬כյ☭ꪨ
յ蔦撬ֿ⪴气כ☭յע묷憐ꏋ豌���������ף⽿כ曋סն傽勓ꐋꀸֵךסח皑䧯ך✑⻉ס
朮鮐ֿ٭؟ٜؾؙ䕱欎䕱欎ꀸ岺牞皑ג☭朮ֵֿךյסא呧䌙עמրꀸ噺עכ㝘㐌☭ס⻉✑
�նגז䘼䞯ֵַֹֿכցֵך臉噺⮂ײ竵气ס⾀气סյ☭ꪨיזמ

倀ⵊ溷٬㴴ꫀמتجٞوסךױ朮ֿ⮂匡յ낛ע气嵛סր气麃ցס㳔ꯖؓةյؓמֹס׆
侷溷ٛמؠ٤ꮹյ玗ס┾汔ⱁꅎסיכ┾汔镸מꫀ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ֵٛךסֹ⛘ؠ٤ն
둜锶עյ玗ס┾汔ⱁꅎס┾汔镸־յ气䡢笠מֹס┫♧יַחמ鞃僻ն

ך阋訪גז䧯־笠✄סאעׂ焒䛒تإٞכ㵵յ⪴⻎✄تؤؕ؛ס靣ؓبٛ؟ע٭ةٞؤؙ
յיזמ焒䛒ס玗ֵך䠀ֵך╭錺ꅎ朮ֿյⱁꅎסיյעכ气䡢笠הם˘նױַַכֵ
둜锶����Q����նֹױֵךס㵅䡢䭰ַיז䧯כ✄⻎⪳㵵傈յסחכץ

둜锶גױעյ臉剹־ր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցס濪䞯䕑כַיꃍյ玗כյ☭כյ玗גׂחס
㎇䞯כגכֹ✑㳔ꯖؓةؓי枱䡢潨䭰ַיז⻉ה־⮔הסַמכյֿכⱁꅎ朮סי
כր⟤♷ց־㸬מր鉿ַցסלםؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյמֹס׆둜锶����Q���ն
ַֹ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛעؠ٤յ玗ס┾汔ⱁꅎַֹכ⪴⻎✄䟨餟气ײյր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցס㵅鴫
⺪茣ֵךסמն
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睗꽃մրֿםחցֿגր骅־ց
ւ气噺փցסր栄聋ׄטⳛ塌מ气噺յ篑座䙎סյ딲꾁ֿ☭ꪨעؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نס㳔ꯖؓةؓ

րꆸ⻉נ⫆窢玗䙎כյ篑座䙎ס׆כג䯚ֻךٜعؠًتםꅙ籽溷סցצ䒣ַրꆸסյ窢玗䙎כ
ؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نնֵךסׄ♕翝⛺מց◜♐צ րֿꆸצ♐◜ցיכ☭ꪨעסגמյ
蔦撬סכրֿםחցמꮹַםնעאյ☭ꪨמյ窢玗溷םր骅־ցֵךסםסגն

ց־ր骅ם窢玗溷עמ׆אյג㸐需סכ蔦撬玗מյ☭ꪨעײㅰ✑朮յ낛יח־
նꃍמֹס׆עն珿㼾גזֵֿ

מככյ✑朮ֿם朮䠀饦✑י䗎מײㅰס蔦撬סאյיאյׂױյ甦ׂ־מכյ♀傽דג
气嵛סח┞מ׆כַֹכַׂיㄻֵֿצն气ךׄדַׂי׀ㄻֵךצնסַׂי״ײ־א
ֿ溯㣔ס气׀偙ֵךյ勓䓜ס溯㣔ס徎嵣כגזֵך䘼ֹ؆ך珿㼾Q����ն

יגց־ր骅ךכ׆ր⪴⻎✄ց䟨餟气סכ蔦撬յ♑脢עײㅰ✑朮յ낛גױ
նꃍמֹס׆עն둜锶ַ

յ☭ꪨꫀםյ蔦撬欎㘶ֿ虘ׂםמ־յ㏸㚺ֿ骅ל✑ף✑朮յ낛ך㳔ꯖؓةؓעהגג
יאכꀸ岺םֹסאˌםׂ耘➳ '00%-*'& ַינյ傽չⲚⲇꓨיז꿈כ׆⮂ׂח
նױ
־⮔ךם؆ײיסמ낛ⶽס낛גյ气氙յⳈ䒣劸㜻յꀸ✑噺י״׆꿈ַםֹס׆
둜锶����Q������նױֵֿצㄻַם㹻ׂמ瞉蕨עמ׆א免յ낛יז⻉ה

ր气ס㳔ꯖؓةնֵؓךց免낛מ⪳րעס䠊צㄻם׀㝕յ劄ךن٠ؕغ٭نס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
麃ցס낛◜עךյ낛朮ׂםךׄדססאյמ״ג✑א寽嵣גַ⦐י☭չכ׆סյ枈朷
նֵךס׀ךֿכ׆ֹ⽱ײ䛒סյ玗הסַגזםמ

ַחמ◜낛סր气麃ցגյ蔦麃ֿ✄닫ע٤ٚ٭٬َٜآُؕסعتٛػ٭ٔةסյْؓٛגױ
٭ٞتם٭ٞتיյ╒㜽ג鞪ꇖך柾桓յ䱰겏յ呭㕆מ蔦麃יյ낛包עն䔦ַיז靣ֹ׆י
宜כֵךסם沌ׂ⪡עכאסغ٭نعتؒنյֿצㄻ䕑־◜낛סאյ䮄䨏מغ٭ن
٭نعتؒنյך偙┞ׂט㕈מ焒餟ցם㴞櫼ׯրֿצㄻסغ٭ن٭ٞتס׆յעն䔦ꃍכגַט
ץחכץ◜յ낛עךغ٭ن٭ٞتյהםնַֹכַיַט㕈מ摾焒ցםր㴞櫼ֿאֽׄמغ
❿㸐סלםהסַגזםמ枈朷מ״גס◜낛סאյꄞ僻䙎ֵֿסל靣ך璻☭┞朮靣סחכ
焒ַֿיזյעךغ٭نعتؒنյסא낛◜ס㸐❿蔦撬汔勑匡מ芻鬘יַחמכ׆ַי摾
焒דסֵךնَ٤ٚ٭����<����>Q����ն

ց侷ֻ־ր骅גז㝤ך╚ס◜䈰噺溷낛ֿהגյ瑭ע◜낛סր气麃ցס٤ٚ٭յَ㳔ꯖؓةؓ
סⲨ⦍յ玗ג䰊ׅמ朮յ낛הסַגזםמ枈朷מ״גס朮յ낛עמ◜낛סնր气麃ցׂי
䛒יכײ낛朮䠊כ׆⛘ַյעאյ☭ꪨס䖥מր骅־ցגזֵךסגն
䖥סꪨ☭כյ낛מֹյ珿㼾ַֹֿꮹ㴻מ䔢ⰺ气⾀粪䭥ס◜յ낛ע◜䈰噺溷낛ס麃ց⮗յր־
珿㼾����Q����նגזױיזםׂם脝ֻ־ַיזֵַ־־ַֹֹלֿ

䭥ך⽱䟨גזꇙעכغ٭نعتؒنյיזכמꌬ䉖气嵛脢ס♣낛◜ֿյ槁סր气麃ցס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
籽┮⺪茣ֵךյ긊槁㵅溷עכ׆ֵך牞ֵך־ն־յؓؓة㳔ꯖע❛◜סյ槁♣ס☭ꪨכ蔦撬
⮔곐獗⚶ךכסّطتبյ㝤גր骅־ցֵֿכ׆獏ַי掾ך劔䟨聋ֵךն
獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢כסյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סրֿםחց⺅䨴כ׆⡠槏溷ףֵךסכյעאյ
☭ꪨמր骅־ցֵךסֵךסגն
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㹋倵劍� ���� 䎃 � 剢 �� 傈ծ�� 傈
㼎韋罏� � ،؍ذٝٓنꞿ劍ך㷕ꤍ،آ، �� せ
颵㉏ⰻ㺁
��鴋⡲噟ծ㹺残ך⚅鑧ծ'&"45 �ծג鸐ׄ⫴⸥ךךךץծ굸וז
�ג侄ִחծ荈歋לָ֮הְֿבծ孡הֿծ㷕הֿ䠬ָׄז֮
կ1MFBTF�GFFM�GSFF�UP�TIBSF�BOZUIJOH�ZPV�GFMUְֻׁ�MFBSOFE�PS�SFBMJ[FE�
UISPVHI�XPSLJOH�GPS�GPPE�JODMVEJOH�GBSN�XPSL�MJWFTUPDL�'&"45�FUD��
֮آ،כז،㷕ꤍ⟒⥋ד䠬ַׅׄתָ֮הֿկל֮׃ծ�
�ג侄ִח荈歋ծ鑫稢וזַך䠬ׄ⟒⥋חֲ״ךוծח儗זֲ״ךו
կ%P�ZPV�FWFS�GFFM�GBJUI�BU�"3* �*G�TPְֻׁ�QMFBTF�GFFM�GSFF�UP�TIBSF�UIF�
EFUBJMT�PG�XIFO�BOE�IPX�ZPV�GFFM�GBJUI�
֮آ،ָז،㷕ꤍד䎊ׇהז䠬ׄ澓ָ֮ל荈歋ח侄ִג�
��կ1MFBTF�GFFM�GSFF�UP�TIBSF�TPNF�PG�UIF�NPNFOUT�UIBU�NBLF�ZPVְֻׁ
GFFM�IBQQZ�BU�"3*�

睗硼մؓؓة㳔ꯖסؓؔط٤ٍٚס㛽
յؓעչ☭ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ յעն瞉脢־ֹדסַיז⺅䠊כ׆םֹסל傽չ־气嵛ס㳔ꯖؓة
���� 䌑䍲ؓةؓס㳔ꯖסꩽ劻ٍٚמؓؔط٤յ♧┫ס鮐ゼמכյؓع٭آ٤鞪吉鉿גזםն

ח潨ס鮐ゼס柬ַעյ낛朮✑ꄼי䠊ַי倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛؠ٤僻דכ׆מ־ն
ꩽ劻ٍٚסؓؔط٤㝂ׂעյ劸冄מؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نסꮹյ傽╚ס◜♐ס免ꪨמյꀸ㖪յ㵵汫յ
'&"45 յעכ׆ꮹ㴻מ׀♕宜סךؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյ鮐ゼ״גַי◜䕋מ◜♐סך
傽╚╚◜♐ס״յ䠊כ׆ַיゼֹ鮐ゼַיזםמն

ח潨ס鮐ゼס柬ַעյ낛朮✑ꄼי䠊ַי倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛסؠ٤⫐յ杅מ♷⟥מꫀ
նדכ׆מ־僻ؠ٤ٛ

ח潨ס鮐ゼס柬ַעյ蔦撬סכրֿםחցֵס气嵛־䠊䌗־סֵעյסלגױ
նדכ׆מ־僻־ֵךסםֹ

睗꽃մ낛朮סכրֿםחց
劄⮴ס鮐ゼעյրꀸ✑噺յ㵵汫ס┾需յ'&"45 䠊ֿגםյֵיꄼ⦐Ⲩס״גססյ낛לם

־㎇瞩ס鮐ゼס׆նגזֵךցַדׂי侷ֻמյ蔦氮ףֵֿכ׆גַטյ宜כ׆ד؆յ㳔כ׆ג
յؓע חրסכ朮낛ך䓺םյ坎չך╚䶏מتجٞوסꅙ┞ꫀמ朮յ낛ֿהג☭ס㳔ꯖؓة
նגזםמ־僻ֿכ׆ַיց䠊ֿם

ח潨עյ낛朮ֿ⾀ס枈朷כֵמכס㵅䠊䓺סךրֿםחցֵךնיַחמ׆阋
ַי㎇瞩ס┫♧עꄼֵךն
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˖� ؆ր룫ס㺵嫣ג免עמ气׀朮嫣י낛כ׆ַֹכד؆ַי浌䠊גױնց
˖� ؆ր낛免מյ❛ֻף骢舸גזדւ蔦⮔ֿ骢㸯㺑ך┾需סֵג㲳ꇖםד؆םփ

䠊יכ傽䊬כ׆ֵך⾀յׂםעך舸סיכ낛包םնⷃ䠊ׂכ׆ַֹכ
նցגזםמֹ

˖� ؆ր☭ꪨֿ䊬⾀ס♑מ枈朷ימ气יַחמכ׆ַֹכַי׀⡠槏긖ך幾ׂ脝ֻ
նցגזםמֹ

˖� ؆ր㵵汫ס䚽䛒舸յⷯյ良倣מ״גׄ⺇蔦⮔כ׆ַיֿהג⾀㟃ֹյֻ
ؕفئמⳛ朮ך냣芌欎㘶גٜ٭ٞع٤ؤמյ☭ꪨֹ❈٤ٛخיꆻ黨מ״ג״겏
նց䠊ꓨסꈷ䫘ַֹכ氠⯈㵵汫־־׀זעַֿיזיٜف

ח潨עյ낛朮ֿ⮂匡סכتجٞوסךױրֿםחցֵךնיַחמ׆阋ַי㎇瞩ע
նֵךꄼס┫♧

˖� ؆ր蔦⮔佻ַֻי낛朮ֿ־סַׂי׀ךמֹסל焒ג׀ךֿכ׆նꓩ褺ׄד
նց־סַיז־־免ꪨֿכ䩘ꪨסַׂסללםյ骢ׂםך

˖� ؆ր� ח � ־לյךסֵס⽱䟨ם׀յ㝕לַׄםעךסם嚝י尴ע䈰瓦סח
ֿ姊ׄג낛ע䧯皑גז־ֿכ׆ַֹכַםגնց

˖� ؆րؓؓة㳔ꯖעך汛כ㵵汫ע㶔䱸כ׆ַֹכַיז־־מն㵵汫ך־童㹽ע
㖪⻉סדגעיזמ欎㘶尀叉ס⸮㎋לׄדյע׆׆汛ֵֿ־良倣יכ㏸מ┪ס⮔ꏕ
יׄ⺇䚽䛒ס㵵汫ףַיꓩ褺낛יׂםגⷯ舸ֻאն׀ךֿכ׆
նցכ׆ַ

˖� ؆ր㵵汫ע☭ꪨֿ낛מ״ג냣ַיזյ⯈氠יכ童㹽ׂכֹדַ䘼ז
عت٤َؤג氠⯈յ童㹽־նגז־םַי䟨餟ױꓨ锡䙎ֵסյ㵵汫ֽי
նցגז焒כַם鉿ֻעꀸ噺מם㲽㐂סյ䔦לם־ׯ

ח潨עյ蔦⮔蔦麃כ✄סյ낛朮סכրֿםחցֵךնיַחמ׆阋ַי㎇瞩ס┫♧ע
ꄼֵךն

˖� ؆րꀸ✑噺ꄼיյ蔦⮔עסַיז✑✄ס㏸יַי✑ך╚סյ蔦⮔סהג
䰌עסגי㏸מ╚סꂉכ׆ַׂיזյِإ־ד㏸㚺לם欎㘶כ׆ס脝ֻעכ׆䐤
նցגױ䠊כםמכ׆脝ֻכ׆ס✄ס⮔蔦עיַ

˖� ؆րַסהס䕱欎ֵֿיז蔦⮔ֿ气כ׆ַֹכַי׀麃䭥יז䠊גն傽չ蔦⮔
יז枈朷ֵֿ׀⦐ס⾀气סյ㝂ׂמ״ג✑낛包낛ֿהג 	 ꓩ褺עמס✑䕻气朮
עמ״גյֽ舸낛ֵך姊⺪┮ֿ׀⦐ס QJH�DIJDLFO ַׄעיׂם־꼾הסַ־
㲽מ汔┾ס׆♀ֿ⮔յ蔦焒כ׆ַי׀ךֿכ׆׀气עהג瑭־כ׆ַֹכַם
㐂气סכ׆ַי׀劔곓յ㞂鴎溷כ׆ַֹכדכ׆ם䖥־䠊גזםמֹնց

ח潨עյסא낛朮סכ☭גז✑րֿםחցֵךնיַחמ׆阋ַי㎇瞩ס┫♧עꄼ
նֵך

˖� ؆ր⯼ע宜מ汦״յ蔦⮔עכ⯁┾汔מֹס䠊גַיյ⾀ֿ气־יױ낛
նց㵅䠊곓劔ס㲽㐂סչ☭ꫀמꩽַꇃ瓦סךױ⪛מסהג瑭יכס
؆ր蔦⮔ךהג芌יי蔦⮔ךהג鞪槏ג낛朮יכע耘⽱ׂյ낛ַי免מւ耘⽱
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նցׂי⮂阋訪ֿ嬐낛ַֹכփֹכֵֿיׂיז✑ւփַ
ؓةնֵؓךס⡑מؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ֽׄמ韢ؠյ獗⚶溷ٛ٤עցֿםחրס׆
㳔ꯖס气嵛עյ呭㕆㵵汫냣芌־낛◜מتجٞوסךױꅙ籽溷מꫀֵךסյ蔦撬־竵䕑
ס➳ꫀסր气麃ց㲽㐂ך䓺ם⮔⺪┮ֿؠյ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤מؠ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤ַֹכ
յؓך╚ס┾ם⯼ג气嵛ֿ䓜ס麃ց⮗ր⪛מ䩘יז朮鬼ն낛ֵמכ յע气嵛סך㳔ꯖؓة
蔦撬סכրֿםחցמכס气סי״⮴׀✄닫ַיזםמն

睗꽃մրֿםחցמ㸬־⟤♷
ח潨ס鮐ゼעյրֵؓةؓעגם㳔ꯖ♷⟥ך䠊־ױֵֿכ׆նףֵյֹסל

նגזֵךցַדׂי侷ֻמյ霄箖蔦氮לם־ס䠊♷⟥מֹסלյמ免ם
זםמ־僻ֿכ׆ַֿ☭ַי䠊יכ♷⟥ցյֿםחրסכյ蔦撬־㎇瞩ס鮐ゼס׆

նֵךꄼס┫♧ע㎇瞩ַי阋יַחמ׆նג
˖� ؆ր蔦⮔ךהג芌ַיי낛朮낛׀כַיꓩ褺ס疛ס갾מյׂםכ؆ם玗

坎ֿ䛒؆כגׂך䘼ֵֹֿכ׆նց
˖� ؆ր汛♐◜׀כַיյ☭כ┞糿מꇃׇ׀כַיյ㝕㐌ס窢괵ֿםחסכ

նցױַי䠊יכ
˖� ؆րꀸ㖪ך♑סא蔦撬מ闑յ㏸מ闑ך╚յ✑朮ס芌ַׂיזꇃ瓦⣪撬❸מ

ꉛמյ㏸ַ⻉׀⻔מ㏸יכ錺ꅎ朮ꪨ☭גױյכ׆ֵךײ䛒┰ꫀסյ玗ׂםעךס
նցג䠊כ׆ֵך㲽㐂

˖� ؆ր蔦⮔יזכמ玗ע气嵛ס╚䖥ַֿםעךյ㜽יַמ疾յ뀸յ傽⩱յ再虝לם״
ւ蔦ׂםכ؆םյכיגꓩ褺锶ַיז芌ׂյ⩧宜ג䠊כַַה枱䡢ֿ宜䭥ג
撬ס枱䡢ס䭰䳼ַיזכ玗⽿כ㝕ם׀ⲇփמ䠊颍ֵעכ׆նց

˖� ؆ր"U�"3*�*�GFFM�WFSZ�CMFTTFE�UP�CF�BCMF�UP�XPSL�GPS�UIF�GPPE�UIBU�XF�FBU�BOE�GPS�
UIF�GPPE�PUIFST�XJMM�FBU�JO�UIF�GVUVSF�ց

˖� ؆ր"3*�IBT�BMTP�NBEF�NF�SFBMJ[F�UIF�DPOOFDUJPO�CFUXFFO�GPPE�BOE�GBJUI��*O�UIF�
QBTU�*�IBWF�POMZ�UIPVHIU�BCPVU�UIJT�DPOOFDUJPO�JO�UFSNT�PG�FBUJOH�IFBMUIZ�GPPET�UP�
UBLF�DBSF�PG�UIF�CPEZ�UIBU�(PE�HBWF�NF��)PXFWFS�OPX�*�IBWF�B�EFFQFS�VOEFSTUBOEJOH�
PG�IPX�(PE�DSFBUFE�QFPQMF�CVU�GSPN�UIF�WFSZ�CFHJOOJOH�JU�XBT�)JT�EFTJSF�GPS�VT�UP�
UBLF�DBSF�PG�UIF�MJWFTUPDL�DVMUJWBUF�UIF�TPJM�BOE�CF�HPPE�TUFXBSET�PG�UIF�FBSUI�ց

䉌⺅朮յ낛ֿ׆նַיזםמֹ䠊♷⟥յך╚✑朮낛ֿ☭סյ㝂ׂמֹס׆
ׂ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ֽٛׄמؠ٤յր㴴侷溷ցמ霂䓜ֵךסնגױյס׆꿔ס倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ
նג锶㎇瞩ꃍכ׆ֵך姊⺪┮ֿכ׆㵅鴫מ㵅갾⦐Ⲩ✑朮յ낛עמ䠊ؠ٤

˖�   ؆ր"U�UIF�CFHJOOJOH�<XIFO>�*�DBNF�UP�"3*�*�XBT�TIBSFE�<XJUI>�UIF�XPSE�ˎ'PPE�
MJGFˏ �XIJDI�XBT�JOWFOUFE�CZ�"3*<ˏ T>�5BLBNJ�⩰气 ��"T�<*�XBT>�XPSLJOH�JO�<UIF>�4FNJOBS�
)PVTF�*�BMTP�MFBSOFE�IPX�UP�TIBSF�UIJT�DPODFQU�UP�PVS�WJTJUPST�CVU�BGUFS�*�NFNPSJ[FE�
IPX�UP�JOUSPEVDF�JU�BOE�BDUVBMMZ�XPSL�JO�OBUVSF�	JODMVEJOH�<EVSJOH>�FWFSZ�EBZ�T�'PPE�
MJGF�XPSL�XPSLJOH�JO�'&"45�PS�<XIFO�TUBSUJOH>�NZ�JOEJWJEVBM�GJFME
�*�GJOBMMZ�CFHBO�
UP�SFBMJ[F�UIF�NFBOJOH�UISPVHI�NZ�QIZTJDBM�XPSL�IPX�OBUVSF�BOE�NZTFMG�<BSF>�DPO�
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OFDUFE�BOE�UIF�NJTTJPO�(PE�IBT�HJWFO�UP�IVNBO�<CFJOHT>�BCPVU�NBOBHJOH�UIF�OBUVSF�
JOTUFBE�PG�UBLJOH�UIF�OBUVSBM�SFTPVSDF�BT�NVDI�BT�XF�XBOU�XIFO�)F�OJTIFE�DSFBUJOH�
UIF�XPSME�ց

˖� ؆ր1FSIBQT�GSPN�UIF�PVUTJEF�QFPQMF�DBOˏ U�FYBDUMZ�TFF�GBJUI�CVU�GBJUI�JO�B�XBZ�
JT�UPP�SFBM�UP�CF�TFFO��*U�JT�TPNFUIJOH�ZPV�GFFM�TPNFUIJOH�ZPV�FYQFSJFODF�TPNFUIJOH�
UIBU�NFSF�TJHIU�JT�OPU�FOPVHI�UP�KVEHF�PS�EFOZ�JUT�FYJTUFODF�ց

睗꽃մؓؓة㳔ꯖס气嵛ך䠊䌗
ח潨ס鮐ゼעյրֵؓةֿؓגם㳔ꯖך䌗כםד䠊炟ꪨֵֿף蔦氮מ侷ַֻדׂיց

նגזםמ־僻ֿ䌗ם㝂甦㝂坎䠊ֿהג☭ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓע־㎇瞩ס鮐ゼס׆նגזֵך
ח潨עյꀸ✑噺㵵汫ס┾需ꄼי䌗䠊ֵך❛ַיնיַחמ׆阋ַי㎇

瞩ס┫♧עꄼֵךն
˖� ؆րꀸ✑噺ֿ宜䭥ה虘ַ׀כց
˖� ؆ր汛ַ־⻔מⲨג篙卸יכ✑朮ֿ疛ג׀ך免ց
˖� ؆ր蔦撬מ闑׀כַיց
˖� ؆րQJH 免ցַיזꫀמ
˖� ؆րכׁ需י免յ氭嗘ֻ甦׀ױ疛ַי免ց
˖� ؆րٕכ؟┞糿מ鱁ַיז免ն甦־芌גיꓩ褺疛免ն겧蠗䫕ַַי免ն

糇몮ם疾㻗锶גյ宜䭥ַסה傽⩱뀸䠊ַי免նց
ח潨עյ⪴מ낛כ׆ꄼי䌗䠊ֵך❛ַיնיַחמ׆阋ַי㎇瞩ע♧┫
նֵךꄼס

˖� ؆րךם؆ײ耘⽱ַׇ냃낛׀כַיց
˖� ؆ր䕣냃ֿ杅⯁׀כ؆־יזַַֽמց
˖� ؆ր耘⽱ַׇ냃낛כ☭ֿם需յ眞ֵַֻכ׆ց
˖� ؆ր⣌䎘ך┞傽׀⦐ס箽ֻյ낛ⶽ㎪׳갾ց
˖� ؆րַֽסַ낛免յַַֽיז✑סַ免ց
˖� ؆ր耘⽱ַ낛◜溺ךւ耘⽱ַփכ阋ַֿם낛ַי免ց
˖� ؆ր蔦⮔ךהג┾需גꓩ褺ךם؆ײ┞糿מ낛׀כց
˖� ؆ր冔ג疾ך┫ס㝚갅ס廛־䠊ׇֿם냃낛׀כն˘蔦⮔ֿ✑גז倣槏

˘ր耘⽱ַցכ阋׀כגזיזնց
˖� ؆րׇ냃낛׀כַיն˘勓䓜ס㵵傈ַםעךյך㵵傈םֹס溺ٜه٭طכ

㎪؆ך眞ַֿם낛ׇ냃ע勓䓜מ耘⽱ַնց
ח潨עյؓؓة㳔ꯖסכ☭סךꫀꄼי䌗䠊ֵך❛ַיնיַחמ׆阋ַי
նֵךꄼס┫♧ע㎇瞩

˖� ؆րךם؆ײ娫娫ַיז免յ☭כ需י免յⷯךם؆ײ犵ַַי免յ眞יז
免նցַ

˖� ؆ր♼ꪨכ幾ַ㸐需ַֿי׀ך免ն溺ך鵎גז娫ַיגז免ն溺םّ٭أך
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免նցַיז眞ֵַיל
˖� ؆ր☭չכ⚶需׀כַיնց
˖� ؆ր⻎ךם؆ײ娫娫ַյ齡יזםמ鵎׀כגזն˘䘼ַ⮂靣⻉ַյ⮂⚶ֻ׆ג

םסכ׆ֹ⚶⮂גַי气嵛מն˘册ꄼכ׆巨מ⯁յ㸥俓ַ◦յֽ䠊颍מכ
նց䠊䌗מכ׆גֻ⚶⮂מ☭ַ

˖� ؆ր蔦⮔ֿ׀⦐ס潲䱸낛ⶽלםש╒מյ鞋יזםמ״גס־◜ֿ潨ֻײמ炟ꪨնց
˖� ؆ր♑؆עׇכ☭ס낛ג✑噺ֿםյׂג؆眞ֹ免նց
˖� ؆ր낛◜ס徙⤫յ⪴⻎✄ס״גס✑噺ֿյ鞋ס־ㄻֿםחמצ◜ֿ⮂匡ג免նց
˖� ؆ր蔦⮔ס䟨锶䠊כ׆גյ脝ֻכ׆ַי⪴劔յמא⪴䠊׀כגֻיնց
˖� ؆ր☭ֿ镩⮗׀כגׂימնךם؆ײꈌ䓜מ鵎׀כַיזն־☭䠊颍

նց׀כַי需ַ嚝כ☭ն׀כג
˖�   ؆ր*�GFFM�IBQQZ�XIFO�XF�EP�UIJOHT�UPHFUIFS��8IFO�XF�FBU�BOE�MBVHI�UPHFUIFS�

BSPVOE�UIF�UBCMF��8IFO�XF�TJOH�BOE�MJTUFO�UPHFUIFS�JO�.PSOJOH�(BUIFSJOH��8IFO�XF�
EBODF�PS�QMBZ�UPHFUIFS�BU�$PNNVOJUZ�&WFOUT��8IFO�XF�XPSL�UPHFUIFS�FWFO�XIFO�XF�
BSF�UJSFE�CVU�DBO�TUJMM�OE�SFBTPOT�UP�MBVHI�BOE�TNJMF�ց

睗�皹
מֽ

睗硼մր◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ց־րꫀ➳韢ց
勓韢倀עךյױյ���� 䌑♣מ㢼״欎㘶⡠槏㳔ֿյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑
յ䘼䞯㵵ֿյ묷☭闋侑ꆻⳛסյ��┾笫♧ꮳעמ芻再סն◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ג韢כ׆ג׀י溪㺤ךכס
㟕䙎闋侑ꆻⳛלםյ䫅㐁ג㲽㐂ס埫⯈ס棨䕑潨䭰ꆻⳛס䐤ꩽ納┪ךյⳛ朮ס埫⯈יַחמ饗韢
כ✄⪡յ蔦撬⯈埫ס겏㎒גꮹ㴻ַֹכյ☭ꪨי饗韢ꄼםֹס׆նגזֵֿכ׆ג׀י
䬺㝕ր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ցַֹכ嚣䗻ֿ㕆גז־⮔ֿכ׆גַיն�� ┾笫עמյ气䡢㳔זמ
ր㏸㐌סغَٜ؛յٝםמ־僻ֿכ׆ַיז皑䧯ךت٤ٚفם簮㠹ס圸䧯锡筶⻄סא蔦撬ֿי
⡠槏ցעյ气䡢㳔ס焒锶־ր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ց璇㳔溷מ鎁♕ׄגնֿٝغَٜ؛ր槁♣ס欎
㘶⡠槏㳔ס曋ցכ雄מַֹיյ���� 䌑♣מ㢼ױ欎㘶⡠槏㳔עյր⡠槏溷⪴⻎✄ס䬺㝕ցס
嚣䗻䘼䞯溷ؕיכ٭؟ٞ؛ظյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋⩴劚յ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋כ瓌鉿ס״ג䘼䞯溷
㕈潒䱱疴ג׀יնס׆☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑ךכסյס٤٭عت蔦撬朮
ٞؤ٬ؙو٭ؔظסتؾ欎㘶⡠槏յם韢溷✄⪡סعشؤٛٔ؞ⳛ朮闋侑韢յס٭٤ب䓜◜脢ꈌ呬յס
նג׀י㺤ꪛיכ䘼䞯םꪨ긊╚䖥溷☭סלם٭ة

ם⮔⺪┮עꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨמַֹםי⟛⾀־ך╚竵䕑־յ☭ꪨֿ蔦撬־
☭յמն㵅갾ֵךסַיזם㝕⯼䳀䯚ֻ䴮סאյע欎㘶䘼䞯蔦撬㸐翝כյ☭ꪨֵךס
ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋溷ם䘼䞯יכ⛺翝♕ַׄי欎㘶䘼䞯յס٤٭عت蔦撬朮ס䓜◜脢ꈌ呬ֿ☭ꪨכ
蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎מ❸㲽מַֹֹכֵךסյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ס脝䢩עמם䧯皑ַםג
侓瞬ֿ鉿ׂט㕈מ꽃㸐皑㎫䑑◝־镄掾סյ睗┩脢יַֽמ❛◜סյ欎㘶ゼ꾴גױնגזֵךס
气⻉ꌬ┮םյ坎չמչ☭ַי气嵛מכסꫀ➳䙎סכ蔦撬ך㐌㔔סאյעאյֵךהֿ
ր⸮气蔦מלם陭翝סյ㎼皑⪪㏡㜽匡甦ゼ꾴ֽׄמ㗨鴤弮ס⸮յꔆ鴤彶מն杅גַיזױי
撬ցס⟛㲽עյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬㸐翝ג㎫䑑ךכסゼ꾴䯚ֻמכ׆גյ獗⚶溷םゼ꾴յ窢玗溷յ
倀ⵊ溷םゼ꾴气גזֵך❛ג׀יնגױյ䯱뙝ゼ꾴յ欎㘶ゼ꾴ֿ蔦撬欎㘶ס⣨긖־ײס䯚ֻ

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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նגזֵך㒘⫀ַםםףׄםꫀ➳䙎脝䢩ֵמꪨס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨׂםעךס
յ⣨긖ם獗⚶溷ֽׄמ➳ꫀס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨםײסյ蔦撬欎㘶עյ欎㘶ゼ꾴־כ׆םֹס׆

窢玗溷٬倀ⵊ溷ם⣨긖י״յⴭ䭇溷מ䯚ֻגז־⮔ֿכ׆ֵךס׀ն딲꾁עյ׆
鵕יֻױ獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢䳀ゃյ☭ꪨ╚䖥╭聋כ☭ꪨ긊╚䖥╭聋ס◝꽃㸐皑㎫䑑⯼䳀כ欎㘶⡠
槏♣מյ☭ꪨכ蔦撬סꫀ➳䙎ֽׄמր⪢✄䙎ց册ꇀ溷ם䖅潨כ偆םג欎㘶⡠槏䳀獏י
ؠյ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠꫀ➳䙎յ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤סכ蔦撬כյ☭ꪨע韢ؠն獗⚶溷ٛ٤גַ
ꫀסր气麃ցסכյ蔦撬צ⽿כ䙎ց✄⪡ס־־枱䡢ր㲽㐂מ⮔⺪┮ֿא䯚ֻյיׄ⮔מ
յעꫀ➳䙎סכ蔦撬סնր气麃ցג䳀獏יכ偙ֵם锺碃溷סיכꫀ➳䙎ס蔦撬כյ☭ꪨיכ➳
⚻簡獗⚶ס气嵛עמ䌮碃מ锶ֵךסյ蔦撬־竵䕑י气ַֹכ׀獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛؠ٤
ֿյךכסא枈朷ס⾀םמ䠊颍גזדյ┾汔ⱁꅎמכס蔦撬䯚ֻגזד♷⟥յ倀ⵊ溷٬
窢玗溷ٛגזֵךסֹ⛘ؠ٤նסא┞偙ךյ槁♣ס䈰噺╭聋עךכסյ낛朮ֵכֵ׳
枱ג偂⮔ֿؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤כؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤םמֹ⪛מ䩘ךꓭֽֿס
䡢ֵךրס־־ꌃ⮔䙎ցֿ气յ蔦撬סכր⮗麃ցסꫀ➳䙎ֿ╭嵣גזױיזםמնֵ
յր耘ցע蔦撬⟛饦ס♣յ槁嵣ꄼךכסؠ٭٠عشؾסؠ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤ס麃ց⮗րעס
ךכסؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ס麃ց⮗րג姊ַؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤מֹסր⸮气蔦撬ց
鉿ַיն獗⚶溷ٛؠ٤韢עյր⮗麃ցס蔦撬סכꫀ➳䙎յיכّطتبյמֹסלր气麃ց
סր栄聋סיכײ䒣ַㅰסյ篑座䙎ֿג딲꾁ֿ䳀鱍ך׆אնגַיכ饗꾴־ַׄךַםחמ

ւ气噺փցכյ窢玗䙎ֿ䒣ַㅰסיכײրꆸצցך┪ٜعؠًتסյ气噺䯚ֻס׆כגյ篑座䙎כ
窢玗䙎ֻ⤫נ⫆րꆸצ♐◜ց䱡鱍גזֵךכ׆ַׂי׆ն

րꆸח窢玗䙎כյ篑座䙎ֿײㅰ✑朮낛םֹסؠ٭٬٠نؕٚغ٭نյע❛◜ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
յֿײㅰ✑朮յ낛ע❛◜ס׆նגזֵך❛◜ց㎇䕮ֿםחրסכյ蔦撬יכց◜♐צ
ٞوסךױ׀ך朮ֿյ낛םַֹֹכה宜䭥ס䠊颍ס⾀גזםכյ枈朷☭גז✑朮낛סא
䠊ؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ך䓺ַֹכ♷⟥յׂםךׄדؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ꫀמتج
ס㕚良ס媘յ鞪槏յ낛◜յ낛ױ㢼מ㵵汫냣芌յ呭㕆ך气嵛ס㳔ꯖؓةնؓגַי獏כ׆
⯈氠גזַכյ낛朮ס┞ꅙמتجٞوסⲎעכ׆յ蔦撬סր䕱欎ցך╚סյ蔦麃ס⾀ֿ气־
劔塌ꀸס㳔ꯖؓةյؓגױնגַי僰襪יכ阋訪ס♷⟥עאյג㵅䠊ַֹכַי
噺עյ蔦撬ס岺מ䕋ֹסאכ׆⸮槏ֽיכյעך╚סאյꀸ噺ע㝘㐌☭יכ✑⻉ס䧯皑ח
倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛס䓺ַֹכ♷⟥ס׆նגזדס׆鱍צ⽿♷⟥עאյ䳀ֵֿ⯼ַֹכס
낛ֿ☭סյ㝂ׂעך汔┾ס⯼곐־յ☭չֿ낛噺מֹגַי阋כꀸ噺ֿ臉噺יח־յעؠ٤
噺ꄼי䠊גַי蔦撬סכꫀ➳䙎ֵךն⟤♷עյ☭ꪨֿ┾汔ⱁꅎס╚ס┞ꌃמꇃַׁכַם րֹ颅
輁ցצ⽿鱍ֵךס׆յ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛיַֽמؠ٤姊ַם׀ךֿכ׆־锡筶כ׆ֵך
յؓמնגז־⮔ֿ ց־ր骅מ气嵛ֿյ☭ꪨֵסցֿםחրםֹס׆յע־❛◜ס㳔ꯖؓة
יꄼײㅰ✑朮յ낛כ׆낛מ⪳◜낛סնր气麃ցגז־⮔כ׆ֵךסג
⟤♷䠊כ׆յ♑脢蔦撬סכր⪴⻎✄ց䟨餟䠊כ׆յעא☭ꪨס䖥מր䠊颍ցג
նגזֵךסגց־ր骅גױעאյֵךס

չֿ䠊☭ס㳔ꯖؓةյؓע־鞪吉ع٭آ٤ؓג㵅偡מ㸐骭ؓؔطꩽ劻ٍٚ٤ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
նג锶闋ֿ䕑סյ⻎坎יꫀמց־ր骅ׂט㕈מאյؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ַי
睗硼մրֿםחց⺅䨴מ״ג
�յ-PWF�(PEյ-PWF�4PJMյ-PWFמ䘼䞯ց佻ֻמ״ג׀气מ⪳ր٭عشٓס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
/FJHICPST ס׆յֵֿֿ 5ISFF�-PWFT նֵךס㕆ך╚ֹ⻉ה־⮔✑מ⪳朮յ낛ע
յ낛לם氠⯈סعت٤َؤס媘㺵嫣յ鞪槏յ낛㵵汫냣芌յ疛յ呭㕆עչ☭ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
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朮מꫀ┞ꅙס嵣מⲎך╚յ蔦撬סכրֿםחցח气嵛ꃻַיזնעך׆אյ蔦
撬־竵䕑ַֹכ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ֿٛؠ٤յ낛朮גַ⦐מ״ג✑☭չַֿכ׆յ낛朮ס
ײ䛒ס朮ֿ玗յ낛כ׆ַי✑ךכס䕱欎ס朮ֿ蔦撬յ낛כ׆ֵֿ⾀גזםמ枈朷מ״ג
气ךכסؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤סאնגַיז⛘ؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤םַֹֹכֵך
յ5ISFF�-PWFTֿה宜䭥סր䠊颍ց նגַיזםכ㕈潒סցמ״ג׀气מ⪳յր

յעّطتب獗⚶篑座ס♣ն槁ֵךסגց־ր骅םյ窢玗溷עה宜䭥סր䠊颍ցס׆
☭ꪨכ蔦撬סրֿםחց⮗偂ךכ׆րꌃ⮔溷ցםꫀ➳䙎ֵךסגնםֹס׆ր⮗
յ倀ⵊ״גַי㲽㐂ך䓺ג姊ַؠ倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ֿؠյ獗⚶溷٬篑座溷ٛ٤ע气嵛ס麃ց
溷٬窢玗溷ٛגֿؠ٤ր䠊颍ցס宜䭥עכה摾給ֵךյ窢玗溷םր骅־ցעכ׆ג
עךց־ր骅סכ׆䠊颍מסַיֻ┰յע⚶獗ח䭥➳ꫀס麃ց⮗րסכն蔦撬ַם
ր䈰噺溷ע٭ٛي٬ٜظ٤ؘؗס㸯鞃㵵סնֵْؓٛךס״ꃯַ寛־骅סכ׆חյ䭥ׂם
篑座מ劄⮂㎇ַיזカע彸鳉䠊ֵךցכꃍֿյꌬ䉖气嵛ꃻ☭չעյ尴י彸ג
יג皑䧯⚶㝕ꓪ巆魀獗⺅յ欎㘶䶗י皑뉮מ巆魀ׂם갾ꮹיזמ彸鳉䠊ַםסכ׆
ַםםףׄםמ枈朷־骅םյ朮鮐溷עמ״גյ欎㘶ゼ꾴闋尴ע⚶獗םֹס׆նַ
םյ窢玗溷מ免⻎כ闋尴ⲙׄסյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ע❛◜סր气麃ցס㳔ꯖؓةյַֿؓי凉獏כ׆
骅־ꃯ寛כ׆׀ך獏ַיն

א脝ֻ곓ַֿյעכ׀ך獗⚶ֿ⫙槁ס麃ց⮗րס♣气嵛յ槁סր气麃ցםֹס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ն勓韢倀㕂䟨聋ֵֿם׀㝕מ✄蔦כ׆ח镄掾䭥ַֹכ䨴⺅ցֿםחրסכյ蔦撬ך
瞉갾յؓؓة㳔ꯖס舓〉ס㻗┫䀥宋־յؓؓة㳔ꯖ٭عشٓסր⪴מ气מ״ג׀ցס闋ꓡחמ
ע倀⸮ס٭عشնַٓג♃箩ך׆׆յךסגזֵֿ⚶塌ֹ⛠יַ 5IBU�8F�.BZ�-JWF�5PHFUIFS ך
յTIPVMEֵֿ յIBWF�UPך յNVTUך յNBZׂםך ֿ氠ַַיնע׆յր⪴מ气כ׆׀ց
ց䲔ׅמ״ג׀气מ⪳յրך╚ַֹכַם־ַם׀ךג־յַם־׀ךֿ
מכ׆ַֹכ䨴⺅ցֿםחրסכյ蔦撬ֿכ׆מն⻎坎ַי獏כ׆ֵך⮗㝕ֿכ׆
ն阋ֻ

յׂםךׄד镄掾䕑䯚ֻמ䪞⮿溷ّطتب獗⚶篑座ס麃ց⮗րס♣鞅脢ֿյ槁ס韢倀ס׆
סאնַםעכ׆ַ㯹מ┪♧׆յגׂי脝ֻ־ַׄך筸ַ➳ꫀסր气麃ցסכ蔦撬ֹל
偙岺瓦䍲ע⠥չיזמ坎չמֵךꇙַַֿםյ蔦撬סכր气麃ցסꫀ➳ֿյ槏韢溷מ槏闋ד
ײㅰ✑朮յ낛עؠն倀ⵊ溷٬㴴侷溷ٛ٤ַג׀ֽי䒣鞪עכ׆ֵךסյ✄䠊ׂםךׄ
ց־ր骅םյ窢玗溷䠊颍ססַיֻ┰յ䕑✄יכסֵסؔطٛؓٛך╚ס
勑ցֵֿֿםחրס蔦撬כ篑닫ֿյ☭ꪨסր气麃ցם㝂坎סבאյעն瞉脢ֵךסג
匡כַׂיז✑牞⟤ַיն

㼭ꅿ�괝㣕
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脝倀桬
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Section 1: Background of the Study
In August 2019, I participated in a domestic service-learning program at the Asian Rural 
Institute (ARI) and conducted a month-long service project there. ARI is a school that trains 
grassroots rural leaders from Asia, Africa, and the Pacific through a nine-month training 
program. The most important lesson to learn at ARI is the school’s motto, “That We May Live 
Together.” At that time, there were fifty-nine people from nineteen countries at ARI, and I 
felt the spirit of the motto as I lived in a community with people of different nationalities, 
religions, cultures, and values, and shared the food that sustains our lives. At ARI, I expe-
rienced the whole process of ‘food’: growing crops, raising livestock, harvesting, slaughter-
ing, cooking, and eating. Throughout this time, I felt that I was being kept alive in the ‘cycle’ 
of nature, and the life in which I could sense such a ‘cycle’ was filled with a certain kind of 
‘wealth’ or ‘richness’ that I had never been able to feel in the city.

It was this realization gained at ARI that gave me the inspiration for this paper. In March 
2020, when the world began to be engulfed by the coronavirus disaster, I felt that it was 
important to practically involve oneself in producing the food that supports one’s life. I began 
to work at ARI as a long-term volunteer for one year, in parallel with my studies. This paper 
is an academic exploration of what I felt each day during my year-long stay at ARI, and a 
summary of what I have learned to share with others.
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Section 2: Purpose of the Study
Environmental ethics, which this study deals with, became a subject of academic study in the 
1970s when environmental issues began to be recognized as a common problem in the inter-
national community. 1972 saw the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
(the ‘Stockholm Conference’), the world’s first large-scale governmental meeting on environ-
mental issues, and the Club of Rome’s publication of The Limits to Growth coincided with the 
conference. The Limits to Growth shocked many people by pointing out that economic growth 
is not permanent. The fields of philosophy and ethics were also affected by this and there 
was a movement to systematize environmental ethics as an academic discipline. In 1979, an 
international academic journal, Environmental Ethics, began to be published. Later, from the 
late 1980s to the early 1990s, the momentum for environmental issues in the international 
community grew even stronger. With the end of the Cold War in 1989 and the 1992 United 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED, or the ‘Earth Summit’), 
international politics underwent a paradigm shift from ‘Cold War’ to the ‘Problem of Global 
Warming’. (Nagai, 2014, p. 23).

In such an age, environmental ethics presented a dichotomous scheme of anthropo-
centrism on one side and nonanthropocentrism on the other. It advocated overcoming 
anthropocentrism—which is the cause of environmental problems—and moving to nonan-
thropocentrism. To this end, ideas about the value and rights of nature have been developed. 
Human-mediated ways of perceiving the value of nature, such as its instrumental value 
based on its usefulness to humans or intrinsic values like ‘beauty’ that are perceived when 
in the presence of nature, came under criticism. In contrast, nonanthropocentric theories of 
nature’s value, which hold that nature itself has an essential value without human mediation, 
were proposed and examined. (Kitô, 2010, p. 576-577).

This dichotomy is also ingrained in the way environmental issues are perceived in 
general, with nonanthropocentrism prioritizing the environment on one hand, and 
anthropocentrism prioritizing the economy on the other. The dichotomy of anthropocen-
trism versus nonanthropocentrism creates a trade-off relationship in which one must be 
offered up in order to pursue the other (Kitô, 2009, p. 12). While we feel that anthropocen-
trism that has caused environmental problems must be reformed, we cannot find a funda-
mental solution to environmental problems because of the dilemma of whether under 
nonanthropocentrism, the protection of nature comes at the cost of giving up convenience 
and ‘wealth.’

The problem with the dichotomy between anthropocentrism and nonanthropocen-
trism is that it leaves out the premise that humans and nature exist in an inseparable rela-
tion. Under the current socioeconomic system, many people have forgotten that there is a 
connection between humans and nature, but as humans can only live by getting their suste-
nance from nature, humans and nature are inseparable. Therefore, instead of a dichotomy 
in which humans and nature oppose each other (anthropocentrism versus nonanthropo-
centrism), environmental ethics should construct ideal images of the relationships between 
humans and nature as a universal ethic. As an alternative to the human-nature binary, this 
paper argues that environmental ethics should place universal value on the ‘wholeness’ of 
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human-nature relations and that ‘making food’ as the most basic of human activities is essen-
tial to cultivating such an environmental philosophy.

Section 3: The structure of this paper
In chapter 2, “The basic framework of contemporary environmental ethics and its ideological 
sources,” I argue that the idea of present-day environmental ethics originates in modernity. I 
will argue that the debate on the application of ethics to nature began with Cartesian philosophy 
in the 17th century and that the concept of the expansion of the ‘moral community’—the ideo-
logical basis of the human-nature dichotomy—had already emerged in the 19th century. Based 
on these ideological sources, I will discuss some contemporary ideas of environmental ethics.

In Chapter 3, “Offering a new framework for environmental ethics,” I will point out the 
various problems of the human-nature dichotomy from various angles. Further, as an alter-
native framework for environmental ethics, I will propose to restore the ‘connection’ of 
human-nature relationships from the viewpoint of relational theory.

In Chapter 4, “Restoring ‘connection’ through the work of food-making: a case study of 
ARI,” I will discuss the restoration of ‘connection’ through the most basic human activity, the 
activity of food-making, from the case of ARI.

CHAPTER 2
THE BASIC FRAMEWORK OF CONTEMPORARY  

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS AND ITS IDEOLOGICAL SOURCES

In 1989, when international politics underwent a paradigm shift from the ‘Cold War between 
East and West’ to the ‘Problem of Global Warming,’ the idea of environmental ethics, which 
at the time had been established in a clear academic form mainly in America, functioned as a 
global standard. Roderick F. Nash, currently professor emeritus at the University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara, was heavily involved in this (Kitô, 2010, p. 576).

In 1989, Nash published The Rights of Nature: A History of Environmental Ethics, in which he 
summarized the history of environmental ethics theory since the 17th century. It showed that 
the dichotomy between anthropocentrism and nonanthropocentrism is grounded on the 
environmental ethics of the modern era. This chapter discusses the debates on environmen-
tal ethics in the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries and the influence of ecology, which emerged in 
the 20th century, on the environmental ethics established throughout modernity and takes 
up current thoughts in environmental ethics based on the historical details.

Much of this chapter’s content is based on Nash’s The Rights of Nature: A History of Environ-
mental Ethics, which is recognized as the world’s leading textbook on the history of environ-
mental ethics. Nash was the 1990 Professor of the Year at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, and is currently a world-renowned authority on environmental history, the history 
of environmental thought, environmental management, and environmental education, and 
is a commissioned member of the editorial boards of many prominent academic research 
journals (Nash, 2011 [1989], author’s introduction).
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Section 1: Modern environmental ethics
Although the ideological sources of modern environmental ethics can be found mainly 
in the modern era since the 17th century, I would like to discuss the traditional Christian 
gaze toward nature ahead of the main topic. In 1967, the American historian Lynn White Jr. 
(1907-1987) pointed out in his article “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis” that the 
historical roots of the environmental crisis lie in the anthropocentric worldview of Judeo-
Christianity. He took issue with the interpretation of Genesis 1:28, “Be fruitful and increase 
in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky 
and over every living creature that moves on the ground,” as implying man’s transcendence 
over nature and his rightful dominion over it.

White’s thesis called for a variety of criticisms, but it is certain that anthropocentric think-
ing existed in the first century when Christianity was born. John Passmore’s Man’s Responsi-
bility for Nature (1974) is a well-known refutation of White. Passmore admits that man could be 
interpreted as a ‘tyrant’ who rules the world, but he points out that it is also possible to inter-
pret that humans are ‘shepherds’ who take care of the animals and plants under their control 
and that this is nowadays the mainstream view. He also points out that it was later Greek 
Stoicism, rather than Judeo-Christian thought, that created an anthropocentric worldview 
(Kitô, 1996, p. 38-39). However, regardless of whether anthropocentric thinking is based on 
traditional Christianity or Greek Stoicism, it is certain that it has existed since ancient times.

Part 1: Cartesian philosophy and its refutation
Modern environmental ethics began with the 17th-century French philosopher René 

Descartes (1596-1650). He was a man who, in his pursuit of truth by questioning everything 
in the world, discovered that only such questioning thought is truth, leading to the axiom “I 
think, therefore I am,” which became the foundation of early modern philosophy. He rejected 
everything that could be obtained through the body as uncertain and doubtful. This made 
human thought a special existence, and demeaned anything non-thinking, such as the body, 
as ‘things,’ thus creating superiority and inferiority between human thought and every-
thing else. This idea, called mind-body dualism, ultimately supported the justification of any 
human action against the natural environment. At that time, vivisection started as a research 
method in the medical sciences, which was born in the 17th century. A number of people crit-
icized the practice because it was occasionally accompanied by brutal methods. However, 
Descartes’s mind-body dualism functioned as a basis for vivisectionists to justify themselves. 
Descartes did not intend his ideas to justify any human action against the natural environ-
ment, but he himself believed human beings to be the subjects who could objectify nature 
as something to be used if it was essential for the progress of science and civilization (Nash, 
2011). (Nash, 2011, p. 29).

Later, during the 17th and 18th centuries, humanitarians who valued humanity launched 
protests against animal cruelty. For example, the English philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) 
argued in his Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693) that it was morally inappropriate to 
harm animals because of the negative consequences on children’s education. It was also 
around this time that the Christian interpretation of Genesis 1:28 emerged that humans are 
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the ‘shepherds’ of animals. This interpretation held that humans, being the most favored and 
endowed with the strongest life force, had the responsibility to be good trustees and stewards 
of the well-being of God’s creation, the animals (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 31-32).

Although taking a stance against animal cruelty, humanitarians’ early protests against 
such cruelty did not depart from traditional Christianity or the anthropocentric position of 
Descartes’s mind-body dualism. Locke’s argument and the new interpretations of Genesis 
came from a humane perspective that valued human nature but still insisted to dominate 
animals, albeit in a gentlemanly manner. This is similar to traditional Christianity and 
Descartes’s mind-body dualism, where humans are the subject and nature is objectified as 
something to be utilized (Ibid.).

However, it is also known that ideas such as animism and pantheism transcended the 
anthropocentric stance at the same time when humanitarians were protesting animal cruelty. 
Animism derives from the Latin word anima, meaning ‘spirit,’ and is a belief that everything 
has an entity like the human spirit. Henry More (1614-1687), an animist at Cambridge Univer-
sity, called the ‘spirit of the world’ or ‘spirit of nature’ that exists in every part of nature ‘anima 
mundi,’ meaning cosmic spirit, and taught that this is what unites the world. The English poet 
Alexander Pope (1688-1744) also wrote in his An Essay on Man (1733) that, “All are but parts 
of one stupendous whole,/Whose body Nature is, and God the soul,” which is the core of 
animism (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 34).

Further, the Dutch philosopher Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) proposed that ‘all beings are 
temporary manifest modes of a common substance created by God’ from the standpoint of 
pantheism, which views the universe and nature itself as God. Spinoza’s pantheism has the 
property of revealing the interrelationship of all beings, such as the fact that when a human 
being dies, he or she becomes another substance, allowing us to place the greatest ethical 
value on the whole being rather than on a single or temporary part of human beings. Spinoza’s 
pantheism is regarded by George Sessions and other prominent environmental philosophers 
in recent years as the theory which accurately predicted the direction of modern environ-
mental ethics because of its nature similar to the wholeness of modern ecology (Nash, 2011 
[1989], p. 33).

Thus, the early humanitarian protests against animal cruelty, beginning in the 17th 
century, were based on a perspective that respected humanity and insisted on gentlemanly 
animal domination without questioning man’s dominion over nature or departing from an 
anthropocentric position. However, it is also true that ideas such as animism and organi-
cism, which suggested that all beings are connected by something beyond human wisdom, 
started to overcome the dominant human worldview derived from traditional Christianity 
and Descartes’s mind-body dualism and were born as early as the 17th century.

Part 2: “Expanding the Moral Community”
From the 18th to 19th century, the debate on environmental ethics was inspired by liberal-

ism, which gave basis to individual freedom and rights and aimed at the liberation of slaves 
and other oppressed people. The English philosopher Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) argued that 
the emancipation of slaves was accompanied by an improvement in the condition of animals. 
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Bentham was a utilitarian in terms of the degree to which an action results in pleasure or 
pain, i.e., the action that brings the greatest happiness to the greatest number is considered 
good. Based on this, he concluded that with regard to the scope of ethics, “The question is 
not, Can they reason?, nor Can they talk? but, Can they suffer?” (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 37). This 
shows how in utilitarianism’s maxim of ‘the greatest happiness of the greatest number,’ slaves 
are taken into account because of their pain, and how the same is true for animals.

Among those who, like Bentham, pleaded for the liberation of oppressed human beings, 
thinkers also insisted on improving the conditions of animals. John Lawrence, an English 
thinker contemporary with Bentham, argued for the abolition of the slave trade and the 
granting of rights to animals by law as well as advocating for women’s rights. He later worked 
with Richard Martin to pass the Cruel Treatment of Cattle Act (commonly known as the 
Martin Act) in 1822, successfully banning cruel acts towards large domestic animals. Several 
other abolitionists, such as William Wilberforce (1759-1833), who led the abolitionist move-
ment in England, established the Humane Society in 1824 (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 38-41).

The idea of locating animal rights as an extension of liberal movements to free oppressed 
people became a trend in 19th-century thought through Henry S. Salt1 (1851-1939). Salt 
believed that, in order for the oppressed to be liberated and for all people to have the right to 
life and liberty, it was necessary to develop the morality of those people who had oppressed 
others. He also believed that as an extension of that moral development, even animals would 
be liberated and have equal rights with humans (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 44). William E. H. Lecky 
(1838-1903), an Irish historian who influenced Salt, left a passage that well illustrates how, as 
this morality improved, the scope of ethics expanded from all humans to animals.

At one time the benevolent affections embrace merely the family, soon the circle expanding in-
cludes first a class, then a nation, then a coalition of  nations, then all humanity, and finally, its 
influence is felt in the dealings of  man with the animal world. (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 49).

The historical significance of modern environmental ethics lies in the fact that it constructed 
the notion of ‘expanding the moral community’ which ties to modern environmental ethics. 
Although the main target of the movement was animals, the idea of the ‘expansion of the 
moral community’ cultivated through this movement was later scientifically supported by 
the advent of ecology.

Section 2: Scientific support for the ‘expansion of the moral community’ 
through ecology

Part 1: ‘Conservation’ and ‘preservation’
In the early 20th century, before ecology provided scientific support for the expansion of 

the moral community, there was a conflict between ‘conservation’ and ‘preservation’ groups 
in the domain of nature protection—a controversy that arose in 1908 when the city of San 
Francisco wanted to build a dam in the Hetch Hetchy Valley to secure a water source for 
hydroelectric power generation. The leading figure in the ‘conservation’ camp was Gifford 
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Pinchot (1865-1946), the first active nature conservationist in America. Pinchot’s nature 
conservation was based on utilitarianism and the greatest happiness of the greatest number 
over the longest period of time. As conversation also means ‘saving on something in prepa-
ration for …,’ it stood for forest and resource management to ensure that humans would be 
able to use those forest resources efficiently and for as long as possible into the future. On the 
other hand, ‘preservation’ means ‘protecting something from ….’ It is a position to protect 
nature from damage, destruction, and danger, not for the sake of humans, but for its own 
sake. (Kitô, 1996, p. 46-47).

The controversy was settled in 1913 when the construction of the dam was approved in 
accordance with the ‘conservatists’’ principles of wise utilization along with proper manage-
ment. This was largely because the logic of the ‘conservation’ camp was based on the utilitar-
ian principle—that, through management, forest resources could be used efficiently over a 
long period of time—, while the ideology of the ‘preservationists’ could only make claims 
that appealed to the sensibilities of those who were fascinated by pristine natural wilderness 
(Kitô, 1996, p. 48-49). However, the ‘preservationists’’ disadvantage would later be overturned 
by Aldo Leopold, an American ecologist.

Part 2: Aldo Leopold’s land ethic
American ecologist Aldo Leopold (1887-1948) studied game and wildlife management at 

the Sheffield Scientific School attached to Yale University and graduated from the school’s 
forestry department in 1909. At the time that Pinchot, as the director of the United States 
Forest Service, was developing the ‘conservationist’ school of nature protection, Leopold was 
learning the utilitarian approach. In the same year, Leopold began working as a forest assis-
tant in the national forests of Arizona and New Mexico, where his first project was to protect 
the ‘good’ animals (cattle and deer) used for food and hunting culture by eradicating the ‘bad’ 
animals (mainly wolves and pumas) that preyed on them. 

However, as ecological viewpoints were introduced, Leopold gradually realized that the 
carnivores he had considered ‘bad’ animals were one part of a larger whole. He reflected on 
this realization in his 1944 article, “Thinking Like a Mountain,” as follows:

We reached the old wolf  in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes. I realized then and 
have known ever since that there was something new to me in those eyes, something known only 
to her and to the mountain. I was young then …; I thought that because fewer wolves meant more 
deer,… But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf  nor the mountain agreed 
with such a view (Leopold, 1997 [1949], p. 206).

Teruo Mishima, a professor of literature at Aoyama Gakuin University, says that “some-
thing known only to her [the wolf] and to the mountain” probably refers to the natural order 
of things, which is beyond shallow human knowledge. It signifies the delicate balance that 
exists between the deer and the mountains (Mishima, 1997, p. 364). In the mountains where 
wolves had been eradicated, all the shrubs and young shoots that were easy for the deer to 
eat had been nibbled away. The deer, which increased as expected, starved to death one after 
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another due to overpopulation (Leopold, 1997 [1949], p. 207).
Against the backdrop of this realization, Leopold proposed a ‘land ethic’ in his A Sand 

County Almanac in 1949. Land ethic means extending the concept of the moral community to 
‘land,’ which includes soil, water, plants, and animals. Under this, human beings, who until 
now existed as conquerors of the community called land, are positioned as mere members of 
that community (Leopold, 1997 [1949], p. 318-319). 

The ethics of the land ethic was that “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the 
integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise” 
(Leopold, 1997 [1949], p. 349). ‘Integrity’ refers to the connectedness of all biotic communities; 
‘stability’ describes when the balance of all biotic communities is stable due to the subtle 
adjustments made by nature; ‘beauty’ describes a state that is not unnatural such when 
shrubs and young shoots have been nibbled away because of an excessive number of deer. 
Nature protection under this ethic was quite different from that executed under Pinchot’s 
utilitarian ‘conservation’.

Leopold’s ‘land ethic’ is the basis for the birth of modern nonanthropocentric environ-
mental ethics as it presented the paradigm of a holistic ethical system that includes nature, 
informed by ecological knowledge. Hence, the American environmental ethicist J. Baird Call-
icott called Leopold the ‘father of modern environmental ethics.’ Stewart L. Udall, the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior, also stated, “If asked to select a single volume which contains a noble 
elegy for the American earth and a plea for a new land ethic, most of us at Interior would vote 
for Aldo Leopold’s A Sound County Alamanac” (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 101, 111).

Section 3: Key ideas in environmental ethics beginning in the 1970s
The expanded concept of the moral community established by modern environmental ethics 
was backed up scientifically by ‘land ethic’ that incorporated the perspective of ecology. Envi-
ronmental ethics, which began in the 1970s when environmental problems began to be recog-
nized as an international social issue, aims to expand the moral community from ‘humans’ 
to ‘nature’ while continuing its earlier ideological foundations. Hence, contemporary envi-
ronmental ethics calls for a shift away from anthropocentrism toward nonanthropocen-
trism. Discussions on the intrinsic value of nature itself without human intervention and the 
recognition of the rights of nature were developed in this context. Starting from the ideas of 
environmental ethics, I will deal in this section with Christopher Stone’s legal standing (locus 
standi) of natural objects, the debate started by Peter Singer’s animal liberation theory, and 
Arne Næss’s deep ecology. 

Part 1: The standing of natural objects
Christopher Stone, an American legal philosopher, raised the possibility of granting rights 

to natural objects from the perspective of philosophy of law in his 1972 article “Should trees have 
standing? Towards legal rights for natural objects.” He pointed out that the law has changed in 
response to society, and, in particular, rights have been granted to things that previously had 
no legal rights, including inanimate objects, such as humans in a vegetative state, fetuses, and 
legal persons. He placed the rights of natural objects as an extension of this development. With 
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the guardianship system applied to legal persons in mind, he argued that the rights of natural 
objects can also be represented by human beings as their guardians (Kitô, 1996, p. 50-53).

Stone’s argument was innovative in actual litigation situations. Before Stone’s argument, 
it was necessary for a specific person or group to possess legal rights, such as ownership, over 
a natural object in order to bring a lawsuit for its protection. However, when a natural object 
has its own standing (locus standi), it becomes possible to bring a lawsuit in the name of the 
natural object against the destruction of its natural environment even if one has no interest 
in that environment. Since Stone’s argument gained prominence, there has been an increase 
in the number of cases in the United States in which natural objects are used as plaintiffs 
and some of these cases have been won (Kitô, 1996, p. 55-56). Although there is room left for 
debate whether the fact that natural objects can partake in lawsuits as plaintiffs means that 
natural objects have been given the same rights as humans, it is certain that Stone’s standing 
of natural objects has greatly impacted the rights of nature.

Part 2: The controversy within nonanthropocentrism beginning with animal liberation
A year after Stone’s article, Australian philosopher Peter Singer proposed the theory 

of animal liberation in his work Animal Liberation (1973). The fact that Ruth Harrison had 
denounced the problem of industrial livestock farming in her Animal Machines (1964) and that 
industrial livestock farming, which was widespread at the time, had become a social issue 
was behind Singer’s book (Kitô, 1996, p. 64, 66).

Singer’s thought is founded on Salt, who raised the expansion of the moral community 
(Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 51). Therefore, as a consequence of widening the moral horizon for the 
elimination of racism and sexism, he brings speciesism, which regards the human species 
as superior and other species as inferior, to the discussion and positions animal libera-
tion as something that eliminates speciesism. The theoretical basis for animal liberation is 
Bentham’s utilitarianism, which judges the rightness or wrongness of an action by consid-
ering the greatest good for the greatest number in terms of the degree of pleasure or pain 
that results from the action. He argued that animals, which can feel pain as well as humans, 
should be treated equally with humans.

Singer’s theory of animal liberation has been the subject of various controversies, which 
have inspired debates questioning the nature of nonanthropocentrism. For example, the 
American environmental ethicist J. Baird Callicott, in his 1980 article “Animal Liberation: A 
Triangular Affair,” argued that Singer’s holistic position emphasized the community of ‘land,’ 
following Leopold, and criticized the utilitarian attitude of animal liberation toward animals 
that are in pain as being individualistic. This argument shows that even within nonanthro-
pocentric environmental ethics, there are attitudes that value the individual (as in the animal 
liberation theory) and attitudes that value the ‘land’ (as Leopold calls it) as a whole, and that 
there is a fundamental difference in position between the two (Kitô, 1996, p. 68-72).

In 1985, in response to Singer’s animal liberation theory and Callicott’s holistic envi-
ronmental ethics, Stone published an article entitled “Earth and Other Ethics: The Case 
for Moral Pluralism.” Stone, like Singer and Callicott, criticized the universal and unitary 
approach of moral matters in all situations and advocated ‘moral pluralism’ in which each 
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situation is judged individually. This argument also clarifies whether environmental ethics 
should be viewed as morally unitary or as morally pluralistic (Kitô, 1996, p. 54-55). Thus, 
Singer’s theory of animal liberation sparked a controversy that questioned the nature of 
nonanthropocentrism.

Part 3: Deep ecology
In 1973, in the same year as Singer’s article, the Norwegian philosopher Arne Næss wrote 

an article entitled “The shallow and the deep, long-range ecology movements: a summary.” 
In it, he criticizes the ‘shallow’ position that attempts to overcome environmental prob-
lems with mere institutional and technological fixes within anthropocentrism as ‘shallow 
ecology’. He states that the ‘central objective’ of shallow ecology is the “health and well-afflu-
ence of people of the developed countries.” For example, the fact that the ‘conservationist’ 
stance toward nature protection was motivated by the desire to ensure that humans would 
be able to use forest resources efficiently and for as long as possible in the future, made Næss’s 
point evident (Kawamura, 2003, p. 67-68). 

In contrast to shallow ecology, deep ecology asks ‘deep’ questions about human-nature 
relations, including the central concept of ‘self-realization.’ Self-realization means ‘realiz-
ing’ a sense of self that is ‘one’ with the entirety of the world. This is different from the self 
as a subject ‘identifying’ itself with nature as an objective counterpart. The self and nature 
are inextricably linked even before they are recognized by the self, and the very act of ‘real-
izing’ the ‘unified’ self signifies ‘self-realization.’ When self-realization progresses and the 
self is expanded and deepened, it becomes possible to “see oneself in others,” and the conflict 
between selfishness and altruism is gradually resolved under the ‘self-love’ based on the 
expanded and evolved concept of ‘self.’ Deep ecology believes that the ground for nature 
protection arises from the ‘ecological self’ that has undergone ‘unification’ with nature and 
other life, and holds up ‘biospherical egalitarianism,’ which states that all beings have equal 
rights for self-realization in the ecosystem (Kawamura, 2003, p. 67).

Næss’s deep ecology, centering on the concepts of ‘biospherical egalitarianism’ and ‘self-actu-
alization,’ has been inherited by Bill Devall and George Sessions since the 1980s (Kitô, 1996, p. 86).

CHAPTER 3
OFFERING A NEW FRAMEWORK 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS

Before considering what environmental ethics should really be, it is necessary to thorough-
ly consider what ‘the environment’ is. In the context of environmental ethics and environ-
mental thought, it generally refers to the natural environment, but the original meaning of 
environment is ‘that which surrounds,’ and the ‘environment’ that surrounds humans is not 
limited to the natural environment, but includes a variety of economic, social, cultural, and 
spiritual affairs. The dichotomy of anthropocentrism and nonanthropocentrism, which is at 
the root of contemporary environmental ethics, may define the environment too narrowly. 
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In this section, we will survey a new framework of ‘environmental’ ethics, taking the view-
point of ‘environment’ in a broad sense.

Section 1: Problems with the dichotomy scheme in environmental ethics
Shûichi Kitô, professor emeritus of the University of Tokyo, states that the aforementioned 
ideas of environmental ethics have been viewed as ways of thinking to overcome anthropo-
centrism, but that the essence of environmental ethics can be better understood by focusing 
on the relationships between humans and nature (Kitô, 2009, p. 8).

For example, Stone’s ‘standing of natural objects’ is an exemplary idea in recognizing the 
rights of nature, but these rights are not unlimited and are highly dependent on humans who 
are placed in a relationship with nature (Kitô, 2009, p. 8). In the 2001 Amami Rights of Nature 
Lawsuit (Amami rabbit lawsuit) over the development of two golf courses, for instance, envi-
ronmental groups and local residents demanded the revocation of development permits on 
behalf of the animals. They claimed that the rights of survival of the Amami black rabbit, a 
natural monument, and the Lidth’s jay, a rare animal, were being violated. The case attracted 
much attention as the first lawsuit in Japan to be filed with wildlife as plaintiffs, but the ruling 
ended against the plaintiffs. While expressing understanding for the rights of nature, the fact 
that the planned golf course site was privately owned meant that the development activi-
ties based on individual property rights took precedence. However, as a result of the lengthy 
court proceedings and the economic downturn, the construction of the golf course has been 
postponed (Yoshimori, 2009, p. 1-5). Although Stone made it possible for natural objects to 
stand as plaintiffs in court cases, it is plain that their rights are based on the consideration of 
the relationship between humans and the nature in question and that they are not granted 
equal rights.

Singer’s ‘animal liberation theory’ limits the debate to humans’ conduct toward other life 
without considering the relationship with the environment in which that life is placed (Kitô, 
2009, p. 6-7). Therefore, it fits into the dichotomy of anthropocentrism versus nonanthropo-
centrism, which is not the case when we consider the life concerned within its ‘environment.’ 
We have to take into account not only other life on its own but the involvement between that 
other life and human beings as well.

In Næss’s deep ecology, the nonanthropocentric concept of ‘biospherical egalitarianism’ is 
only a principle. There still is room to take human-nature relationships into account. In the 
end, Næss does not accept biospherical egalitarianism as a strict norm, according to Tatsumi 
Hiraki, a professor at Iwate University who specializes in environmental philosophy. Its life-
centered way of thinking is derived from ‘self-realization,’ and the purpose of this idea is to 
shift the motivation of the ecological movement from ‘obligation’ to ‘joy.’ Before this theory, 
the ecological movement had been founded on a sense of duty to suppress human selfish-
ness, but now this movement could be based on a premise of joy found by seeing the self in 
others (Hiraki, 1994, p. 77). Thus, ‘biospherical egalitarianism’ is based on the motivation to 
change the way the ecological movement is perceived, and not on the motivation to recognize 
the rights of nature under a holistic idea. Therefore, Kitô also points out that deep ecology’s 
approach to the human biosphere is rather pluralistic (Kitô, 2009, p. 7-8). In fact, Næss’s seven 
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principles of deep ecology include pluralistic elements such as the ‘principles of diversity and 
symbiosis’ and ‘local autonomy and decentralization’ (Merchant and Kawamoto, 1994, p. 116).
Modern environmental thought has been positioned as a nonanthropocentric idea, but as 
mentioned above, we can see points that need to be discussed focusing on human-nature 
relationships.

Section 2: Problems with the dichotomy in environmental issues
One of the problems with the dichotomy of anthropocentrism versus nonanthropocentrism, 
according to Shûichi Kitô, is that this framework views the natural environment as the only 
issue in need of deliberation, causing a certain inconvenience as it fails to capture the social 
and spiritual relationships between humans and nature (Kitô, 2009, p. 11). In this section, I 
will take up the issues of invasive species, whaling, and ‘wilderness’ preservation and argue 
that these environmental problems must take into account these social and spiritual rela-
tionships as well as the natural environment.

Part 1: Examples from the invasive species issue
Invasive species is an issue where, from the aspect of the natural environment, it is 

often assumed that they should be eliminated to preserve native species. However, the 
decision on this issue should be based on taking human-nature relationships into account. 
For example, in 2006, the signal crayfish, which is native to North America, was desig-
nated as an invasive alien species (tokutei gairaiseibutsu) in Kushiro Marsh because of its 
destroying the ecosystem. However, since the 1990s, when the number of signal crayfish 
began to increase in Kushiro Marsh, especially in Lake Tôro, they have been used as food 
for local fishing ponds and restaurants, and have started becoming a new resource for the 
region’s tourism. However, after the signal crayfish was designated as an invasive alien 
species, its use as a food ingredient under the invasive alien species law became difficult 
(Ninomiya, 2009, p. 189-193).

What we can see from this case is that policies on invasive species that sever the rela-
tionship with nature can protect the local natural environment, but they also violate social 
justice. Shirô Tatsuzawa, an assistant professor at the Graduate School of Letters, Hokkai-
do University, who specializes in conservation ecology, also states that it is rational to “look 
at the relationship between people and nature in the region squarely, and then establish a 
realistic and variable (adaptive) middle ground” when it comes to invasive species policy 
(Tatsuzawa, 2009, p. 127).

Part 2: Examples from the whaling issue
The whaling issue is another good example of the need to incorporate the perspective of 

human-nature relationships, especially from a spiritual side. International whaling manage-
ment began with the Geneva Convention for Regulation of Whaling (1931) and the Internation-
al Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling (1937). The background was the overhunting of 
whales combined with their weak reproductive capacity that had led to a significant decrease 
in whale stocks (Ôkuma, 2020).
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Then, from the late 1960s, the anti-whaling movement grew, especially in the U.S., and in 
1982, the International Whaling Commission passed a moratorium on commercial whaling, 
but this modern anti-whaling movement is difficult to explain without the perspective of 
human-nature relationships. Motohiro Kawashima, an assistant professor of sociology at 
Gunma University, says that whales, especially in the West, are regarded as a special symbol 
of Mother Nature. He describes how people in anti-whaling countries are opposed to whaling 
not just because of the environmental aspect of whales facing extinction, but also because 
of the spiritual aspect of whales being special creatures. The poem Whale Nation (1988) by 
the American poet Heathcote Williams is emblematic of the spiritual relationship between 
Western people and whales: “From space, the planet is blue./From space, the planet is the 
territory/Not of humans, but of the whale.” (Kawashima, 2010, p. 2-3).

In addition, in Japan, where whaling continues in the form of “research whaling,” there is a 
cultural relationship between Japanese people and whales. Whale food culture began to take 
root in Japan from the Edo period and whale meat spread as a source of protein after World 
War II. Even today, whale meat is part of Japanese people’s food culture as seen in school 
lunches. Although the per capita consumption of whale meat is quite small at only 50 grams 
(2006), the supporters of whaling in Japan still hold the majority. Environmental journalist 
Junko Sakuma analyzes that even if eating whale meat became extremely rare, there would 
be still many people feeling antipathy toward the denial of whale meat as a food culture due 
to the imposition of values from abroad (Sakuma, 2009, p. 156).

Part 3: Examples from ‘wilderness’ preservation
Although the preservation of ‘pristine natural wilderness’ is becoming common sense in 

nature protection worldwide, the term serves as an example of people’s tendency to insist 
only on preserving the natural environment, forgetting that there are people who live in 
relationship with that nature. The preservation of ‘wilderness’ began in the United States 
with the establishment of the world’s first national park, Yellowstone National Park, in 1872. 
This created conflicts between the preservationists, mainly white American settlers, and the 
Native American people living there, even leading to the use of military force. In the end, 
the “nature protectors” believed that the Native Americans were incapable of appreciat-
ing the goodness of the wilderness because they hunted and made fires there. By 1879, all 
Native Americans were expelled from the area, even though their lives were not causing a 
significant decline in the wilderness (Kantor, 2007, p. 49-50). Similar cases are not limited to 
Yellowstone National Park, but can also be verified in Mesa Verde National Park, established 
in 1906, and Glacier National Park, established in 1910 (Kantor, 2007, p. 51-52).

The problems surrounding natural wilderness relate to the fact that it was people who 
did not have a direct relationship with nature who introduced the idea that ‘wilderness’ 
should be preserved. Originally (that is, prior to the 19th century), in the Bible and for the 
early American pioneers in the late 18th century, wilderness existed not as something to 
be ‘preserved’ but rather as something to be put under human order (Kitô, 1996, p. 41). The 
shift from ‘wilderness’ as something to be cultivated to something to be preserved can be 
traced back to the 19th century. Receiving the writings of European nature poets, the class 
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of gentlemen on the American East Coast, whose lives were already detached from nature, 
began to feel threatened by the rapid disappearance of nature due to its cultivation (Kitô, 
1996, p. 107-108).

Yûichi Inoue, a professor at Kyoto Seika University who specializes in environmen-
tal thought and education, has also called for adopting the perspective of a more broadly-
defined ‘environment’ when discussing environmental issues. He synthesizes sustainability, 
social justice, and wealth of existence as the challenges of environmental issues, and states 
that the ultimate goal must be to realize a ‘richness of living’ while also realizing ‘a society in 
which human activities do not exceed the limits of the environment’ and ‘a society in which 
human beings are treated rightfully as human beings’ (Inoue, 2012, p. 11-12). ‘Environmental’ 
ethics requires an attitude that takes not only the natural environment into account but also 
the social and spiritual aspects of human-nature relationships.

Section 3: Social linkage theory—a new horizon for environmental ethics
What should be the relationship between humans and the ‘environment’ then? The social 
linkage theory proposed by Kitô finds a universal environmental ethic in human-nature 
relations where a certain kind of ‘connection’ exists. What sort of precise relationship, then, 
are we talking about here?

Part 1: Restoring the ‘wholeness’ of humans and nature
Kitô states that there are two types of human-nature relations: those that are positioned 

within social and economic linkages, and those that are found within cultural and religious 
linkages. In the social linkage theory, ‘linkages’ represent connections. For example, lumber 
exported to developed countries from the tropical forests of Southeast Asia is related with 
people within the social and economic connections of the international lumber market, and 
the ‘wilderness’ discussed earlier is related to humans within those cultural and religious 
connections that recognize the value of nature itself. 

Kitô describes the state of human-nature relations in which social-economic linkages 
and cultural-religious linkages exist apart from each other as ‘partness of involvement’ and 
defines this type of relation with nature as ‘portioned’ (kiri-mi) (Kitô, 1996, p. 127). The relations 
between Southeast Asian timber exported to developed countries and the people who use 
it is partial, limited to social and economic linkages, and the relation between ‘wilderness’ 
and the people who advocate its preservation is also partial, limited to cultural and religious 
linkages.

On the other hand, Kitô describes the state in which these two linkages form an inseparable 
network as ‘integrity of involvement’ and defines it as an ‘unmediated’ or ‘living’ (nama-mi2) 
relation with nature (Kitô, 1996, p. 126). 

Relations that show a wholeness of humans and nature can be seen relatively widely in 
societies that carry out ‘livelihood’ or ‘subsistence’ (nariwai) work where sustenance is earned 
from nature, i.e., agriculture. When, for example, a nomadic tribe carries out an economic 
activity, such as raising goats as grazing animals, killing them, and eating their meat under 
a self-sufficient social system and does so through certain rituals with cultural and religious 
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significance, their ‘livelihood’ provides both social-economic as well as cultural-religious 
linkages. There is a wholeness to their human-nature relation.

Social linkage theory considers the fact that human-nature relations (which used to 
possess wholeness) have become partial as the essence of what underlies environmental 
problems. Under this theory, Kitô proposes a new environmental ethic that considers the 
existence of ‘wholeness’ in human-nature relations as a universal ethic, outdoing environ-
mental ethics with nonanthropocentrism as its universal ethic (Kitô, 1996, p. 132, 159).

There are two important points in this social linkage theory. First, social linkage theory 
perceives not only environmental problems but also the problem of social justice within 
those. Until now, environmental ethics, because of its nonanthropocentrist principles, has 
only taken into account cultural and religious values such as ‘wilderness,’ and has sometimes 
neglected people in the regions in question whose labor is for ‘livelihood’. This has caused 
inconveniences in terms of social justice (Kitô, 2009, p. 17-18).

Another important point is that the social linkage theory does not evoke nostalgia for 
a return to life in traditional societies with their ‘whole’ relationships. It is also not about 
cutting out static conditions of the past and discussing them as ideal models for normative 
behaviors since human-nature relations continue to be dynamically constructed in a coevo-
lutionary way (Kitô, 2009, p. 18). Social linkage theory aims to restore normative structures of 
ideal models in which the two linkages possess wholeness. The result is not static like a resto-
ration as some sort of real condition, but a dynamic relational theory that ‘connects’ the two 
linkages as a system. This is what the restoration of ‘connections’ in the relationship between 
humans and nature means.

Part 2: Examples in actual society—rural and urban
So, what suggestions can social linkage theory offer in the actual society? In this part, I 

will discuss rural areas as places where labor for ‘livelihood’ or ‘subsistence’ is practiced, and 
cities as places where it is not.

First, the compatibility of social linkage theory with rural areas as places where ‘liveli-
hoods’ such as agriculture, fishing, animal husbandry, hunting, and forestry are practiced 
is relatively high. This is because ‘livelihood’ activities bring ‘wholeness’ to the relations 
between humans and nature. Where people obtain their sustenance from nature and consume 
it, social-economic linkages and cultural-religious linkages exist together in an inseparable 
form. In rural areas, the local economy also has the property of connecting social-economic 
linkages with cultural-religious linkages. For example, it is not uncommon in rural areas for 
locally-made products to be consumed locally and if it is clear who, where, and how a product 
was made, cultural-religious linkages can exist in a form that connects them with social-
economic linkages. There are also economies outside the market economy since vegetable 
crops grown in the community are exchanged among neighbors, allowing both linkages to 
exist in an inseparable form as well (Kitô, 1996, p. 162). Further, the fact that human-nature 
relations already exist with ‘wholeness’ in rural areas where ‘livelihoods’ are practiced widely 
does not mean that that way of life must be conserved for good. Rather, social linkage theory 
indicates a direction, aiming to promote rural regions in such a way that the two linkages 
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exist there inseparably (Kitô, 1996, p. 163).
What, then, does social linkage theory mean for those who live in a partial relationship 

with nature—in urban areas? Kitô says that for them, it can help to visualize the linkages that 
have become difficult to see and ‘connect’ them in some form (Kitô, 1996, p. 163). For example, 
with regard to food, the educator Toshiko Toriyama offers butchering and eating chickens 
as an educational practice: she has parents and children undergo the process of actually kill 
chickens. Through the experience of taking another life with their own hands and eating it, 
the aim is to have them feel the true preciousness of life (Toriyama, 1985, p. 18-23). For most 
of these city-raised children, it is probably the first opportunity to become aware that the 
‘portioned’ meat slices they always eat come from chickens.

The problem with Toriyama’s experiment, however, is that the children who experience 
killing and eating chickens and begin to see the cultural-religious linkages are forced to 
continue with their usual, ‘portioned’ lifestyle once they return home. Kitô also states that in 
order to restore the ‘connections’ of the social linkage theory, not only is it essential to regain 
the cultural-religious linkages through a spiritual transformation, but a social transforma-
tion is required to restore the connections between the two linkages (Kitô, 1996, p. 136-137).

Part 3: The spectrum of livelihood
Here, I would like to consider ‘livelihood,’ which denotes an active human effort toward 

nature. Within that activity, Kitô describes the earning of one’s sustenance as a ‘narrowly-
defined livelihood’ with strong economical connotations. As its opposing pole, he places ‘play’ 
as a spiritual activity, positioning ‘livelihood’ within this continuous spectrum between play 
and survival (Kitô, 1996, p. 150). Kitô then proposes ‘play work’ (asobi-shigoto) as the midpoint 
of this spectrum. When we think about ‘connecting’ social-economic linkages with cultur-
al-religious linkages, the uncovering of ‘play work’ that combines economic and spiritual 
aspects leads to an enrichment of human-nature relations (Kitô, 2009, p. 19).

In cultural anthropology and folklore, a concept similar to ‘play work’ can be seen as 
‘minor subsistence’ refering to livelihood activities other than main subsistence profes-
sions. For example, Yutaka Suga, a professor at the University of Tokyo’s Institute of Oriental 
Culture, defines waterfowl hunting in Teganuma, Chiba Prefecture, as a minor subsistence. 
He argues that while local people had other livelihood occupations, waterfowl hunting was 
not simply a sidebusiness, but an important activity related to the traditional knowledge of 
nature (Kitô, 1996, p. 146-148). In other words, ‘livelihood’ is not limited to economic func-
tions, but can be an activity that adds cultural functions as well.

What kind of ‘livelihood’ can we consider ‘play work’ that restores the ‘connections’ of the 
social linkage theory? From the viewpoint of food, for example, urban farming that uses the 
rooftops of buildings to grow vegetables has become popular in recent years. This is not an 
attempt to increase cities’ self-sufficiency to 100%, but there is nothing more important than 
for urban residents to produce their own food and restore ‘connections,’ even if only a little.
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CHAPTER 4
RESTORING ‘CONNECTION’  

THROUGH THE WORK OF FOOD-MAKING:  
A Case Study of ARI

Since its establishment in 1973, the Asian Rural Institute (ARI) has been inviting grassroots 
rural leaders from rural areas in Asia, Africa, and Pacific countries as its students to learn 
practical skills for the realization of a just and peaceful society while recognizing differences 
in nationality, religion, ethnicity, customs, and values. Under the motto, “That We May Live 
Together,” the school has welcomed 1,364 grassroots rural leaders from sixty countries over 
the past forty-seven years (as of January 31, 2021) and continues to be a place of learning for 
many people to this day.

I worked as a long-term volunteer at ARI for one year, from March 2020 to March 2021, 
winning suggestions on the ‘connection’ between humans and nature from that experience. 
Based on the case study at ARI, I will discuss the restoration of that ‘connection’ through the 
process of food production in this chapter.

Section 1: ARI’s Motto: “That We May Live Together”
Since its founding, ARI has had a motto: “That We May Live Together.” The word ‘motto’ tends 
to give a light impression, but for ARI, that motto is the Word of the Lord. As Psalm 119:105 
says, “The word of the Lord is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path,” for the members 
of ARI, the motto is indeed an important statement that illumines both their feet and path.
The founder of ARI, Toshihiro Takami, was the originator of this motto. Takami’s choice of 
“That We May Live Together” as a motto is deeply related to the history that Japanese people 
should not forget. ARI’s predecessor was the Southeast Asia Department, established in 1960 
at the Theological Seminary for Rural Mission (TSRM, or Nôson-Dendô Shingakkô in Japanese) 
in Machida City, Tokyo.

Mr. Toshi Kimata, the vice principal at the time, told me, “The reason we started the Southeast 
Asia Course was to confess our responsibility for the war, to atone for the enormous damage that 
Japan inflicted on neighboring countries during the Pacific War and other wars.” I think this was 
in reaction to Principal Ken Mutô’s opinion. … I believe that the “confession of  responsibility” is 
first and foremost a deed that should be done in daily ministry, and should not end with the pre-
sentation of  a piece of  writing or a statement.. . (Takami, 1996, p. 21-22).

Takami has always kept this in his mind since he began to be involved in TSRM’s Southeast 
Asia Department, and he recalls that this became the basis for ARI’s founding with the motto 
“That We May Live Together” (Takami, 1996, p. 21-23). Therefore, the motto “That We May 
Live Together” was first and foremost meant to make Asian societies more humane, just, and 
peaceful by living and sharing together.

Furthermore, in order for “That We May Live Together” to support human life, it was 
necessary not only for humans to share, but also to share with nature. The one word that most 
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clearly expresses this is ‘Foodlife,’ a term that is used daily at ARI. It expresses the insepara-
ble relationship between food and life. Since human beings cannot sustain life without food, 
they cannot live without a healthy relationship with nature, which brings about food. For this 
reason, ARI has been engaged in organic farming since 1974, the second year of its establish-
ment. In the early years of the school’s existence, it used pesticides and chemical fertilizers 
in the classes, and this was certainly effective in solving immediate food problems. However, 
as people around the world started losing their lives or became disabled due to the damage 
caused by pesticides and since pesticides and chemical fertilizers destroyed the workings of 
living things, it was clear that agricultural methods using them were incompatible with the 
school’s motto. For this reason, ARI decided not to use any life-threatening agricultural prac-
tices (Takami, 1993, p. 36-37).

The full motto of ARI is as follows: “Let us build a world in which human life and the food 
that sustains it are being valued, so that we may live together.”

Section 2: ARI’s cyclical organic farming model: following the laws of nature
The general image of organic farming seems to suggest a human- and environment-friendly 
agriculture that does not use pesticides or chemical fertilizers. The Japanese Act on Promo-
tion of Organic Agriculture established in 2006 defines organic farming as “agriculture 
carried out using agricultural production methods that have as low of an environmental load 
[as] possible, resulting from agricultural production methods with the basis that chemical-
ly synthesized fertilizers and agricultural chemicals are not used and genetically modified 
technology is not used.”3 A survey by the Food and Agricultural Materials Inspection Center 
(Dokuritsu Gyôseihôjin Nôrinsuisan Shôhi Anzen Gijutsu Sentâ) also shows that the general public 
has a similar image of organic farming.4

However, the basis of ARI’s organic farming is to ‘follow the laws of nature,’ and the afore-
mentioned is only a superficial result of that. Osamu Arakawa, ARI’s associate director and 
farm manager, states that ARI emphasizes the importance of following the laws of nature 
through organic farming in order for agriculture to be sustainable. This is because the use of 
chemical fertilizers and pesticides is responsible for severely disrupting the balance of the 
ecosystem, resulting in a vicious cycle of pest outbreaks and the application of more pesti-
cides (Arakawa, 2019, p. 41).

The laws of nature refer to the function of circulation that ecosystems have. In an ecosys-
tem, all living things can be classified as either producers, consumers, or decomposers. There 
exists a cycle in which plants (the producers) create organic matter through photosynthesis; 
animals (the consumers) eat it; microorganisms (the decomposers) break down the waste of 
the producers and consumers and return it to nature. The humus created under this cycle is 
soft because of its granular structure, it contains a good balance of nutrients, and it produces 
physically, chemically, and biologically healthy soil with active microorganisms.

However, the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers violates this natural cycle and 
renders the soil unhealthy. Pesticides, such as herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides, stop 
the natural cycle by killing living organisms, while chemical fertilizers only provide limited 
amounts of the three major nutrients—nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potassium—and do 
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not improve the soil. Soil that relies on chemical fertilizers becomes hard because of lacking 
corrosion, leading to an imbalance of nutrients, such as a lack of trace elements, reduced 
microbial activity, and soil exhaustion.

Shinpei Murakami, the president of the National Ainou-Kai (a national organization of 
farmers involved in organic farming) who teaches an annual class on natural farming at ARI, 
understands sustainable agriculture as being a ‘cycle.’ Murakami raises ‘cyclicality,’ ‘diver-
sity,’ and ‘multilayeredness’ as the principles that make the most stable natural forests on 
earth sustainable. Cyclicality means that all life circulates, returns to the soil, and enriches 
the soil. To stabilize this cycle and keep it from breaking there is a diversity of organisms, and 
to maximize the use of energy and resources that support the cycle, there is a multilayered 
structure of vegetation. Agriculture is an activity that destroys the natural cycle: it breaks 
its circulation by harvesting, creates uniformity through monoculture, and enforces single-
layeredness because of plowing. Hence, Murakami argues in favor of a cyclical agriculture 
which reapplies these three natural principles to the farmland as indispensable for sustain-
able agriculture (Murakami, 2019, p. 14-17).

What is meant by ‘following the laws of nature’ in ARI’s organic farming is the ‘cycle’ 
itself. At ARI, chemical fertilizers or pesticides which destroy the natural cycle are not being 
used. Instead, the organic matter taken away as harvest is returned to the cycle’s flow through 
composting and bokashi manure made from livestock manure. The diversity that supports the 
cycle is restored through crop rotation, in which the types of crops planted in the same field 
are changed from year to year, and through mixed cropping, in which two or more types of 
crops are grown in close proximity to each other. Mulch covering the topsoil restores the 
‘multilayeredness’ and protects the topsoil, which is the cycle’s source. Organic farming at 
ARI is based on this kind of ‘cycle’ and the more food is produced, the richer the soil becomes.

Section 3: A case study of ‘connecting’ at ARI
Since its founding, ARI has been making efforts to produce its own food. More than 90% of 
the food that people eat in the ARI dining hall comes from within the school grounds. This 
is because “That We May Live Together” is based on the experience of actually making and 
sharing food.

People from Asia, Africa, the Pacific Islands, and Latin America, and the whole world come to-
gether to create a community that lives together. . . .It is a difficult task that such people come to-
gether and share life. Where do we unite as one? Only when we work together to produce and 
then share the food that sustains life can we find harmony in our school (Takami, 1993, p. 126-127).

Part 1: Foodlife work
This high rate of self-sufficiency is supported by the daily ‘livelihood’ activities called 

Foodlife work. As mentioned above, Foodlife represents the inseparable relationship between 
‘food’ and ‘life,’ and Foodlife work is a way to concretely realize Foodlife through labor. 
During Foodlife work, all ARI community members partake in the work of vegetable and 
crop cultivation, livestock (pigs, chickens, goats), and cooking. Through this daily work, the 
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people of ARI come to understand through their physical experience that food and the lives it 
sustains are in a ‘cycle.’ To experience the flow of soil preparation, sowing, growing seedlings, 
planting, weeding, and harvesting based on ARI’s cyclical farming model; to receive, cook, 
and share pork, eggs, and goat milk through the care of livestock; to have leftovers and food 
residue returned to the cycle as compost, all these experiences make people understand that 
they themselves are part of the cycle of life and being kept alive in it. 

In ARI’s daily life, there is a ‘wholeness’ in human-nature relations. The ‘unmediated’ pork 
eaten there exists in a form that keeps the economic-social linkages of raising and slaughter-
ing living pigs for sustenance inseparable from the cultural-religious linkages derived from 
the spiritual deliberations cultivated through raising pigs from the time they were babies to 
the time of their slaughter.

In addition, experiencing life at ARI, where there is a ‘wholeness’ between humans and 
nature through Foodlife work, helped me to understand the deeper implications of the social 
linkage theory. In the next part, I will discuss the learnings I have gained regarding the cultur-
al-religious linkages in human-nature relationships, especially from the religious aspect.

Part 2: ‘Connection’ as faith
Although ARI is a school based on the love of Christ, the people who live under the roof of 

ARI are of different faiths, and there are many who do not believe in Christianity or any other 
particular religion. Because of this, it may seem difficult to see the Christian faith in the work 
of ARI, but Timothy Appau, the ARI chaplain, says that many who experience ARI become 
aware of the light of faith. This is because the ‘deeds’ that form the foundation of faith flow at 
ARI (Appau, 2017, p. 1).

At ARI, the ‘deeds’ that bring faith to life are scattered throughout daily life. The day starts 
with morning prayers, prayers are offered before every meal, hymns are sung, and there is 
hardly a day when people do not pray together. James 2:17 says, “Faith by itself is dead if it is 
not accompanied by works, as well as by deeds,” and that faith which is not accompanied by 
works or deeds is useless. However, in the daily life at ARI, there are many ‘deeds’ that form 
the basis of faith, leading many people who live at ARI to find the light of faith.

Foodlife work also functions as an ‘action’ that makes use of the faith at ARI. Ken Ueki, an 
associate professor at Meiji Gakuin University and a theologian, explains that in engaging in 
the whole process of eating, Foodlife at ARI becomes an understanding of the relationship 
between life and the food that supports life as physical knowledge, which is then sublimated 
into the language of faith (Ueki, 2016, p. 45- 47). 47). In ARI’s daily life, we can see that every-
thing that involves sowing seeds, cultivating crops, raising livestock, harvesting, slaughter-
ing, cooking, eating, and using leftovers and food residues for composting is something that 
brings about faith, along with the experience of understanding that one’s own life is being 
kept alive in a ‘cycle.’

Also, working for food in nature through Foodlife work has a lot to do with perceiving 
faith. Masanobu Fukuoka, who is famous for creating the natural farming method, describes 
the relationship between agriculture and faith as follows:
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I’ve said that ‘farming’ is a ‘sacred work.’ It means that agriculture is a ‘sacred work’ because it is 
the servant of  the gods, a duty to serve the gods. … The reason why farming is good as a profession 
close to human goals is that it is the most natural and it happens in nature. Even when we are in 
nature, we usually don’t notice nature, but being in nature means that we are close to the gods and 
that it is a profession that gives many chances to approach them (Fukuoka, 1983, p. 135).

Even if we say farming, there are various different farming methods, and not all of them are 
close to the divine. Fukuoka says, “...the first step in approaching nature is to know that ‘we 
do not know nature.’ When we think we know nature, we become distant from it” (Fukuoka, 
1983, p. 34). Conventional agriculture, which uses pesticides and chemical fertilizers, is done 
under the pretense of scientific knowledge of nature, and cannot be said to be close to the gods 
or God. On the other hand, ARI’s organic farming, which places importance on the ‘cycle,’ is a 
joint effort of nature and humans. Torizô Kurosawa (1885-1982), known as the father of dairy 
farming in Japan, thought that, “Farming is a sacred work that brings about sustenance for 
human life through the collaboration between heaven, earth, and humans.” He established 
the cyclical farming method, in which people and nature coexist in harmony and where 
materials and energy circulate.5

Thus, the ‘unmediated’ daily life of ARI is not only limited to cultural-religious linkages 
regarding the process of food production but also involves cultural-religious linkages as a 
worldview of God’s creation of the world. Takami explains ecology from the worldview of 
God’s creation of the world as follows:

Ecology is said to be a word composed of  the Greek words oikos (house, community) and logos (wis-
dom, or its system). … Ecology refers to the reality that all creation is one family or community, 
formed by the wisdom of  God, who is the Creator and Love (Takami, 1996, p. 143).

Takami also states that he obtained the concept of “That We May Live Together” from 
the Bible and reflects that, by building ARI, he was aiming for a condition in which God, 
people, and all of God’s creation can share life together (Takami, 1996, p. 25). Thus, the 
cultural-religious linkage of ‘faith’ guided by ‘deeds,’ such as Foodlife, work creates a 
communal awareness of God’s creation of the world and enables the practice of “That We 
May Live Together.”

Part 3: ‘ richness’ brought about by ‘connection’
ARI’s Foodlife work is positioned as ‘play work’ that combines economy and spiritual-

ity, as Kitô sees human ‘livelihood’ in a continuous spectrum of an economically-motivated 
‘narrowly-defined livelihood’ and a strongly spiritual ‘play’. What Foodlife work brings to 
humans as ‘play work’ is not limited to ‘connection’ with nature. It also brings about spiritual 
‘wealth’.

In the past, the processes of food-making brought people into dialogue with God and 
nature, in which there was a spiritual ‘wealth’. Fukuoka puts it this way:
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There is joy in living with the crops, sowing the seeds, and protecting them in accordance with the 
workings of  nature each new day. Just living life is a joy. Tasting that is the farmer’s way of  life and 
the origin of  a true farmer, I believe (Fukuoka, p. 136).

In addition, the food-making work also brings about ‘wealth’ by creating a sense of ‘commu-
nity’ with others and nature. Takami describes it as:

At the Asian Rural Institute, the more food we produce, the richer the soil becomes, the better 
the natural environment becomes, and the more beautiful our human relationships become—we 
repeat our daily efforts wishing to build such a kind of  agricultural method and Foodlife.
When we work and study in the mornings and evenings with these wishes in mind, and when we 
put the food we produce on the table and share it with others, there is a joy beyond description 
(Takami, 1996, p. 64-65).

It is when ‘eating together’ that the greatest joy of Foodlife is felt at ARI. In ARI’s ‘unmediated’ 
meals, one is able to savor not only the food itself, but also the people who worked so hard to 
produce it, the life that was sacrificed, and the grace of God.

Michael Pollan, an American journalist, describes his own experience of ‘unmediated’ 
food. He tells of an extraordinarily slow attempt at practicing slow food, where he hunted, 
gathered, and grew all the ingredients himself, and found that the joy he got from the meal 
was completely different from that of fast food. He says that the joy of slow food is based on 
‘almost perfect knowledge’ while that of fast food is based on ‘perfect ignorance.’ In other 
words, slow food involves such transparency that would allow each meal to tell its story in 
the first person, and we know the value of the lives sacrificed for that meal, but in fast food, 
we are ignorant of the price that the natural world and the future is burdened with with each 
meal. (Pollan, 2009 [2006], p. 253).

ARI and Pollan’s ‘unmediated,’ ‘living’ diet teaches us the ‘richness’ that we have lost in 
our industrial diet. ‘Unmediated’ food involves the loss of life for food, labor dedicated to food, 
and perceiving food as a blessing from God, bringing ‘wealth’ to the human heart. However, 
the industrial diet of ‘portioned’ food has limited the role of food to a mere life-prolonging 
tool, and, as Fukuoka says, we no longer consider the relationship between food and the 
human heart (Fukuoka, 1983, p. 213).

It is true that ARI’s ‘unmediated’ food is unsustainable and impractical for modern urban 
dwellers in a way that is different from fast food. However, the ARI case is significant in that 
it shows that there is a ‘richness’ that has been lost under the modern social system that sepa-
rates humans from nature. If it is ethical to restore the ‘connection’ between humans and 
nature under the social linkage theory, it also brings ‘ richness’ to humans.

Section 4: The voices of ARI volunteers
What do the people of ARI perceive from their daily life at ARI? The author conducted a ques-
tionnaire survey among ARI’s long-term volunteers in FY2020 with the following questions.
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Implementation period:  January 23-24, 2020 
Subjects:   ARI long-term volunteers (15 persons) 
Questions: 
1. Please feel free to share anything you felt, learned, or realized through working for 
food, including farm work, livestock, FEAST, etc.
2. Do you ever feel faith at ARI? If so, please feel free to share the details of when and 
how you feel faith.
3. Please feel free to share some of the moments that make you feel happy at ARI. 

The aim of the first question is to identify cultural-religious linkages that are felt through 
food production. Since many of the long-term volunteers are engaged in work on the farm, 
in livestock, and the FEAST (meal service) section not only during the morning and evening 
Foodlife work, but also during their work time during the day, the questions are not limited to 
what they notice during Foodlife work, but rather inquire what they feel during their regular 
work time as well.

The second question aims to identify the linkages related to faith within the cultural-reli-
gious linkages that are felt through making food.

The third question aims to identify if and what kind of happiness is felt from living with 
a ‘connection’ to nature.

Part 1: The ‘connection’ with food
The first question was: “Please feel free to share anything you felt, learned, or realized 

through working for food, including farm work, livestock, FEAST, etc.” The responses to this 
question revealed that ARI people feel ‘connected’ to food in various ways as they engage in a 
series of food-related processes.

The first is ‘connection’ in the form of a realization: that food is based on the sacrifice of 
life. The responses referring to this are as follows:

• J: “When we were slaughtering chickens, I keenly realized that we were killing living 
beings to eat.”

• C: “When I eat pork, for example, I often feel that ‘these are the ones I took care of in 
the pigpen.’ I now feel in my daily life that meat is not a mere ingredient, but life.”

• E: “I started to think deeply about the ethical aspect of the fact that humans always 
sacrifice other lives to live.”

• M: “I feel the weight of the choice to use livestock because I can clearly see what we are 
doing (taking lives, driving and using gasoline to collect food, having animals survive 
in a human-controlled breeding environment) in order to receive the benefits of live-
stock (meat, eggs, fertilizer).”

The second is the ‘connection’ with the process of food-making. The responses referring to 
this are as follows:
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• A: “I was able to learn how the food that sustains myself is being made—how much 
time and effort goes into the production of not only vegetables but also pigs.”

• H: “Each process is not easy, but it is very meaningful, and I realized that if any of 
them is missing, food is not possible.”

• M: “At ARI, fields and livestock are closely related. In some cases, the manure from 
livestock is just a cause of environmental pollution, but here, because we have fields, 
we can distribute it to the soil as fertilizer. Therefore, even if you don’t eat meat or 
eggs, if you eat vegetables, you are benefiting from the livestock.”

• F: “I thought that livestock was kept for human consumption and that their only other 
use was for manure, so I was not really aware of the importance of livestock. But 
I’ve come to know that we cannot do agriculture without them, without using their 
manure for compost and bokashi .”

The third was the ‘connection’ between people’s own bodies and the food they eat. The 
answers that mention this are as follows:

• J: “Through farm work, I learned that the things that make up my body are being made 
in the soil and that the things we discard go back into the soil. That is why I felt that 
thinking of garbage and environment is close to thinking of my own body.”

• O: “I felt on a personal level that I am alive because of the cycle of life. I learned that, in 
order to for us to live, we need the work and sacrifice of many lives (the work of micro-
organisms is essential to produce vegetables, and to eat meat, we need the life of pigs 
and chickens) so that we can produce the food we eat every day. I sincerely feel grati-
tude that I am alive and exist in this world today, that that is a miracle.”

The fourth factor is the ‘connection’ with the people who made the food. The answers that 
mention this are as follows:

• E: “I realize how much I appreciate the existence of those people who are involved in 
the long process from when a life is born to the time it enters our mouths as food. I did 
not pay attention to them before and felt like they were worlds apart from me.” 

• C: “The food that we grow and prepare by ourselves is very delicious, and when we eat 
it, we say ‘it’s delicious’ and ‘thank you for making it’ at every meal.”

These ‘connections’ are suitable for the cultural-religious linkages of social linkage theory. 
Life at ARI involves a continuous process from crop cultivation and livestock rearing to eating 
and is based on an ‘unmediated’ relationship in which cultural and religious linkages exist 
inseparably with the social and economic linkages created by obtaining food from nature. In 
a world where the ‘portioned’ lifestyle of buying and getting food is a given, living at ARI is 
my first experience of living based on a ‘connection’ with nature.
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Section 2: Faith guided by ‘connection’
The second question was, “Do you ever feel faith at ARI? If so, please feel free to share the 
details of when and how you feel faith.”

From the answers to this question, it became clear that some people also perceive the 
‘connection’ with nature as faith. The responses referring to this are as follows:

• L: “There are times when I eat the food we grow or when I harvest vegetables that I 
somewhat feel that God has blessed me.”

• I: “When I am working in the fields or spending time with others, I feel very connected 
to the spirits of the earth.”

• K. “Through contact with nature and the soil at the farm and elsewhere, I have come 
to realize that the process of growing crops does not depend on chance, but is a bless-
ing involving God, and that we humans face the soil and return to it as creatures.”

• M: “The gods are not the center of my life, but when I am outside and I feel how pleas-
ant the sky, wind, sunshine, scenery, etc. are, or when I see vegetables growing vigor-
ously, I somehow feel grateful for the great power that is in charge of the state of 
nature and that may be called god.”

• N: “At ARI I feel very blessed to be able to work for the food that we eat and for the food 
others will eat in the future.”

• N: “ARI has also made me realize the connection between food and faith. In the past, I 
have only thought about this connection in terms of eating healthy food to take care of 
the body that God gave me. However now I have a deeper understanding of how God 
created people, but from the very beginning it was His desire for us to take care of the 
livestock, cultivate the soil, and be good stewards of the earth.”

In this way, many people have come to sense faith in the production of food. These are the 
things that fall under the category of ‘religion’ in the cultural and religious linkages surround-
ing food. In addition, some respondents mentioned that it is essential to actually practice the 
labor of making food in order to feel this kind of cultural and religious linkage.

• D: “At the beginning [when] I came to ARI, I was shared [with] the word ‘Foodlife,’ which 
was invented by ARI[’s] Takami Sensei. As [I was] working in [the] Seminar House, I 
also learned how to share this concept to our visitors, but after I memorized how to 
introduce it and actually work in nature (including [during] every day’s Foodlife work, 
working in FEAST or [when starting] my individual field), I finally began to realize the 
meaning through my physical work, how nature and myself [are] connected, and the 
mission God has given to human [beings] about managing the nature instead of taking 
the natural resource as much as we want when He finished creating the world.”

• N: “Perhaps from the outside, people can’t exactly see faith, but faith, in a way, is too 
real to be seen. It is something you feel, something you experience, something that 
mere sight is not enough to judge or deny its existence.”
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Section 3: Happiness in ARI’s Life
The third question was, “Please feel free to share some of the moments that make you feel happy 
at ARI.” The answers to this question revealed a wide variety of happiness felt by the ARI people.

The first example is that they feel happy through farming and taking care of livestock. The 
following are some of the responses that refer to this.

• M: “When farming feels good.”
• K: “When I can harvest crops as a result of working hard in the fields.”
• E: “When I am in touch with nature.”
• O: “When I am dealing with pigs.”
• B: “When talking with the goats, and during rice-planting, sowing, and harvesting.”
• C: “When I’m running with goats. When harvesting vegetables grown from seeds. 

When I’m pulling weeds. Looking at the beautiful sky and mountains, and feeling the 
pleasant sunlight and wind.”

The second example is the feeling of happiness through eating together. The following are 
some of the responses that mention this.

• E: “When we are all eating a delicious meal together.”
• M: “When I feel that the meal is especially tasty.”
• H. “Being able to talk and laugh with others while eating a delicious meal.”
• K. “When we gather around the dinner table after a day’s work in good health.”
• B: “When I eat something tasty and when I’m making something tasty.
• C: “When we are eating a delicious meal together, saying, ‘This is delicious.’”
• L: “When we eat vegetables that we took care of ourselves together.”
• F: “When we eat under a sunny sky, feeling the warmth of the sun. … When someone 

says, ‘This is delicious,’ about the food I cooked.”
• O: “When we are eating meals. … The meals that I eat when I sit around the table with 

people who are not my real family, but who are like my family, laughing and eating, 
those are really delicious.”

The third example is that of feeling happy through the relations with people at ARI. The 
following are some of the responses that refer to this:

• B: “When we are singing together, talk with others, clean eggs together, or laugh…”
• C: “When I am having a deep dialogue with my friends. When we are dancing and 

singing together. When we are playing games and laughing together.”
• E. “When I have conversations with others.”
• F: “When we sang the same song together and danced in a circle. … When we are sharing 

memories, being grateful for having met, respecting each other, and crying when we say 
goodbye. … I feel happy to have met people I would never have met in my normal life.”

• G: “The moment when I can see that my work is directly benefiting someone else, such 
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as when I put food on their table.”
• J. “When I laugh a lot while eating or working with other people.”
• K. “When preparing a meal or working for the community could bring joy to someone else.”
• L. “When I share my opinions, feelings, and thoughts and people share them with me.”
• M: “When people were kind to me. When we are all dancing without a care. When people 

go out of their way to thank me. When I’m having a fun conversation with someone.”
• N. “I feel happy when we do things together. When we eat and laugh together around 

the table. When we sing and listen together in Morning Gathering. When we work 
together, even when we are tired, but can still find reasons to laugh and smile.”

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

Section 1: From ‘dichotomy’ to ‘relations’
In this paper, I first argued that environmental ethics, starting in the 1970s, developed under 
the dichotomy of anthropocentrism versus nonanthropocentrism. The background of this 
dichotomy is that thinkers since the 18th century have discussed animal rights as an extension 
of movements such as the Black Liberation Movement and the Women’s Liberation Movement, 
which sought to win the rights of oppressed people. Through these discussions, we found that 
the idea of an ‘expansion of the moral community’ was being cultivated to widen the rights of 
a limited group of humans to the whole of nature. In the 20th century, ecology revealed that 
nature consists of a delicate balance of its various components, and Leopold’s ‘land ethic’ 
scientifically supported the ‘expansion of the moral community’ based on findings in ecology. 
As Leopold has been appraised as the ‘father of modern environmental ethics,’ the field, from the 
1970s, has explored the ideological basis for overcoming anthropocentrism and moving toward 
nonanthropocentrism, using the ‘expansion of moral community’ concept as its ideology. 
Nonanthropocentric ideologies such as Stone’s legal standing of natural things, Singer’s animal 
liberation theory, Callicott’s holistic environmental ethics, and Næss’s deep ecology have been 
developed based on this dichotomy of anthropocentrism versus nonanthropocentrism.

However, because humans can only sustain their lives by obtaining food from nature, the 
human-nature relationship is inseparable. Environmental thought that places humans and 
nature in contraposition fails to grasp this basic premise. In fact, environmental thought, 
which is positioned as a nonanthropocentric thought, could not exist without considering 
human-nature relations. Stone’s standing of natural objects, for example, depends on that 
relationship. Additionally, in the case of environmental issues, policies tend to be imple-
mented by third-party perspectives based on the dichotomy, causing various inconveniences 
to local people who live in relation to nature. In particular, the problem of invasive species in 
Lake Tôro in Kushiro Marsh and the preservation of ‘wilderness’ through the establishment 
of national parks are examples of social, spiritual, and cultural problems that have arisen 
because the problems were framed in a way that placed humans and nature in contrapo-
sition. The whaling issue is also a well-known example where environmental issues could 
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not be viewed only from the aspect of the natural environment, but where the relationship 
between humans and nature had to be taken into account.

This showed that environmental issues should be viewed comprehensively, including not 
only the natural environment but also the social, spiritual, and cultural aspects of human-
nature relations. Based on this, Kitô proposed the social linkage theory and new environmen-
tal ethics that take the ‘wholeness’ in human-nature relations as a universal virtue instead of 
basing them on the anthropocentrism-nonanthropocentrism dichotomy. The social linkage 
theory divides human-nature relations into social-economic linkages and cultural-reli-
gious linkages, and calls the state in which these linkages are inseparable as an ‘integrity of 
involvement’. As a ‘living’ relationship with nature, it was presented as a normative way of 
human-nature relationships. This ‘living’ relationship with nature was widely seen in the 
lifestyles of traditional societies, where the social-economic linkage of living off of nature 
was accompanied by cultural-spiritual linkages, expressed in the gratitude for the sacrifice of 
life or a belief in nature as the basis for the world’s creation. On the other hand, under modern 
industrialism, everything including food is available for money. This has created a state of 
‘partness of involvement’ in which social-economic linkages are separated from cultural-
religious linkages and a ‘portioned’ relationship with nature has become the norm. Every-
thing circulates under a network of ‘portioned’ social-economic linkages, while modern 
nature conservation, taking place without them, but instead under ‘portioned’ cultural-re-
ligious linkages like ‘beauty’ and ‘wilderness.’ The agenda of social linkage theory is how to 
connect the ‘portioned’ relationship with nature, as a system, to the ‘living body.’ Therefore, 
Kitô described livelihood work as a spectrum between a ‘narrowly-defined livelihood’ with 
strong economic connotations and ‘play’ with strong spiritual aspects and proposed that we 
should dig up ‘play work’ which unites both economic and spiritual aspects. 

The ARI case study presented in this paper is an example of how food-making activities, 
such as Foodlife work, restore the ‘connection’ with nature in the form of ‘play work’ that 
combines economic and spiritual aspects. This case showed that food-making activities can 
make us sense not only the cultural-religious linkages related to them—such as gratitude for 
the people who made the food and the lives sacrificed—but also the ones that are expressed in 
the form of faith. Participating in a series of food processes in daily life at ARI (starting from 
cultivation and livestock-raising to cooking, eating, and using leftover food for compost) makes 
one realize that one’s life is being kept alive as part of nature’s ‘cycle.’ This realization is subli-
mated into a language of faith. In addition, ARI’s organic farming is based on the principle of 
obeying the laws of nature. Therein lies the faith-evoking premise that farming is a collabo-
ration of heaven, earth, and humans. Just as agriculture was once considered a sacred work, 
these cultural-religious linkages in the form of faith are the relationship with nature that many 
people perceived through food-related work in the world before people left that work behind. 
Faith was found to be an indispensable element in cultural-religious linkages, as it evokes the 
‘humility’ that human beings are only a part of creation. Furthermore, the ARI case study 
showed that this kind of ‘connected’ life brings ‘wealth’ to human beings. Eating ‘living’ food 
together, feeling faith through the process of making food, feeling a sense of ‘community’ with 
others and nature, these things bring ‘gratitude’ to the human heart, which also brings ‘wealth.’
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The questionnaire survey of ARI’s long-term volunteers revealed a similar view of the 
cultural-religious linkages that ARI people felt and the ‘wealth’ based on them.

Section 2: Restoring the ‘connection’
ARI’s motto, “That We May Live Together,” is supported by ideas such as the Three Loves (Love 
God, Love Soil, and Love Neighbors). These ideas are cultivated through sharing and growing 
food together. The people of ARI live a life of ‘connection’ with nature as they participate in a 
series of food-related activities such as cultivation, raising livestock, harvesting, slaughter-
ing, cooking, and using leftover food for compost. There, the social and economic linkages of 
obtaining sustenance from nature are accompanied by cultural and religious linkages—e.g., 
the fact that there are people who work to produce food, that there are lives sacrificed for 
food, that food is produced in a natural cycle, and that food is a blessing from God. The feeling 
of ‘gratitude’ that arises from these cultural and religious linkages is the foundation of the 
Three Loves and “That We May Live Together.”

This feeling of ‘gratitude’ also brings spiritual ‘wealth.’ The modern socioeconomic system 
is one that brings about a ‘partial’ relationship by severing the ‘connection’ between humans 
and nature. This kind of ‘portioned’ life does not bring spiritual ‘wealth’ because social-
economic linkages exist in a way that lacks the cultural-religious linkages, and are therefore 
unrelated to the ‘gratitude’ that the latter bring. A society with a ‘portioned’ relationship with 
nature pursues the richness of having, not the ‘richness’ of being grateful for what is given. 
The American novelist Wendell Berry said that “the industrial economy’s most–marketed 
commodity is satisfaction.” People living in cities are driven to endless consumption by a 
sense of satisfaction that can never be satiated, creating a society of mass consumption that 
exploits the environment. Such a society implies that material wealth must be sacrificed to 
solve environmental problems, but the ‘unmediated,’ and ‘living’ example of ARI shows that 
it is possible to pursue spiritual wealth while helping to solve environmental problems.

Although it is difficult to imagine that a modern ‘portioned’ society can replicate the 
‘unmediated’ lifestyle of ARI, holding a viewpoint that seeks to reconnect with nature is 
still greatly meaningful. In writing this paper, I had the opportunity to hear from Takashi 
Yamashita, an ARI staff member, about his interpretation of the ARI motto, “That We May 
Live Together.” It uses the word ‘may’ instead of ‘should,’ ‘have to,’ or ‘must.’ This shows that it 
is important to hold up “That We May Live Together” when, in reality, this might or might not 
be possible. The same can be said for restoring our ‘connection’ with nature.

I would be more than happy if the readers of this paper could not only gain a critical 
perspective on the modern ‘portioned’ socioeconomic system but also think about how we 
may weave a ‘living’ relationship with nature. The method and degree of doing so must vary 
from individual to individual, but I would like to emphasize that a ‘living’ relationship with 
nature is not only something to be understood theoretically but also something to be experi-
enced. In the work of making food, the cultural-religious linkages are embodied as a reality, 
bringing gratitude for what we have been given as well as spiritual ‘wealth.’ The author is 
convinced that each person’s diverse ‘unmediated’ experience will create a future in which 
there is a ‘connection’ between humans and nature.
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NO T ES

R EFER EN CES

1. Salt is the person who popularized Henry David 
Thoreau (1817-1862), a highly acclaimed American thinker. In 
the first half of the 19th century in the United States, Thoreau 
advocated living ethically and cooperatively with nature 
under an ‘expanded sense of community’ that included all 
creatures, based on a concept called ‘theological ecology’ 
in which the components of nature are integrated by God 
into a single unit. At the time, the myth of inexhaustible 
natural resources in the United States was pervasive due 
to the abundance of wilderness, and intellectuals were 
focused on the oppression of Blacks, so the United States 
did not have the foundation to accept Thoreau’s “English” 
ideas. It was Salt who discovered Thoreau, who had been 
buried in this context (Nash, 2011 [1989], p. 58-63).
2. The Japanese expression nama-mi literally means 
‘living/raw body,’ describing something as ‘alive’ or ‘flesh 
and blood.’ However, it also has a broad range of figurative 
meanings such as ‘raw,’ ‘unadorned,’ ‘bare,’ ‘real,’ ‘direct,’ 
‘natural,’ and ‘unmeddled’ which are difficult to convey 
via a single English term. We translate nama-mi here 
alternatingly as ‘unmediated’ or ‘living.’ On the other 
hand, what we translated as ‘portioned,’ kiri-mi, usually 
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Introduction
I was born in a very tiny village in Ghana where almost all the basic human needs were 
lacking. After my schooling, I went for technical training for three years and from there I 
went to Nigeria where I worked as a mechanical sprayer for another three years.

I returned from Nigeria to Ghana and started an agrochemical business. But when I found 
out about the danger of chemicals, I closed that business. I later gained admission to the 
Ghana Baptist Theological Seminary from 1992-1995, earning a Certificate of Theology. 

I then worked as a rural pastor of a Baptist church at Fumesua in the Ejisu Juaben District 
Assembly and further served as the chairman of the Evangelism Committee at the Kumasi 
South Baptist Association, as the treasurer of the Kumasi Baptist Pastors Fellowship, and as a 
member of the pastor’s ethics committee. 

I was admitted to the Asian Rural Institute from 2001 to 2002. After five years, I came back 
to ARI as a Training Assistant from 2007 to 2008. I was then asked to join the staff commu-
nity of ARI. Prior to that, I was working as a pastor and project coordinator and, indeed, prac-
ticing farming through which I was involved with the community. During those times, my 
goals were to live and work with love and allow others to grow. As a leader in a communi-
ty, I believed that I have to embrace myself to invest in others’ growth. My training at ARI 
confirmed my goals, and having to be ready to serve others and to feed animals before my 
breakfast were things that had a great impact on me since. 

One of the concepts of the ARI training is community building, and those who can carry 
that concept into practice are those I call ‘community servant leaders’ or ‘community devel-
opment workers.’ The community servant leader or community development worker is one 
of the smallest but most important entities in any economy in terms of effecting change in 
society now and in the future.
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Three questions are indispensable in order to have an inner look at the above topic and to 
outline the attitudes, requirements, and basic technical knowledge required of a community 
development worker who acts as a servant leader:

1. What is a community?
2. What is community development in rural areas?
3. Who is a community development worker as a servant leader? 

1. What is a community?
A community is a social group of any size whose members reside in a specific location, 
share a government, and often have a common cultural and historical heritage. A sustain-
able community needs to exist in a specific geographical area and includes everything in it: 
humans, animals, vegetation, and minerals.

In some cases, political boundaries, such as a town, city, or country limits, are useful in 
delineating a community. In other cases, watersheds or other natural boundaries are also 
useful. What is important is that the members of the community are involved in deciding the 
boundaries of their community and how to make that community in particular a sustainable 
one within those boundaries.

2. What is community development in rural areas?
According to my experience and interaction with some of the Asian Rural Institute graduates, 
their definition of community development is ‘a structural intervention that gives communi-
ties greater control over the conditions that affect their lives.’ 

It has been said that development is a process of empowerment that allows people to take 
control of their lives, express their demands, and find their own solutions to their problems. 

Community development is a process in which the practitioner needs specific profes-
sional skills and knowledge, and part of its approach is the belief that communities cannot 
be helped unless they themselves agree to this process. It is concerned with the issues of the 
powerless and disadvantaged—as such it involves all members of the society and offers a 
practice that is part of a process of social change. 

It is also about the active involvement of people in the issues which affect their lives. Thus, 
it should involve the sharing of power, skills, knowledge, and experience among the commu-
nity members. It enables individuals and communities to grow and change according to their 
own needs and priorities and at their own pace, provided this does not oppress other groups 
and communities or damage the land, the water bodies, or the environment in general.

3. Who is a community development worker as a servant leader?
A community development worker who works as a servant leader helps people to improve the 
quality of life in their localities. He/she works closely with individuals, families, and groups 
in socially and financially deprived areas. He/she serves with humility and is not arro-
gant. “What people feel in their hearts has tremendous influence over their motivation and 
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performance in the workplace. The human heart is the driving force of human achievement” 
(The Heart Speaks: A Cardiologist Reveals the Secret Language of Healing, p.156 by Mimi Guarneri). 
With my experience in Ghana as a Christian minister and at ARI as a chaplain assisting the 
community life, I have come to agree with Dr. Guarneri in her findings from 1960s and 1970s 
researchers John and Beatrice Lacey: in their research, they found out that the heart actually 
“talks with the brain, communicating with it in ways that affect how we perceive and react 
to the world.” I, therefore, believe that a servant leader who serves as a community developer 
should lead his/her people from the heart. I myself have learned to be patient, honest, and a 
people-loving person as part of my work as a servant leader. And I have learned to process 
ideas on how people can learn to manage themselves. 

The community development worker provides leadership, sets goals, and brings local 
people together to make changes to tackle social inequality as well as helping people to 
develop the skills to eventually run their own communities groups. He/she knows how to 
lead people from the heart and from the brain.

In the near future, the realization of sustainable communities would depend on servant 
leadership because a better leader should be one who serves as a servant before becoming a 
leader. A servant leader is a person who knows not only how to process ideas and opinions but 
rather how to manage humans. There are many leaders who find it difficult to understand the 
people they are leading. Those leaders are result-oriented. Managing humans means to see to 
their needs and their well-being as humans, not as matters. A community leader should be a 
person with creativity, aware of when and how to exhibit his/her intuition. Conventional or 
academic leadership is good to manage ideas but lacks the skills to manage humans.

 I strongly believe that for the future, the demand of the communities when it comes 
to their development, servant leadership would be of primary importance for community 
development workers as people who can serve with humility.

4. The attitudes of a community development worker
With the understanding of the above definitions, we can then look at the attitudes of a 
community development worker. 

The first things to be noted here are the learning attitude and the willingness to train 
others. The community development worker works with people while learning on the spot. 
The community people have been doing things in their own ways for a very long time and 
have their indigenous knowledge which may be very important but simply needs improve-
ment to bring about transformation. For us who have been trained as servant leaders sent 
to the communities with new ideas, it is important to guide the people rather than chang-
ing their ideas completely. While guiding the local people on new ideas and skills to make 
improvements, the community development worker also learns their ways and tries to 
enhance them. At this point, the leader studies the various aspects of community life, their 
culture, and traditions and then develops a written report. 

As servant leaders and community development workers, our attitudes must meet certain 
principles, including the principle of dialogue. Therefore, the power differences between the 
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worker and the community people must be zero. At this stage, the community development 
work must have instrumental know-how of where and how to achieve something. There is 
also the ‘belonging attitude.’ The servant leader who is serving a community needs to work 
while considering him-/herself as being one of the community members: to eat and drink 
with them, talk with them in a language they can understand—as such, his/her services will 
be accepted by the whole community and a breakthrough to success will be very possible. The 
community people may hide vital information needed for the results to be achieved when 
they notice that you, as a stranger, take sides and begin to not trust you. To conclude, a ‘non-
judgmental attitude’ must not be forgotten as it also plays a great role when interacting with 
different groups of people.

5. Required qualities of a community development worker
We now come to various quality requirements of a community development worker with a 
servant leader mindset. 

a. Ability to build a good relationship
The requirements of a community development worker are numerous and inseparable 

from his/her various roles during the process. One of the requirements should be having the 
ability to build good relationships and earn people’s trust and respect. Here, there is the sense 
of belonging as mentioned above which gives the worker the opportunity of penetrating the 
hearts of the community’s people and working in close collaboration with them. The second 
aspect is to develop excellent communication and listening skills.

b. Having the spirit of deep listening 
Having the spirit of listening well and talking less or even talking last enables him/her 

to understand the people’s needs, problems, and barriers as well as the starting point of any 
problem resolution together with them. 

c. Potential of adaptability
With the ability to adapt to a changing environment, he/she must have the inner potential 

of adaptability to different places and conditions outside of one’s comfort zones. With this 
ability, living and working as close to the people as possible will increase the accessibility and 
acceptability of the services offered by the community development worker.

d. Being a researcher
The community development worker is required to take up the role of a researcher. His/

her major responsibility is analytical because his/her work centers on the collection and 
analysis of data. Hence the worker is required to collect all information about the community 
and be able to give a clear analysis suitable for the department concerned to be able to carry 
out execution where necessary. 
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e. Being an enabler
The role of enabler is also required of a community development worker. This is one of the 

most frequent roles in community practices. There is a series of tasks characteristic to the 
role of enabler and the majority of his/her actions are focused on facilitating the process of 
change. For example, a particular community may be facing problems with obtaining elec-
tricity, a multipurpose grinding mill, trash collection, agricultural inputs, etc. The commu-
nity worker is required to intervene in helping to clarify what could be feasible through 
short-term, medium-term, and long-term projects as well as suggesting procedures and ways 
of organizing to carry them out. 

A community development worker works with the local community people to enable them 
to identify their problems and possible local solutions. Hence, basic technical knowledge is 
required for the worker to carry out his/her tasks well and on time. A practical example in 
Cameroon is the Local Support Organization (LSO) in which the community development 
worker assists low-income members to develop self-help projects with the objective of obtain-
ing economic, medical, and other resources which are otherwise lacking to meet their needs.

f. Being an 0rganizer 
The ability to organize people is another important requirement of a community develop-

ment worker. Organizing groups is a means of direct intervention by the worker because it 
includes the predetermined objectives of organizing a specific group with general or specific 
objectives. He/she takes action in the name of the others. In the general sense, a social agency 
or a governmental entity takes the decision of organizing groups before beginning system-
atic work in the community.

g. Being a mediator
The role of a mediator is also an important requirement of a community development 

worker. Most communities in developing countries always have disputes, especially when it 
comes to land boundaries. Other economic, social, and political conflicts often occur in many 
communities around the world. Thus, the community development worker, who is a leader 
in the eyes of the people, is required to make peace without discriminating unfairly against 
another group of people, be it women, black people, people with disabilities and different 
abilities, religious groups, elderly people, and other groups who are disadvantaged by the 
society. Conclusively, the role of consultants and coordinators is not to be over-emphasized. 

h. Requiring an ‘entry technique’
The first and most important skill when starting the work with a new community is the 

‘entry technique’. The community development worker needs to know the various channels 
to follow when coming into a new community, especially for the very first time. Where to go 
and who to meet first for introduction and briefing of the objectives for going into a new area 
are crucial.

To borrow another example from Cameroon: like in other African countries, the commu-
nity development worker will meet the traditional authority first (the chief and his subjects) 
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in the case he/she is working in a typical rural area, and then the mayors and other sector 
heads will follow provided they are stakeholders to the work to be carried out. At this point, a 
local facilitator may be assigned to the worker to ease communication. 

i. Having cultural understanding
A community development worker requires a good understanding of social and commu-

nity life, having a tactful and sensitive approach. In most communities, especially rural 
communities, the majority of the people are very warm and welcoming; they like to live 
together with the worker, share their food and other aspects of their lives (culture). Manag-
ing these aspects of the rural setting is very important. A community development worker’s 
open refusal at times may be very frustrating for the local people as they may feel a sense 
of discrimination and even rejection. As such, they may not welcome the services of the 
community development worker and even rebel against him/her.

j. Having the basic technical knowledge or skills
Knowledge of project proposal/project writing is also a very necessary, even indispens-

able, technical knowledge. The worker, after identifying the problems affecting the commu-
nity in question, needs to effectively address the problems with solutions. Together with the 
community people concerned, the worker prioritizes the problems into feasible projects for 
execution. 

Other skills and knowledge worth mentioning include excellent communication skills; the 
ability to relate to people from all backgrounds; patience and perseverance for coping with 
challenges and setbacks; initiative and enthusiasm; a creative approach to problem-solving; 
good organization, planning, and administrative skills; skills in researching and analyzing 
statistics, writing reports. The constant updating of skills and the development of new areas 
of knowledge is important throughout the career of a community development worker.

Conclusion: Changing the approach to rural development 
For community development to be effective, have real meaning, and remain sustainable, 
the ‘top-down’ approach from government to the people has to be minimized, giving rise to 
the ‘bottom-up’ approach, from the people to the government. Development work needs to 
be participatory; the community people decide what initiative will benefit them most. The 
community people have to have the opportunity to prioritize their needs themselves and 
unless this approach is participatory, community development work cannot have roots and its 
action felt. For any community development project, it is important for the local population to 
be integrated into the project right from the start and be part of it if it is for their benefit.

When we talk of community development, rural development is the key to poverty alle-
viation, food security, and stability. Understanding the multi-faceted roles played by agricul-
ture in the lifestyle and economies of human communities is of fundamental importance to 
those involved in development activities. The development of rural areas and an increase in 
investment in sustainable agriculture is crucial to any economy. Food, which comes from the 
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result of agricultural activities (farming), counts for more than 70% of the welfare of mankind 
all over the world (African Human Development Report 2012). Food is produced mostly in 
rural communities where the predominant activity of people involves agriculture. When the 
food we put on our table in the morning, afternoon, and evening is critically examined and 
evaluated, one will not deny the fact that more investment should be oriented towards enter-
prises that will help strengthen the agricultural sector, link farmers with emerging markets, 
create jobs in rural areas to solve issues of urban migration, and contribute to food security.

In most developed countries—Japan as an example—there is a significant rural exodus. 
The young active population is shifting to towns and cities for more white-collar jobs, leaving 
an aging population behind that cannot effectively keep up with food production for the 
growing population. It is the same phenomenon that is happening in developing countries.

With this in mind, a servant leader or any other community development worker has a 
bigger role and responsibility. Therefore, he/she is required to have good knowledge on how 
to motivate and assist small-scale farmers in making the best use of low-cost local resources 
to solve their agricultural problems in a sustainable way.
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BACKGROUND

The fate of rural folk in Asia, as elsewhere in 
the world, is linked to the fate of the peoples 
of the urban areas in Asia and elsewhere. For 
at least twenty centuries human beings have 
been going through the process of urbaniza-
tion. The Industrial Revolution of the 15th 
century, originating in western Europe, 
enhanced the urbanizing process all over 
the world through the colonial expansion of 
the Western powers, backed by overwhelm-
ing economic and military strength. Some 
historians may argue that colonialism itself 
is an integral part of the urbanizing process.

The coming of colonizing Western 
powers to the Asian region, with an urban-
izing process in disguise, brought funda-
mental and lasting changes to the life of 
the peoples in the region. The urbanization 
movements are still in progress, but with 
stronger momentum. Since the end of World 
War II (the Pacific War) the direct colonial 
control by outside forces has abated, but 

urbanization keeps going even stronger.
To discuss the urbanization/industri-

alization of Asia in any detail, however, is 
beyond the scope of this paper. It will suffice 
to state that urbanization has been a world-
wide phenomenon for over two thousand 
years. The Asian region is currently in the 
midst of rapid movement toward urban/
industrialism. Some even use the term 
“urbanization/industrialization,” suggesting 
there are distinct philosophical, ideological, 
and sociological thoughts that sustain such 
historical phenomena.

The given theme, “The Fate of Rural Folk 
in Urbanizing Asia,” is the most appropriate 
one for me as a person who dedicated most 
of his active life to tackling the very issues 
involved in this theme. When the Ramon 
Magsaysay Award Foundation offered me 
the honor to be the recipient of its 36th Inter-
national Understanding Award and I grate-
fully accepted the offer, the Foundation 
suggested two topics for me to choose from 
for the occasion. The first one is already 

The Fate of Rural Folk in Urbanizing Asia

Speech delivered on occasion of the 1996 Ramon Magsaysay 
Award for International Understanding awarding ceremony.
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shown; the second one was “Rural Technol-
ogy as the Answer to Food Security.” I imme-
diately chose the first one, knowing that the 
first one inevitably involves the second one. 
In fact, I believe the Foundation suggest-
ed these two topics, knowing my work 
involvement over the past years. I worked 
as founder, board chairperson, and director 
of the Asian Rural Institute for over twen-
ty-two years; as board chairperson of the 
Japan NGO Center for International Coop-
eration (jAnic) for nearly ten years and, as 
such, had close contact with the Asian NGO 
Coalition for Rural Reform and Agricultur-
al Development (Angoc); as Chair of the 
Urban-Industrial Mission Committee* of the 
Christian Conference of Asia for some years; 
and in many other works closely related to 
the urban-rural situation of Asia and some 
other regions of the world.

The present narrative is my own person-
al reflection on the given theme based upon 
my personal daily involvement in the above-
mentioned activities, including several 
years of studies on the related disciplines at 
several institutions of learning. I will freely 
refer to my own experiences as they may be 
pertinent to the issues related to the theme 
“The Fate of Rural Folk in Urbanizing Asia.”

URBANIZING ASIA

Urbanizing Asia is a daily experience for 
Asian people, especially for rural folk. By 
rural folk we mean those people who live in 
the rural areas: men and women, young and 
old, rich and poor, landlords and peasants, 
teachers and lawyers, and other profession-
als; not only farmers but also fishing folk, 
foresters, artisans, sorcerers, and those 
communities of people who live “naturally” 

and cannot be categorized by modern soci-
ological terms. Urbanizing has a profound 
impact, largely negative, upon the life and 
thoughts of rural folk. For most people 
and their nations, urbanizing means—in 
their daily experience—Westernization, 
mechanization, elaborate infrastructure, 
energy, and a capital-intensive life. Urban-
izing means progressive alienation from 
nature, community life, traditional values, 
and ancestral wisdom. To many, urbanizing 
means internationalizing.

Urbanization, to many, means industrial-
izing, having a part in development efforts, 
having access to higher education and 
information, and opportunities for various 
aspects of competitive modern life. It means 
that when people are involved in the urban-
izing process they are within the established 
legal system. Those mores and traditional 
cultural values of rural folks which do not 
fall in the framework of such a legal system 
are often ignored and not protected, and 
often infringed upon.

People have come to have the notion that 
urban is better than rural: urban is richer, 
stronger, more educated, more developed, 
smarter, higher,... The list goes on. People 
have come to make value judgments on 
things urban and things rural.

THE FOUNDING OF  
THE ASIAN RURAL INSTITUTE

When the predecessor program of the Asian 
Rural Institute was started in the western 
outskirts of Tokyo, Japan in the spring 
of 1960, Japan was well underway to the 
urbanization/industrialization of the entire 
nation. At the inaugural assembly of the East 
Asia Christian Conference (today’s Christian 
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Conference of Asia) in Kuala Lumpur, Malay-
sia in 1959, a unanimous voice was raised by 
the delegates representing “younger church-
es” of Asia to ask Japanese churches to start a 
Christian rural leaders training program in 
Japan for the churches of Southeast Asia.

The Japanese churches responded 
quickly; in the spring of 1960, the South-
east Asian Christian Rural Leaders Training 
Course (seAc) was started at the Theological 
Seminary for Rural Mission of the United 
Church of Christ in the outskirts of Tokyo. 
Perhaps it was not by coincidence that the 
United Nations Organization declared the 
1960s to be the First Development Decade. 
The rationale for the younger Asian church-
es’ request to the Japanese churches was as 
follows: a) The younger churches of Asia are 
responsible for the development of their 
newly independent nations; b) The twice-
repeated remarkable progress (in terms of 
urbanization/industrialization) by the Japa-
nese is based upon the remarkable progress 
made in agriculture and agribusiness; c) for 
the fast development of agriculture and agri-
business we need to organize rural folk, and 
that calls for trained leaders to train farmers. 
Thus the seAc was started in 1960. I became 
its first full-time director in January 1962 
and continued until March 1973.

In 1947, only two years after the end of 
World War II, land reform was forcefully and 
effectively inaugurated by the Allied Occupa-
tion Forces in Japan; General Douglas MacAr-
thur was the Supreme Commander. The 
principle of ownership of farmland by cultiva-
tors was firmly established. All of the tenant 
farmers became landowners almost over-
night. Japan was hungry. The government of 
Japan encouraged farmers to produce food by 
granting tax privileges and heavy subsidies; 
agricultural production was boosted.

However, the basic driving force for the 
fast economic recovery and reconstruction 
of Japan was urbanization/industrialization. 
Taking sides with the Western powers, the 
government set up the fundamental policy 
of developing the heavy industry and chem-
ical industry for export—with the exception 
of the weapons industry. The unexpected 
economic gain from the Korean War and 
the Vietnam War, huge “fringe benefits,” 
enhanced the development of heavy indus-
tries to a great extent.

The rapid growth of the urban/indus-
trial sectors created an economic dispar-
ity between the urban and the rural people. 
In addition, industries needed a greater 
workforce to sustain and expand already 
big industries. Strong and healthy men and 
women, and even children, began moving 
en masse from the rural areas to the urban/
industrial sectors. At the same time, indus-
tries began moving out to the suburban and 
on to the rural areas for cheap and good-
quality laborers.

The Tokyo Olympics of 1964 also created 
an economic boost. Elevated expressways 
and underground train lines were construct-
ed in all directions from Tokyo, using thou-
sands of rural workers. Farmers began 
working for money, not for food and family. 
Rural communities began deteriorating fast. 
Thousands of factories and new cities sprang 
up in the rural areas.

The Shinkansen bullet train lines are 
constructed to connect major cities. Land 
prices along cities rose sharply. Farmland 
owners along these main lines began selling 
their land for enormous amounts of money 
they had never dreamed of before.

Many farm youths lost their inter-
est in farming. Reverence for ancestral 
land and love for the village community 
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is disappearing fast. Land has become a 
commercial piece, a mere object of busi-
ness transaction. The love of Mother Earth 
is gone.

During 1962, when I assumed the full-
time directorship of the seAc, the Agricul-
tural Basic Law was put into effect by the 
government. Its main policy thrust was: 
1) boost agricultural production through 
large machinery and greater use of chemi-
cals; 2) encourage farmers to specialize: for 
example, fruit production, pig raising, dairy, 
rice growing, etc.; 3) increase farm income by 
increasing the size of farms and discourage 
smaller farmers who would give up farming 
to work in other industries; 4) The govern-
ment would provide necessary guidance to 
the remaining farmers through extension 
workers. 

The Agricultural Basic Law created many 
problems for the whole nation, lasting to 
this day. It was in this kind of situation that 
I assumed the directorship of the seAc. I 
began hearing the sad news about the rural 
people: losing lives from agricultural chem-
icals, suffering from heavy debt for big 
machinery. From the neighboring countries 
in Asia, I began hearing very similar stories 
of the predicaments of rural people. Korean 
rice farmers faced problems almost identical 
to those of Japanese rice farmers. Food short-
ages, hunger, and malnutrition seemed to 
settle in certain areas semi-permanently. The 
predicament of rural people in the various 
areas of Asia appeared to have much in 
common, and it looked as though the under-
lying cause for all these appeared to be the 
urbanization/industrialization movement.

As we moved into the 1970s it became 
increasingly clear that the First Develop-
ment Decade was far from satisfactory. 
Rather, people and some nations faced the 

situation of “development dictatorship,” as 
some called it.

I felt by then that the seAc was very inad-
equate to meet the emerging needs of the 
time. We urgently needed a training program 
designed in such a way that the trained 
leaders would help create rural communities 
which would continue to nurture dedicated 
leaders at the grassroots level.

This awareness was strengthened as I 
became involved in organizing a group of 
volunteers from Japan in the spring of 1972 
to work in the newly independent Bangla-
desh for emergency rice production, using 
walk-behind-type power tillers. This group 
of volunteers was a mixed group of young 
people from all over Japan—mostly Japa-
nese, but several young men of North Ameri-
can origin also joined. Many had no apparent 
religious affiliation but were deeply spiritu-
al. They made quick adjustments to strange 
Bengali cultures and topography and worked 
beautifully with Muslims, Hindus, Chris-
tians, Buddhists, and animists of villages in 
Bangladesh. Deeply inspired by the dedica-
tion and hard but joyful work of these young 
volunteers and the enthusiastic response of 
the villagers, I began conceiving a vision to 
launch a rural leaders training scheme for 
rural Asia.

After returning from Bangladesh in 
September of 1972, I started planning to 
found a training program by first sharing 
my vision and dreams for the creation of 
a rural leaders training institute for Asian 
peoples with other church people. I wanted 
to dedicate all the rest of my life as a Chris-
tian person to this task, God willing, as an act 
of repentance for the sinful acts committed 
by the Japanese nation during World War II.

As I shared my vision and dreams of a 
training institute, several persons of various 
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nationalities responded with great enthusi-
asm. More persons regarded the idea with 
suspicion. Many more of my friends assumed 
a wait-and-see attitude. By the late fall of 
1972, several persons had expressed their 
desire to be members of the staff of the train-
ing institute. About twenty persons agreed 
to serve on the Board if the institute would 
be granted legal status. These were men and 
women of varied ages and professions, each 
one having an independent mind and strong 
character. We shared more or less a common 
goal, but approaches would be greatly differ-
ent. After all, I thought, what we wanted to 
create was a community of learning, accom-
modating harmony with diversity, without 
which villagers in Asia would not prosper.

THE FORMATIVE YEARS

The Asian Rural Institute was inaugurated 
with legal status on the 31st of March 1973, 
in a rural area not too far from Tokyo, but 
appropriately detached from the big city. 
The grand opening ceremony was held on 
the 14th of May, 1973.

Only four overseas participants from 
Asian countries and one Japanese partici-
pant sat in the front row, and a total of six 
members of the staff sat beside them. There 
were about thirty well-wishers present. A 
small group with a great vision began the 
life of sharing burdens—burdens of work 
and burdens of heart.

A few weeks prior to the grand opening, 
some colleagues of mine asked me to come 
up with a motto or a theme that would 
serve as the guideline and the goal for ARI. 
I suggested, “That We May Live Together.” 
This phrase is found in several places in St. 
Paul’s letters in the New Testament, but in 

my understanding, the theme is the theme of 
the entire Bible.

This theme or motto for ARI is a profound 
one. It is biblical. It is a gift of God. It shows 
us the goal toward which we should move as 
a community and as individuals as long as 
we live; at the same time, it gives us practical 
guidelines for our daily life. Living Togeth-
er means Sharing Life Together. Not only 
sharing our daily life with our friends and 
neighbors of the present generation, but also 
with people of future generations. Not only 
human beings but also the entire creation of 
now and the future; plants, animals, insects, 
bacteria, hills and mountains, organic and 
inorganic matter, etc. We share life with the 
whole ecology.

Sharing life together requires a deep 
understanding of the whole creation—
scientifically, culturally, and spiritually. 
Sharing life requires a person to be holistic. 
Sharing life requires sensible persons, and 
sensible persons are nurtured when people 
live in a community in close relations with 
nature. One learns the basic disciplines of 
life from the rhythm of nature. Urbaniza-
tion, however, alienates people from nature, 
making them less sensitive.

When I wrote our motto, “That We May 
Live Together,” with a brush and had it carved 
into the cornerstone of the main building of 
ARI in 1973, our neighboring people did not 
pay much attention to it. But as urbaniza-
tion spread wider and deeper and as people’s 
awareness about environmental destruc-
tion became global and their lives endan-
gered, appreciation of the ARI motto spread 
among people of many nations. Nowadays in 
Japan, there is hardly a day when one does 
not find this phrase printed in the newspa-
pers and magazines, with some modifica-
tions such as “Live Together,” “Life Together,” 
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“Sharing Life” and so on. But their voices are 
raised mostly by urban people whose daily 
living depends heavily on artificial things—
air cleaner, water purifier, air conditioner, 
recorded bird songs, etc. Some have lost the 
sense to identify what is natural and arti-
ficial. Sensibility is not exactly the same 
as sensitivity. Senses cannot be taught in 
schools. One can be very sensitive without 
being sensible.

Sharing life together in a holistic way 
requires a simple life and a simple style of 
life. Sharing life means having less. It means 
to live a non-competitive, non-possessive 
life. One has to decide whether “To Have or 
To Be” (Erich Fromm.) A major decision for 
each person and community; a difficult one 
for the urban culture. But, thanks to God, 
we have many predecessors in Asia who 
have been sensible enough to be simple and 
simply holistic.

As ARI celebrated its tenth year I felt the 
need to add a phrase to our motto to make 
it easier to practice in our daily life. It was 
made public at the ceremony: “Let us partici-
pate in creating the world in which Life and 
Food, which sustains Life, have central value: 
That We May Live Together.

“Foodlife” (another word coined anew by 
myself) became the focal point of the sharing 
community of ARI.

We decided, with growing sensibil-
ity, to be a community of people sharing 
life, participating in the holistic working 
of nature. We would daily practice organic 
ways of food production in order to sustain 
and be responsible for all forms of life. We 
would voluntarily assume a set of disciplines 
in keeping with the rhythm of nature.

In urban life, people are alienated from 
the work of producing food and from 
Nature. Food is not central to urban life, but 

profit-making, which demands competi-
tion. Food, like land, is used as a commercial 
commodity for profit-making. Chemicals 
and fossil fuels and other materials are used 
for food processing in factories. That kind of 
food alienates people from one another and 
alienates people from nature.

At ARI food is the crystallization of the 
work of nature and people. At ARI we work 
together with justice to each other and to 
nature, and we remain healthy. A 2-ton 
truck is designed to carry a 2-ton load. If it 
keeps running with no load it soon develops 
troubles. We work together to share our life 
together. We come to know how much work 
might be appropriate for each person—men 
and women, young and old, big and small. 
The amount of work and style of work vary 
according to the seasons of the year and the 
weather conditions and also the membership 
of the community. Mechanically dividing the 
workload equally can be unfair and unjust, 
as might be the case of people working in a 
factory assembly line. As we work together 
with justice we learn sensibility.

Working together with nature is a spiri-
tual experience, for we are close in touch 
with the work of creation to sustain life. By 
sharing such deep spiritual experiences 
daily, the differences of our religious affilia-
tions cease to be barriers among us. ARI is not 
a quasi-religious community nor a Godless 
one. ARI is a deeply spiritual community 
where people of all races from over the world 
freely share life together. Every member is 
encouraged to renew one’s commitment to 
participate in the life of sharing. ARI is a self-
renewing community. Making a commit-
ment is a political act; ARI is a democratic, 
political community.

As the urbanizing force infiltrates the 
rural communities surrounding ARI, their 
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lifestyle becomes urbanized. Each farm 
household specializes in the food item they 
produce for money. Rice farmers cultivate 
only rice. One village grows only lettuce. 
Chicken farmers raise only chickens. No 
farm household meets its own food needs 
by its own farm, so farm wives go to super-
markets in the town to buy food. A village 
of cabbage growers depends on supermar-
kets in the town for their daily food. No farm 
household is now self-sufficient in food. 
Sometimes one whole island raises sugar 
cane only. No one can live on sugar alone. 
Sugar farmers depend on commercial stores 
for their daily food needs. Some nations 
that produce an enormous amount of sugar 
become dependent on the international 
sugar market. Eventually, those nations may 
start importing food from outside, though 
they may have highly productive farmland. 
More and more nations are becoming less 
self-supporting in food. Even food-exporting 
countries are importing increasing amounts 
of food from outside. Perhaps in the future, 
no nation in the world will be able to support 
itself in food.

ARI maintains a high degree of self-suffi-
ciency in food. We want to maintain inde-
pendence in order to be interdependent with 
communities outside. Around 85% of the 
food we eat is produced on our own farm. We 
share small amounts of surplus farm prod-
ucts with our neighbors to supplement our 
income but do not produce and sell in large 
quantities to become an economic threat to 
our neighbors. We have just enough materi-
als for composting. Not even a spoonful of 
garbage goes out of our campus, and our soil 
condition keeps improving. What might be 
the optimum degree of self-reliance in food 
is one important agenda about which we are 
seeking the wisdom of specialists.

The seAc and subsequently ARI are 
regarded as forerunners of the NGO move-
ment in Japan. In earlier days, the term NGO 
was not known in Japan. Today there are 
more than 300 NGO groups in Japan and 
most of them started in 1980, thus having 
less than fifteen years of history. Most of 
these groups, having a short history, are 
small, inexperienced, weak financially, and 
politically naive, but they are rich in volun-
teer spirit and willing to share themselves. 
There are some Japanese NGOs who have 
become big by taking part in Japanese ODA 
programs and seem to be doing a good job, 
but they face the constant danger of becom-
ing bureaucratic.

At present, there is rising appreciation, 
recognition, and expectation for NGO work 
in the world. Perhaps the main background 
reasons are that a) there is a growing public 
awareness that maintaining peace and order 
of the world through government systems 
backed up by military and economic forces 
is coming to an end; b) there are growing 
aspirations to put an end to seemingly 
endless wars which appear to characterize 
the 20th century and to move on to a truly 
peaceful 21st century; c) there is recogni-
tion of the effective emergency relief work 
by thousands of volunteers and experienced 
NGO workers performed immediately after 
the Great Earthquake of Kôbe and Osaka in 
January 1995.

Despite the worldwide efforts during the 
past fifty years since the end of World War 
II, wars have never ceased. Despite numer-
ous world assemblies, freedom from hunger, 
eradication of poverty, and peace and 
welfare for all citizens of the world have not 
been realized. The prospects are dim.

The UN, whose official representatives 
are the world’s governments only, today 
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have to depend almost 100% on NGOs for its 
actual work of service for good reasons: 

1. NGOs are not government 
representatives.

2. Their base of action is a love of 
humanity and volunteer spirit. 

3. They freely cooperate with one 
another across national boundar-
ies; most are international and 
ecumenical.

4. They are freer to work at the grass-
roots level and meet the needs of 
the people quickly.

5. Their work is less costly but more 
effective than government work.

6. They are ready to respond to the 
needs but go only when they are 
invited.

7. They do not use weapons and never 
intend to use them; they work for 
peace by peaceful means only.

In a word, NGOs have the potential power 
for bringing about peace and order for the 
world by using only peaceful means, a world 
based upon the spirit of sharing.

ARI, which is a self-training community 
of grassroots-level rural leaders of Asia and 
other regions, is proud to be a member of 
the NGO family. JAnic has close working 
relations with Angoc whose head office is 
in Manila, Philippines. Angoc’s extremely 
significant service reaches world organiza-
tions such as the UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization without losing touch with 
the grassroots people. We deeply appreci-
ate the leadership of Angoc, its founder, the 
late Dr. Umali, for his vision and foresight, 
the presentable leadership of Mr. Antonio 
Quizon, Secretary-General, and his staff, 
most of whom are Filipinos and Filipinas. I 
have the privilege of working closely with all 

three of these institutions.
When the news of receiving the 1996 

Ramon Magsaysay Award came to me 
directly from the Foundation in Manila by 
the Executive Trustee Ms. Nona B. Javier, 
via telephone, I was caught surprised and 
felt greatly honored. My appreciation grew 
faster and greater as numerous friends and 
partners from all over the world sent their 
congratulatory messages through telephone, 
fax, letters, and personal visits. They include 
ARI graduates and their families and friends 
as well as NGO organizations and their 
members, individual persons and govern-
ment officials, religious bodies, etc., almost 
all of whom are working at or with the grass-
roots people in rural or urban areas. Many of 
them said that they share the joy of receiving 
the Award; they too feel proud to be honored 
this way. I feel exactly the same.

I deeply appreciate this honor—first of all, 
because it comes from doing what every-
body ought to be doing anywhere, anytime, 
every day. What I have been doing is what 
common ordinary people have been doing 
throughout the centuries—to cherish Life 
and Food, which sustains Life, That We 
May Live Together. The Award reaffirms the 
importance of doing common daily work 
by common ordinary people in rural and 
urban areas whose fate is basically the same. 
We are facing crisis after crisis in our time, 
most of which are due to our own doing. A 
definition of crisis, one of a few dictionary 
definitions I like, means a turning point for 
better or worse. We are standing at a turning 
point. Our common task is to turn ourselves, 
our fate, for the better by simply cherishing 
life and food in our daily living and keeping 
close touch with the rhythm of nature.

In closing, I would like to express once 
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again my deepest appreciation to the Foun-
dation for the great honor, to the people of 
the Philippines for the people-centeredness 
of their culture which is basically rural, to 
those dear partners and friends all over the 
world, and to my dear wife, two sons and 
two daughters and one granddaughter with 
whom I share this honor.

I have officially retired from ARI and 
jAnic three years ago, but this Award gives 
me a renewed and renewing role to play as 
a more free person to continue participating 
in life’s work. I am grateful. Thank you very 
much.

NO T ES

* The first Asian Conference of Urban Industrial Mission 
sponsored by the EACC was held in Bangkok, Thailand,  
in 1968 and evolved into the Urban Rural Mission Committee 
in 1973.
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芻再יכ
㐌㔔⻎坎յס♑סյ┾汔עչ☭סꀸ匆ꌃסؓةؓ
ꌬ䉖ꌃס☭չֿ✄닫ג׀י┾汔յ־׆יא
׆כׂםն㸴ױַיꫀꅙכ汔┾ꁸֻ
סךױ ���� 䌑ꪨյ☭꿔עꌬ䉖ⵊتجٞوס婧
ג盚溪מقشٞ٭ն锞ٙגױ׀ך؆ �� ┾
笫ס氙噺긞⾀ע㐁⠱溷ם篑座ⲇכ黉◜ⲇכ䔿
澃גכ嗘宐㐌䬺㝕侓瞬מյ┾汔╚ꌬ䉖ⵊ
╭ն嗘宐㐌ױםמכ׆׳ꁎ׀䉌מتجٞوס
聋א蔦✄յס׆ꌬ䉖ⵊמتجٞو姊סכ׆־
כ׆ַ婹⺮㵵韢כյֵךסַם׀ך
شٞ٭ٙגזכױ긖♳ַֹכնꌬ䉖ⵊֹך
כ׆ג⪛ײ鳉鵕מ㐌㔔ؓة㴴╭㎼ֿؓסق
㜟ם寏籽溷ח־呧勓溷מ气嵛ס㐌㔔⛿宐ס׆յך
ⵊֿ鱍ױ׆նס׆ꌬ䉖ⵊסⳛע׀♀傽ꅼ
鉿╚־־ףֵךյסאמⲇ㙟ױַי
յמ箽篙סն睗◝姌┾汔㝕䨏㝚䌐崎䨏◚
㎼㜽⳰ⲇמ潲䱸溷ם嗘宐㐌佻ꏕע箽摌ג
♧עַ⳰סאյיַי籽ַ槁㐂עյꌬ䉖ⵊסס
նױ阋ֻכַי㙟מ⯼

יַחמꌬ䉖ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊֽׄמ㐌㔔ؓةؓ
霄ׂ韢עך׆׆עכ׆䱼ֻױնדגյꌬ
䉖ⵊַֹכ槁骭ע ���� 䌑♧┪גמ┾汔溷ם

նؓױ׀ֽי״汦מꃍׄדכյֵךס
ם䙊ꅋֹ־⻔מ槁㐂յꌬ䉖٬䈰噺╭聋ע㐌㔔ؓة
嵣ס澵⺢╚ױֵמնגֹ׆嵣յⳛ׀

րꌬ䉖ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊցגזַכ氠靣יז❈鞃僻յ
〡㳔溷յם僻牞־✇׀婹⺮溷槁骭鎁剹ס׆
ס־脝㷋ֵֿם獗⚶㳔溷גױ溷յ٭؟ٞ؛ظؕ
նױַ☭韢מֹ

♀㎇յրꌬ䉖ⵊסאכؓةؓꀸ匆㐌㔔⛿
宐ցגױ׀דגַُ٭طַֹכնס׆מױ
ךױ׆ׂ׳篁⺅כ頲鞏꾴חױמُ٭ط
חיזյֹיזכמ瑭ג׀י㝕䰊ׅס气☭ס
魼ؕئؕئء䍲ُס׆նױֵךُ٭طסׄ
鬙㎒־睗 �� ㎇㎼갾槏闋ꌃꪎסך⺇魼脢מꈷף
מככյ䠊颍׀דגꅙ簀ַׇסכגױ
סאյֿךׄג僁ꂉ瞩־ֵמ吖霵סא
갾յ鬙㎒־յ䱅魼䑑ز٭متסך氠סח◝כמ
כյַך؆ꈷהלյ獏ֿُ٭ط
◝יאյُ٭طס傽♀ע潨ח┞նגךכ׆ס
ꀸ匆䪫סיכס闋尴⟛ր낛竵㴗ע潨ח
銉ցגךסַֹכնⷫ䍴מ瑭ע劄⮴ס偙ꈷ
מُ٭طס潨ח◝յף靣ה׆նגױצ
䖩撬溷מ阋םככ׆յֹא脝ֻך־ג
ס鬙㎒מ舓婹٬嵛ⳛ婹䗻꾁סךױ傽♀סն瑭
䬎䓜脢ס׆ע◝ꄼؠشمعס獏גז┫י

鿪䋐⻉ׅךה،آ،鴋募㖑㚖⡝孖
����䎃ٌٓٝ؟؎؟ؚو٥؎颣㕂ꥷ椚鍑鿇䱇颣䒭ך
ꥷח遤「颣闌怴կ
鏬噆��ⵃ僇
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סךױ׆מ־ն牞ױַי䪩焒כס �� 䌑
ꪨյؓؓة㳔ꯖסⱁ陭脢מ㢼ױյ槏◜ꩽյ吾ꩽ
յ㎼갾ⶾⲇגױնגױַױי״舓鬬ⳡס
٭ذ٤جס槏◜ꩽ �� 䌑
ꁿׂⳡי״匡גױնגֹא篑紼יזֵյ
ꀸ匆侉긞٬ꀸ噺ꪛ溪ؓؓةꅙ簀⚶
עכ糭㶔םꫀ➳粪䭥גױ׀יն
ꌬ䉖ס侷ⶾ饗⚶عتٛ؞ؓةյؓעמ
氙噺⚻ꇓ㣗〉⚶� 俙䌑ꪨⳡ㣗〉ꩽס
ꌬ䉖٬ꀸ匆枱ס㐌⻄ؓةյؓ♑סאյגױ״
岞כ㶔䱸מꫀ٬◜♐םױױ嵛ⳛמ䶏ז
նױַי׀י

鏿俙ס㳔צ蕪ךյ♀氰םֹגׅ┪嵛ⳛמ
ꫀꅙ⮔ꓩסⳈ䒣ס傽չ俙䌑ꪨꃻגױ
ֿյא״յחױמُ٭ط傽չסㅰײ
需ֽ־׆澈㷋ם⠥☭溷ס瑭גַט㕈מ
מ頲鞏꾴ꫀמُ٭طסն勓傽ױ䘼ַכַג
־חַׂס닫✄ם⠥☭溷脝ֻכַר
յ־׆蔦㐂מ靣ֹױ׀ַיזն

ꌬ䉖ⵊؓةؓ
כցؓةؓրꌬ䉖ⵊױג需ַֽ־׆
׳⛿מׄꀸ匆ꌃכչյ☭סؓةյؓעסַֹ
☭չֿ傽չ✄닫ךסַיնꀸ匆ꌃ׳⛿מ
☭չעכյ水䙎յ㟕䙎յ蝄脢յיח־蝄脢זֵך
✑脢յ㐌╭յ㸯ַםעךֹא脢յ״脢յ㶠ג
ꀸյ㳔吾侷䊘յ䐸饦㛶յס♑סא舓噺כ׆ס䭰
䶏מ喖卲噺յ恩噺ׂםךׄדնꀸ宐ױַי
עמ땲銉䊘յגױגע脢յ舓☭յ 蔦撬
ֵמ⪳כ 气ㅰײյֻאյֵַױ獗⚶
㳔溷氠靣ַם׀ךثؕٚإطעך㝂ׂס☭չס
聁յ䭰ױֵךסնꌬ䉖ⵊֹ׆ע
ؾ⻉㖪סյ㝂ׂםꓨ㝕מ脝ֻ偙כ气סꀸ匆⛿宐ג
ױַיג䔔꼸םꓨ㝕סך⽱䟨םهؔط
ꌬ䉖ⵊיזכמ㎼չיאչ☭ס㝕סն┾汔
אյף阋ֻךכ׆ַֹכ닫✄סյ傽չעסַֹכ
ؕםյ鏿겧窢絙ֵךյ塌唩ⵊֵך锞崎ⵊע
אյֵךゼ꾴٭؟ٜؾյֵؙךכ׆סٚن٤
նױַי⽱气嵛坎䑑䟨סյ魕勓겏笴㒘י
ꌬ䉖ⵊעכյ蔦撬ס־յ⪴⻎✄ס־յ⚻

簡溷❿⡑镸ס־յ玆⩰־⺇ׄ类ַד冝䢗־
㝂ׂגױնױ⽱沷㜽䟨ַגֿ沷㜽յ䫎ס
նך聋⻎כ㎼갾ⵊעכյꌬ䉖ⵊיזכמ☭ס

㝂ׂכמ☭סꌬ䉖ⵊעכյ䈰噺ⵊכ׆յ
ꪛ溪阛氺ס┞脍䬎ֻכ׆յ둚瞏侷芌䝠㖥א
⚶塌ג־ꪛמ㖪긖ם坎չס盨◚溷ꁿ♣气嵛י
⽱յ瞏չ䟨כ׆ֵך茣⺪تجؠؓ⮔蔦מ
麃翝ׂמتجٞوꌬ䉖ⵊיֹ׆նךס
ײ篁♐䍲⯜ם婞䓜ח־⮗ꈌյ槁㲽ע☭׀כ
סնꀸ匆⛿宐ױ脝ֻכ翝⛺ע⮔蔦מ⣨⫏ס
䭥ח獗⚶溷锺碃⚻簡溷倀ⵊ溷❿⡑镸יזֵך
յעסֹױי悁־ײ䍲٬卽篁⯜גֹא
䔯չמַֿםימյ饦םכ׆
ׂյ㖪⻉עיזמ➜㵬ױնסא篙
卸☭չעյꌬ⚶ס偙ֿꀸ匆לם虘ׂיյ骅־
յ溪㺤ױ䛒מ⚶塌סյ侷芌ⲇֵֿյך
ֵֿٛ؞յך虘ׂյ⩰ꅼ溷յ锶吖ֻיַי
նꌬױםמֹ脝ֻ䫱ׂגֹ׆ն؆ױ
⚶溷כסםꀸ匆溷סםյסיׄ⮔מח◝ס׆
❿⡑⮿偂ֿ┫ךסגזםמֹն

㳔ꯖⱁ陭ؓةؓ
匯☒ꋗ㜽ֿّٚءٞوג䓜מ麃⯼ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
锞ꌃך㢼גזױ ���� 䌑儣յ傽勓ע㎼䮕ׅיꌬ
䉖ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊסꇓ痒׀ꅼ؆גױַךնُٝ٭
ة匯ؓג⥎ꪛךٜ٭و٤ٜٚؓؠ눢ꌬסؓب
تٛ؞ؓة侷ⶾ饗⚶槁ؓعتٛ؞ؓ
����ⱁ皑糹⚶ס侷ⶾ饗⚶ع 䌑מ
סؓةյؓיַֽ ־׆芌ׂה頲侷⚶ ־
锡韆ֿסח┞յ־偙չס〈饗♣גַי匡
յמ״גס⚶侷ֵמؓةնր匯ⷁؓגױם
ّٚءٞو너䧯٭ر٭ꀸ匆ٛס脢عتٛ؞
傽勓ךյ傽勓ס侷⚶ֿ㢼י״姯ַցַֹכ
նךס

⪢⚶┞蔹ך䱰䫘ס׆ג獫מ䗎ֻיյ傽勓
匯גׅ┪氰ל⩰նױ׀ⳛׂףע⚶侷ס
☒ꋗ㜽ֵמ傽勓㕈瀤侷㎒סꀸ匆⚻ꇓ玗㳔吾⫐
յ肚מ ���� 䌑儣յ匯ⷁؓؓةꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯䨾
	
ֿꪛ陭ױնס׆䱿瓌ׂאֽעյ
㎼ꅙֿ ���� 䌑♣睗┞姌րꪛ溪ס �� 䌑ցכ㴻״
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כַםעךכ׆ַֹכגזםꓨמ⣪撬ככ׆ג
䘼ַױն傽勓ס侷⚶מ㸐סؓةؓ 芌ׂה
侷⚶ עסגזםכ韢䬹ס锡韆ג㶐־
姌גךסםֹסն偆ׂ栃皑ꆤׅג
㎼չבאך㵋侷ס噺מ婧סؓةؓגדײ頲
侷⚶עյ蔦ס㎼չסꪛ溪٬溪㺤מ鬬⚈ֵֿ׆
ꌬ䉖ⵊ٬גꆤׅ䧯יזגמն傽勓ֿ◝䍲כ
䈰噺ⵊַֹכ掾סך筶冔ַꅼ㺤ס㕈狸עמյ
ꀸ噺מצםꀸ噺ꫀꅙ氙噺⮔ꓩףֽׄמ
ַꅼ㺤ֵֿכ׆նסא⮔ꓩס溪㺤䧰չ
篁縨ⵊֿסյꀸ匆⛿宐עמ״ג״ꅼמ־ꅋ
姊־յעמ״גסאꀸ宐ס芌䧯מ䓜ג阳絊
מֹס׆նכ׆םכ䖩锡ֿ٭ر٭ٛג
עי ���� 䌑ךׄגع٭ذتמն
瑭蔦麃עյ���� 䌑ס劓յ劄⮴ס㸗⚈ס䨾ꩽכ
����յם 䌑劓גױֽמ⚈סאךױն

睗◝姌┾汔㝕䨏ֿ箽־יז䌑䔿ס
���� 䌑յ٭ئ٭ش٬ُتٚءر劄둚⺶♤㴷
־յ䒣⯜溷מ⾀סꅙ⻉㎼ꅼ뉼黉ס䓜免כ
אնױ㏸㐌侉긞ֿ鉿ס傽勓ך䓺םⲯ卸溷ח
յ䨾劔埫劔סꀸ㐌סאֿסյ腁עך׆
ׯնגױי皑ה䩤יכ牞㎷ֿ⯵⸮סכ
┞㝅ימյסי㸯✑ꀸֿ㏸㐌䨾劔脢מ气ױ
ַך؆蝆מ낛竵곓ע傽勓סն䓜免ױ㜟
ַ⸧䩘ꆰ䲃翝⨲סך瓭⯜긖עյ侓䍟ךסגױ
鎢ⲙꓭ٬ⲙ䧯ꓭ侓瞬㵅偡ךכ׆낛竵㙟氙
ꀸ宐מ㟀Ⲥױնꀸ噺气氙둚מ׆ע鴩נ
նגױֿ┪

⸮ס䕮蕟כ篑座䕮僀ם䙊ꅋס阋ֻյ傽勓עכ
ⳛⲇעסגזםכյꌬ䉖ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊכ׆גזֵך
ככ׆篁מն锞⣨頲㎼؆ױꪨꇙֵַמ
ⵊ㳔מצ╒ꓨ䈰噺סׄ⻔⮂յ齽ע傽勓侓䍟גזם
䈰噺סꪛ溪➶ꅼ╭濣כ㕈勓偙ꓹ䩤ה皑י
ױꯙ㜽עׄדЯЯ⪻㊭氙噺ױםמכ׆
劻־◚䨏ّػعيס䔿סאכ◚ն劸똀䨏ֿג
ס篑座⯈漨յ䈴꾵ג䕑י 蔢免⪜ ס
ם㝕䋀עꓨ䈰噺ꌃꪎמ׆յֿךסםֹ
溪㺤ꆤׅױםמכ׆ն

ꌬ䉖٬䈰噺ֿ٭ذؠج䙊懈מ䧯ꩽךכ׆גյ
ꌬ䉖⛿宐כꀸ匆⛿宐סꪨמ篑座呬䈼ֿ气ױױ
םסאյ粪䭥蔦עյ䈰噺ꌃꪎיնⲎֻג
ױכⲨ⦍ⲇ䖩锡םյ㝂㝕מ״ג䈴㝕ⵊ㎫

ꀸ匆ךյ겏㎒ל水㟕ֿյ㲳םն⩧宜ג
ꌃ־ꌬ䉖٬䈰噺㐌䊝כ瓌ױםכ׆׳⛿ն
⻎免מյ䈰噺ꌃꪎס偙עךյ⛼魍ꓭך겒ֻ虘鮐
յꋗ㜽־յꌬ䉖㏝⫐ꌃי״Ⲩ⦍ⲇ寛ם
նױ״㢼锶׀ⳛ⮂ꅼכꀸ匆㐌䊝עמ

����յגױ 䌑ס匯☒ؠشم٤ٛ؛篑座䧯
ꩽⲎꅋגױն皑✄★䈼둚ꅋꇓ鴤ֿ䐭
陭յ㐌┫ꖗס䐤⛞٬偆陭䈰◜鉿יյ匯
☒鱍掾ֵעאמ偙閣מ䌮ֿױ
◜䈰ס׆Ⲩ⦍脢ֿסꀸ匆⮂麃ס☭ն✇ⶨג
㵵傈יא朮宐ֿյ낛סնꀸךסגז䶏מ
ׂ⦐מ״גסյֽꓭַֹכ寽嵣מ״גס
銺מ䙊ꅋע⚶㐌㔔獗סնꀸ匆ךסגזםככ׆
偆ꌬ䉖ֿꀸ匆㐌䊝䈰㖪סն俙ⶨױ׀ַיֻ
锡ꌬ䉖ֿ╭מ䐭陭סն偆䌙納גױ靎气מ
ꅙ篙גױ׀ַיնסא偆䌙納岚ַס㐌❿ע
䙊댣ױնגֹ׆╭锡ꖗꇓ鴤納ꁿׂמ氭汛
䭥גַיזꀸ㵵עյךױ׆㝌מ锶םֿכ׆ג
ױ״㢼䨾劔㐌㛿כյ籽չמ⯼ꓭ꾵םַֹ
ױי䟨姯㝤ׂסꀸ✑噺ע蝄脢עն
⚶汘俓յ匆訒獗ס㏸㐌סն⩰玆⚻匡גױַ
ն㏸ױ׀ַי巆ֻמ䙊ꅋיֹ׆ע⪛䘼ַס
㐌ע┞曩סカכⵊյカ⺅䑛ס㸐骭ׂם־ך
י㝤ע䖥㝕㐌䠀םն嬎גױם
նגױַױ

瑭ֿס㸗⚈ס䨾ꩽגזםכ ���� 䌑յ
傽勓עךꀸ噺㕈勓岺ֿ偡鉿גױնג╭סא
ն㝕㒘ꀸ塌ךסםֹס姌ע侓瞬濣潨
׆ׅ┪ꀸ噺气氙䙎מ㝂氠סⵊ㳔鏫כ
卸朮յףֻ❛նכ׆㸗ꪎ⮔ⵊ㎫סնꀸ㵵כ
너骢յꐋꀸյ甮✑לםյבא⠥⯁㸗ꪎכ
מ䬺㝕סն腁✑긖畤כ׆ꀸ噺䓺䡢㟀Ⲥ
脝ֻכַג״յꀸ噺㙟㝕㎫ס⪛ꀸ噺
ס♑յַך؆ꅼך⻔偙סאעמ㸯锺埛ꀸ㵵
氙噺סך㹦噺סꇓ䱱כ׆ֹיն♑偙յ
ꀸ噺类籽כֹꀸ㵵עמյꀸ噺侉虘册
〉ꄼי䖩锡ם䭰㸬侓䍟ֿ䬎ֹכ׆յךն

ゼ꾴ס俙㝂ׂמ㎼宐⪡עꀸ噺㕈勓岺ס׆
䨾סն瑭ֿױַיז蔷מյ♀傽ג
ꩽמ㹦ַעסגյ㎼ס⪢✄枱岞ֿזֵךֹס׆
ס需ֿ瑭ם䜸䞠׃״ꀸ匆⛿宐יֿյך免ג
膀⪛מ㢼ױ״նꀸ赟⾀ך訒ג⮂ֿ☭גכյ

鿪䋐⻉ׅךה،آ،鴋募㖑㚖⡝孖
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׳蝆מ⡊ꓭם裝㝕׳簀מ⪛㸬סյ㝕㒘塌唩־כ
㵅־ꁿ걋頲㎼סؓةնؓךלםյַֿ☭
蝆㘶需臝ׂסյꀸ匆⛿宐םֹ⻎ׂגזױע
סյ傽勓ע־甮✑ꀸ㵵סն껜㎼ױםככ׆
甮✑ꀸ㵵ֿ䫱ֻס┞⻎כסゼ꾴מ潲긖ַי
吖너יאն낛竵곓յ낢넜גױ־臝כ׆
┮鳉סלםゼ꾴עյס־חַׂסؓةؓ׆㐌
㔔עך寏╽溷מֵֹחחםכסם䘼
㎦곓ꀸ匆⛿宐ֿ潲긖ס㐌⻄ؓةնؓגױ
אյגױ锶ֻמֹꄼ掾ֵֿ⪳עמ枱岞ם
獗⚶溷ַֹכꌬ䉖ⵊ٬䈰噺ⵊע㎋⸮ֵמ呧䍏ס
ⳛ⳰־ֹדַםעךסֵמյכ䘼ֻגױն

㎼ꅙס睗┞姌րꪛ溪ס �� 䌑ցע ���� 䌑♣
מ׀ךؓٛؠׂגזױյ⯑ꇖ潨埉יז⪛מ
宐鉴յ㎼չסյ┾汔⻄㐌־׆לאնגױַ
յꪛ溪栃鍦ע նגױ销מ枱岞ף⽿כ
כֹ׆ַי㸐䗎מث٭ؼס♣免םֹס׆
䓜免כյֵךⲇ┮鳉מױֵעם
瑭ע䠊גױַיն阳絊ֿ٭ر٭ٛג⛿宐
גױֿ⚶㐌㔔獗סאյⱁ⚶ꀸ匆㐌㔔獗מ⪳כ
蠗ס呧ٝךٜي⦍ׂ桬麃溷٭ر٭ٛם簮ֻ芌
מ僃䙊ֿّٚءٞو⟵煝ג潨䭰כ׆ַׂיי
䖩锡ךסגכն

מכ׆ׂי״ꅼמ婧⪽✄溷┞脝ֻס׆
����յֿסגזם 䌑ס儣גךն偆气栃皑㎼ف
ْؤס糭䙊יז❈յ㸯㒘腁ꆻ塌ךٖبظٚء٤
ءס귱䌑Ⲏךؓؔط٤ٍٚ־傽勓מ✑
ն傽勓ך免גז瑭ֿꫀמ״כױ⺅סو٭ٜ
ױ겏סהג蝄脢ס׆ג匡יע־㐌⻄ס
؆כնגךو٭ٜء庋䧯ך⽱䟨ם؆յַע
귱כص٭յⵌ稌ֿٜגך傽勓☭귱䌑על
䌑גױַ־☭✇նגכ׀זע㴴侷溷شف
גך؆ױַױֵעסח䭥غ٤ؗٚءؠ
ֿյ溺յיכ괵溷מ幾ַס䭥ױַעיז
倀ⵊסٜ٤يַם䢍ע䔦כ⪛מն槁㐌ג
تؕך匆չגյ嵞ꇾꈌ䗎ׂףמ㐌侓כ
ّٚ侷䕉յ٭ث٤ك侷䕉յعتٛ؞侷䕉յ♉侷
䕉յסعتِؼؓגױגע匆宐כהג锶◜ךױם
ؔط귱䌑ٍٚ٤׆նךסג寽嵣מ⪳מ
מ桬麃溷מ噺✑ַ嚝לׄؕص؞յסהגؓ
䩤הꁎ׳㥌յיא匆☭ֿהג锶斪柄溷ם㸐
䗎מ幾ׂ䖥ⳛג־瑭עյؓסؓةꀸ匆䗻꾁

אכⱁ陭ס阳絊٬芌䧯阛氺٭ر٭ꀸ匆ٛג翝ַמ
ױםככ׆٤٬䌜䲾ׂ٘ةلַֹכ㵅鴫ס
ⳡ⚈סךٖبظٚء٤فնג ���� 䌑劓מ箽
ס㝌յ⻄㐌כ٤٘ةلס׆յע瑭ג䊟㎼יֻ
侷⚶☭כהג潲מ⪴劔כ׆ꄼיյמא
ֵךסն玗ֿ鰴גױ״㢼✑魕ꓭגׄ⻔
י气☭ס媘יכ脢عتٛ؞ס☭┞յף
ױ尴䖥כֹ䰊ׅמ״גסعؠؘةٞوס׆
翘幾ַג傽勓☭ֿ枩מ╚ЯЯ睗◝姌┾汔㝕䨏ג
鉿掿מ㸐䜅ַ侉ס״噺יכյךն

阳絊偡陭כ٤٘ةلס㝌靣כַׂיזյַ
י䗎獏גז׆ס俙☭ֿյ斪ס㎼ס־חׂ
脝ֻסյ瑭ע☭ס㝂ַׂםעךֹאնגױׂ
ס☭םյ⠥☭溷גךֹג־沼䗻䫱מ
㝂ׂ 坎㲳锶 ֹֹ׆ֹאնגך圸ֻס
גꁸֻמה ���� 䌑ס瑼箽׆յס׆偡陭
☭ׂי⮂氰כյַג׀⦐יכنشذتך
ֿ鏿俙槁ךסגն⻎免מյס׆偡陭ֿ
岺☭呬⺅䕑סאגזםמֹ׀ך槏◜מ㹦
偙ֿגזדׂיז阋כ虘ַյיַ �� ל☭
水䙎յ㟕䙎ם坎չ舓噺ն䌑벉גױׯסמ
כמכׇ✇յםյ蔦氮באյך偙չס
כն潨埉גך╭ה䭥ס䒣ַ⠥䙎כ脝ַֻם
յֿגױ׀ךע䟨⻉נ׳ֽֽעיַחמכ׆
־⮔מ㝕ַעיꫀמꇓ瞔յ偙岺韢סךױ׆א
הג瑭־׆յעסגז瑭ֿ䘼ך׆אնגױ
ֿ䩘䱧ׄכֹ劳؆עסַךյ㝂坎䙎霼ֵ״
ֹⶾ鞪䙎ַֹכյא摾ׂסؓةؓעי匆☭ג
׀气מ㵅鴫溷סַם׀ךסכ׆繟吖ֿה
նך掾┞ַֹכյדכ׆ꅎ✄⻎⪳סצ㳔

劻⮴ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
ע㳔ꯖؓةؓ ���� 䌑劓傽յ婞䑑מ岺☭呬
⺅䕑יյ⮂薧סꄫגױׄחׁ׆מն㖪䨾עյ
匯☒לא־곐ַםַעיյ⻎免מ㝕ꌬ䉖
םն潂㝕ךꀸ匆㐌㔔ג곐מꈌ䍲ע־ ꪛ
吾䑑⪿ֿ㕂鉿סאֿסג䌑ס劓 �� 傽ך
ׄד☭┞־⫏☭յ傽勓㎼־㎼סؓةնؓ
تס☭ךꌃ⪡茶סאյ䍴מ⮬⯼㳔气ֿ劄ס
אնֽגױםמ⫀䑑ַֹכյ׳㎪ֿنشذ
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�� דׂי⮬יז䧯Ⲍ꿈ס偙չֿյ⯼ꄫס☭
٤٘ةلם׀㝕ֿם聁םն㸯גױַ
⪴劔☭չֿյיֹ׆鬬ⳡה־⮔מ⪳⻉ֹ
气㢼ךסגזםככ׆״ЯЯֿבאꈷ
劻מ䖥סյ蔦כ鬬ⳡꆤׅ◜♐גז⺅צ
նך鬬ⳡյג

ꪛ吾䑑ס俙ꅸꪨ⯼ֿךכ׆סյր㳔ꯖס䭰
ꓹכ潨埉ُ٭طעֵַ٭عشٓםֹםכ
脝ֻׂיցגױ■מ⦤⻎ס־☭✇כնւ⪴
�նגױ䗎ֻע瑭כյ־ֹלעփמ״ג׀气מ
偆笴臉剹ٞؗقס剹祔מ䍲չ⮂ךث٭ٝنׂי
ס鬪ׂ✄⪡臉剹ע✄蔦אُ٭طס׆յֿ
מ㳔ꯖؓةնؓך槏闋ס瑭ֿסַֹכյֵך
ֵײꓨע٭عشٓעַյֵُ٭طס׆יזכ
阋訪ךն臉剹מ獏גյ玗ס־鯂朮ךն
瑭ֿהג气ַי׀ꮹյ⪴⻎✄יאיכ⠥
⻎גױնױַי潨埉銨׀ֹ־⻔יכ☭
免מյ瑭ֿהג傽չ气סך┪׀㵅鴫溷ם潨埉כ
מ气מ⪳րעכց׀气מ⪳նրױַיזם
⮔蔦ַי׀气ױնַךכ׆ַֹכց־ֵ
עךׄדֹ⻉ה־⮔յ傽չյ气כ☭걋☭ס
նךכ׆ַֹכյֹאכչ☭סյ勑匡ׂם
ס勑匡כյ槁㐂יׂםעךׄדכյ☭ꪨ־
ؠفն嗘朮յⳛ朮յ僭輮յךյכ錺ꅎ朮סי
א朮鮐յס摾塌מצם㻗չյ劔塌╁յؓٛط
⻉ה־⮔气כն⪢气䡢笠ױײי♑ס
նךסַֹכֹ

噺סⱁꅎסյ玗עמַ⻉ה־⮔ס气גֹ׆
幾ׂ槏闋ֿכ׆寛ױ״ն璇㳔溷յ倀
ⵊ溷יא괵溷מ槏闋䖩锡ֵֿױն气
ֵך㲽㐂ם溷✄┞ע☭免յכֹֽ⻉ה־⮔
յ䠊䙎עמַ⻉ה־⮔סն气ױ״寛ֿכ׆
ֿ寛ױ״ն䠊䙎骅ם־☭ꪨעסַֹכյ⪴
י׀气ֿםה⟛➳ꫀם㶔䱸כ蔦撬ך╚ס✄⻎
ַׂ免מ芌ךסׂיױն瑭עהגյ蔦撬
汔ס䭥־ّثٛחյֵ׀气ס㕈勓⸮槏肪
䕑ױնעכ׆ꄊמյꌬ䉖ⵊ☭ע蔦撬汔־
նױַױימ朮׀气ם摾䠊镊沷㜽

ւ⪴מ气מ״ג׀փכ瞉剹׀յא焪
����յכ狸焪ך؆⯣מ 䌑յ勓녓椓ꫀ茶ס㚦מ
㓷״ꁎ؆ֿךסדյꁿ䨾־㳔ꯖ陧׆ינ
ך؆ױ峜䟨䩧מאלעהג☭

幾ׂꅼח־䌮ׂמֿյꌬ䉖ⵊֿ׆כնג
鉿յ欎㘶熏㚷ֿ㐌槉锺埛מצ蔦ֿהסַס
茲סכַי־霼餟ֿ☭չסꪨמ둚חמױ
槏闋סչ☭ס㎼ס㝂ׂע٭عشٓס㳔ꯖס׆յ
䕑יյ䌮ֿגױ׀ַיזնַסױ傽勓ס׆ך
ַםע傽ַםׄ־锶ךלם겧霺偆臝ث٭ٝن
סյ蝄䌏דגնֹךַםעךꇃ阋יזַכ
䩘ֿⲎיַיזյր⪴מ气׀ցյր⪴气ցյր⮔
ֹ׆նֿױַעי銨槁כלםց⾀ֹ⻉ה־
תזלמ鏫סյ傽չյ☭䈰על؆כס㛽ג
׆臝־הג☭סꌬ䉖ꌃַי凰יז־嶰
ؤն疾宜庣嵩㊭յ嵩寊㊭յؙؓךסׂיֻ
٤յ럜ס럭׀㛽ꜗ꼞סלםסג☭䈰朮ךն
✇ֿ蔦撬־ַםךֹאֿ✇ךסס餟⯁䠊
镊㝤ׂגױ׀י⮂ֻ☭גն䠊䙎מ㶠כ׳
⻎䖩עכ׆ַֹכֵךյ侧䠊ככ׆ַֹ
׀ךעכ׆ש㳔ךն䠊䙎㳔吾؆ױֵעך┞
ךעכ׆ַך侧䠊ע☭כׂםն䠊䙎ֿ؆ױ
նױ׀

┞✄溷ם♐偙ך气ףכֹֽ⻉ה־⮔յ
鮐筶ם凰כ鮐筶מٜؕذت٬نؕٚם㕈ַט
׀ךյעכֹ⻉ה־⮔ն气ױ״气ֿ寛ג
նךכ׆ַֹכյյ麃鼓ַׂםג䭥ׄד
盨◚䨾劔⸮槏ַםכ气气ךכ׆׀ն
瑭עהגր䨾劔־㲽㐂־ցؙّٞن٬كشٛ٭
כץն؆ױםףׄם⺅צꈷ־הלס
ꓨַ尴偂יזכמ✄⻎⪳גױյיזכמꪨ☭ס
նױםמ尴偂ַ⹌עיזֵמնꌬ䉖倀ⵊך
䕑✄־ג✇סյ鮐筶מכ׆׀䠊颍־
ס㝂ׂגַןח偙׀气ם溷✄┞גץյ
⩰ꇖֿؓױַעמؓةն

㳔ꯖֿؓةؓ �� 䌑潨׆⪛מյ傽չס气
嵛٭عشٓס׆ך╚ס㵅鴫גׂ
䠊ע瑭כד䖩锡ֿث٭ٝنם⯁ׂյ偆מ״
��նגױַי ⽟䌑阾䗻䑑⪿ך姌ث٭ٝنס溪
銨גױЯЯւ☭כהסַסյא佻ֻ낛
ג׀气מ⪳�汔ⱁֹЯЯ┾מ⮗朮㝕
גזꅎס瑭ַֹכցنؕٚغ٭نփն♧匡յրמ״
偆靣ֿյ⮔ؓةؓ✄⻎⪳ֹ⻉ה־㳔ꯖס╚䖥⾀꾴
־ֵמㅰ掿ם溷✄┞סն蔦撬ױ׀ַיזםכ
⻉ה־⮔הסַֿםנꓨײյ焒䛒畤חח
նֵךסג尴䖥כ׆םכ✄⻎⪳ֹ

ؠشؔطتٌٛ

ؠشؔطتٌٛ
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䓺䡢הסַס佻ֻ״גյמאיא㸐
瑭ֿהג鬬⚈מ״גכյ劔塌溷䩘岺יזמ
瑭עהג傽չյ낛朮气氙ס噺מꫀֹ׆ַיז
յ蔦ׂⶾ鞪כّثٛסն蔦撬ךכ׆ַֹכ
׀气יז䕋מ⯵⸮ס㴻┞יַט㕈מ蔦氮䟨䘼ס
նךסג尴䟨כ׆ַׂי

ꌬ⚶ך气嵛☭չעյ낛倣ס气氙ַֹכ鉿
掿־蔦撬־沷㜽ג嬐傽ꃻױַיז
םעךס낛ע◜䖥溷ꫀ䖥╚ס┪նꌬ䉖气嵛
ׂյ⯈愥סꃯ寛ֵךյעמ״גסא盨◚ꉌׄ
յ㏸㐌⻎坎յ낛עך׆אն؆ױ׀ךֿכ׆
׀ַי䪒יכカס״גס愥ꃯ寛⯈עס
סאⵊ㳔朮鮐յⵊ焪旓倣עךն낛Ⲏ䈰䈰㖪ױ
☭յעס낛םֹס׆նױַי❈ֿ♑
沷㜽מꪨסכ蔦撬כ☭יאյמꪨסכ☭כ
նױג

յעכס낛יזכמהג瑭ס㳔ꯖؓةؓ
蔦撬כ☭ꪨ偙סㅰסײ篙冘ךնؓؓة㳔ꯖס
瑭סַ◦עהג⪪婞כ蔦撬ס⪪婞מ䖥ꏕם
նגױ׀י粪䭥✄⻎⪳ם⪡յ⣌׀⦐מ⪳ֿ
עؠشٚع٤عס٤ع衠朮ꆻֹש陭阛
יֿגׄטח鱁ך疾衠նױַי
坎չٜهٚعם鱍ֹך׆նؓؓة㳔ꯖך
אնױַיַ⦐מ⪳ֿםַ⻉ה־⮔յ气ע
☭┞כץסꓪֿ杅㴻◜♐סַׂלյך╚ס
ױחնױ׀יז־⮔כ蔦ֿ־ַרמ
水כ㟕յ蝄ַ脢ַםעךֹאכ脢յ✄ס㝕ַ׀脢
ַֹכꓪ◜♐ַרמבא脢յַ㸯כ
յ㳌גױעٜؕذتכꓪס⦐նⲨױֵֿס
硼סא傽ס㝘⠿յס✄⻎⪳עמ圸䧯〉מ
塌唩מꓪⷃ筙ס◜♐նױ׀יז㜟יז
溷מ䮴ףםכׄ⮔յ⪪䌐ך⪪婞ׂםך
ٚי皑ײ篁סն䈰㖪ױֵֿכ׆ֹױיזם
⮔ֽףֻי׆䘼ַ鱍כ׆ס☭ׂ⦐ך٤ؕ
םכ׆ֹם䴮ն⪪婞ֹךׄדגַ־
ⲇס⯁⮔䘼䢩עהגյ瑭מכ׆ׂ⦐מ⪳ׂ
麃מ濪ׄױ׀ַיն

蔦撬עכ׆ַֹכׂ⦐מ⪳כ괵溷ם篑닫ך
־㐂מ⪳כ噺סⱁꅎס玗佻ֻהסնַ
׆ֹ⻉ה־⮔幾ַ괵溷篑닫傽չגֹ׆նך
걀㚦ך✄蔦אעꇙַס㴴侷סꪨסהגյ瑭ךכ
ך沼⛣㴴侷겏㎒ע㳔ꯖؓةնؓױםׂםעך

┾ն؆ױֵךסןյ玗汘ףׄם
汔╚־겏ֵגזױ☭甦מ㺲☭չַֿס
նך✄⻎⪳ם괵溷י״׀յֹ⻉ה־⮔מ⪳ה
סכ־ֵמ气סַ⻉ה־⮔յֿ鞋עך׆א
尴䟨偆ױַי➶ֹמגնؓؓة㳔
ꯖע蔦䉁侉긞ך✄⻎⪳סն鬬⚈יזꫀ
ةؓך⽱䟨סאնך鉿掿ם侓岕溷עכ׆ַֹכ
ؓ㳔ꯖע宐╭溷յ侓岕溷כ✄⻎⪳ם阋ֻױն

ꌬ䉖ⵊס峒ֿ䬁㶐חמյؓؓة㳔ꯖ
⽟ꁊס匆訒ٜؕذت٬نؕٚסꌬ䉖ⵊַי
כ呭㕆ס氙⮂ײ䨾䕑气עն⻄ꀸ㵵ױ׀
杅ⵊױ׀ַיն甮✑ꀸ㵵ײס✑ْؤעյ너
룫ꀸ㵵מײסאע㸗䗻յך⻉⪾גזַכնכ
ױַיז✑־تذٝꮹ锶廌עך匆ֵ
蔦סם坎չյ㵵傈ֿ낛ױחնגך؆
ךסג׀יזםׂםֿכ׆ַֹכ✑ך氭汛ס⮔
ך٭ق٭تס永עהג㟕䙎ס篙卸յꀸ㵵סאն
낛ס鬼ֹױםמכ׆նصئ؞呭㕆מ
杅ⵊג匆ס气氙脢עהגյ傽չס낛倣٭ت
蔦簊יն낛倣גױםמֹ꾙מ٭ق
יזמն䨾؆ױֵמ׆לױַעꀸ㵵
呭㕆ׄדل؞ؗعئֿ✄⪡䀁סח┞ףֻ❛յע
׆׃םחהסַי낛ׄדն焻竑ױַי
ס傽չעꀸ㵵ס׆אն؆ױַלם☭׀ךסכ
낛倣永סカ䍔ױֵ־ֹם־ױך؆ն裝㝕
סյ焻竑ע㎼չס־חַׂ焻竑气氙סꓪם
㎼갾䉖㖪ֿ꾙סײ粳ױַיזםכնַֹא
յ낛倣䬭מꀸ㐌ֵֿם־骅ע㎼չג
㎼㜽־齽⪜㢼ֹךס״նַׂח
ַסꇶ־כ׆ַֹכ蔦簊ס낛倣יֹ׆㎼ֿס
מ㎼焒יכն낛竵齽⮂㎼ױַיזַי
նױַי⪛낛倣齽ס㝂ׂעյ㵅יַֽ
㸝匡յ┾汔סלס㎼낛倣蔦簊םׂם⺳לם
ն؆ױ־

նױַי둚ַ蔦簊椙粪䭥ע㳔ꯖؓةؓ
յ״גח⟛➳ꫀס潸◦❸㲽סכ⚶㐌㔔獗ס⽟
瑭עהג蔦皑粪䭥כַג׀ַי꿈ױַיז
笴סס낛巆魀ך⫏ն㳔ꯖ ��ע㳔
ꯖסꀸ㖪ך呭㕆٬疛ױַי׀ךն蝄䌏ס✍ⰷ
氙朮ꁿ걋⛿宐ס偙չמ鬼ַיזյ⪜ס鳉
茲㥒ם篑座溷יזכמյꁿ걋ꀸ㵵ֿױעמ
ն؆ױ鉿ַע㝕ꓪ气氙㝕ꓪ鬦㛿םֹםכ
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㕚良✑מ䖩锡ם⸮包倣ׯע鳉ױַיնت
כ׆⮂מ㜽ס㳔ꯖֻך媘냃ס匭┞٤٭و
מ־骅ע㏸סꀸ㖪ךׅ־նֽ؆ױֵע
蔦簊٬蔦㲽椙ם劄ꈌיꫀמն낛倣ױַיזם
煝םꓨ锡עסַֹכյ־ֵךסםֹסלע
疴鞏꾴־ױֵךյיַחמכ׆סא㸗ꪎ㵵
նך׆כַי焒䛒ֽ⡊ס偙չס

匯ⷁؓؓةꀸ匆䭰㸬脢너䧯䨾յסאיא䔿
⽿כ뉮ׄ⩰סꆻⳛסյ傽勓ע㳔ꯖؓةؓס
阋訪ַֹכס׆儆⯼յכץնױַיף
ն槁㐂גך؆ױַי❈עך傽勓ע ��� ㎒
✄鱩ֻֿ嵛ⳛֿױַיյכסא
על؆ ���� 䌑♣ךסגع٭ذتמյ�� 䌑
篑ױַיז؆նסל؆כס׆㎒✄דױע
婹⺮篑닫嵪ׂյ㸯䨾䊝ךյ鬙溷㕈潒茴䒘־
רֵמ宜嚣סַ⻉ה־⮔յֿך勑敿מ侓岕溷ח
׆氺מ阛氺סն傽勓侓䍟ױַי
ַי嵛ⳛ籽ׄםյ皑嵞םׂ׀㝕ךכ
㴷סאע✄㎒גֹ׆յֿךסֵ־חַׂ
⦤ⵊַֹֹⷩכ䊬מ䫱ֻױַיն槁㐂յ┾
汔ס嵛ⳛמ㸐䠊颍כ霼焒יא劻䔵ע
⻄㐌ך둚ױַיזױնסא芻再ם╭ֵמ槏氮
ך阋ֻֿכ׆םֹס姌ׂאյֽיכ
ֹն黉◜ⲇכ篑座ⲇ䔿澃גכյ侓䍟塌
ꫀמ┾汔䌐⾔כ璭䍇ס粪䭥ע箽ꁸֻח
י׀יז䌮ֿמչ☭ס╚霼餟ֿ┾汔סכֵח
��նכ׆ַ ┾笫杅䖇מ־גׄט䘼ֻյ
箽ֿ锶ַֻםֹא䨏◚מ箽婝睋䩤הյ澵
ם⾔䌐מ �� ┾笫כ⯼ꅼַגյסכ꿈ַֿ䒣
����նכ׆ַיזױ 䌑劓ס玗䨯㝕괬捇
潲䔿מ㺤ꪛגյ俙ⶨ☭┪מ┞薭ٍٚؔط٤
糭䙊佻䴈מ٭٭٠ד؆篑닫畤כؓ
嵛ⳛעⲯ卸溷ם篙卸媘גյמ┾כ霼ג״
նכ׆

睗◝姌┾汔㝕䨏箽篙䔿ס �� 䌑ꪨյ┾汔⻄㐌
䨏דױյַֿגױ׀עיםⲚⲇֿם坎չך
汔⚶饗ֿ俙ꮹ┾סն⻄甦؆ױַיז箽ע◚
յ鬡蔦氮ס־յ낢넜מסג׀י⥎ꪛׂם
㎦ס乳忶յ┾汔╚ס☭չⴭ׳䌐⾔כ珿獭յ
ױױםꄞ僻┮׀ն⩰鉿؆ױַי㵅槁ח┞ל
כ〈圸䧯ם䑑⪫ײס侓䍟ס汔┾עն㎼ꅙך
㵅ך槁㖪םכ頲阛氺㸐骭סյ蔦ֿױַי

偡מ䓜עיזגյ♀傽յׯ ��� յع٤ج٭ق
מ꾙䕑ױ؆ն槏氮יכ脝ֻ
յעס

��� עյ侓䍟♣銨ַםעךն
��� ס嵛ⳛꆤ鉿呧䍏ך佻ֻסַי

شٛمت٬ؓؔط٤ٍٚכ䠀ס☭յע
նֵךع

��� ע㎼סꇙַյ㎼㘶鱳ֻי蔦氮מ
ֿל؆כնַיⶾⲇכס♑
㎼갾溷篁縨ֵךյ鱩侷嵞ס㎒✄ֵךն

��� ע蠗ס呧ٝסךٜي嵛ⳛֿ蔦
氮מ鉿ֻ־כ׆յ宐鉴ⷫמث٭ؼס
䗎׀ךն

��� ס嵛ⳛע侓䍟ֿ㵅偡篑
魀ֿ䱧־յיַךא侓䍟ⲯ
卸ַיׅ┪ն

��� מث٭ؼע䗎ֻ䡢⳰ע䊬׀ךמ
✄յ㸐骭㎒עסⳛׂמյ㵅갾ַֿעי
瞏ס־䬲גזֵֿ׀㖪⻉ֵךײסն

��� ע婣㊭ע┞⮗❈氠յסא䟨㎫
זײסն䌐⾔溷䩘岺ַםׂגזױ
ն圸碎⾔䌐י

מ汔┾יזמײסյ䌐⾔溷䩘岺ף阋ֻך阋כץ
䌐⾔כ璭䍇גյ⮔סַ⻉ה־窢玗מ呧䈼
յֵעמ愗㐂溷ⲇֿג汔┾ג
նךכ׆ַֹכ

┾汔⻄㎼ס蠗ס呧סꀸ匆ֿٛ٭ر٭겏ֹ蔦䉁
煝⟵⪴⻎✄ؓةֵؓך㳔ꯖעյםֹס׆
כ׆ֵך〈┞ס٭ِٛؒن霱מ䘼ַױ
מٚؼُס٤مٛؔنյעסն傽勓
勓ꌃ圸ֻכ㶔םꫀ➳יז⟛嵛ⳛ
ꅼױַי״նע嚋י״劔䟨聋ם嵛
ⳛֿךַׄיյ蠗ס呧ס宐鉴סכ篙צ
յ㎼ꅙ낛竵ꀸ噺塌ꫀׂםכ׆㝤ֹ׀ח
瞏չס㎼갾塌ꫀتل٭ئס꽝㔔סאמ嵛ⳛע
յⱁ陭כ溺坎ס䭰㸬ꌃסնױַך؆
脢ֵך侚ُؗٛⷆ㛶כ٤٘ةلס⩰锶䙎מ瑭ג
յؓמն⻎免ױֵךס䠊颍־䖥עה
٭ر٭ַٛףסⳡ㹾ꩽ◜٤خ؞٬؛ؼع٤
نشذتם־☭٤مٛؔنעյ㝂ׂכوشب
㎒׆նױֵךס䠊颍מױ溺ס

ٜؼْٖ؞ؙ
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䘼ַמ吖⩱עյ瑭׀ךֿ◜♐יזꫀמי✄
նױ

٬#٬ػؿ䊬ⳡ槏◜յס魼鬙㎒ؕئؕئءُ
����յ־؆ؙٜلـ 䌑ؕئؕئءُס魼⺇
魼脢מꈷכגף潲ֽמ괎需גַדגַ免յ瑭
ככ׆ם㝕㜟⻏霵מյ⻎免גױٛؠشلע
䘼ַגױնסא䔿յ┾汔╚ס؆ׂגס☭յ
ⶾⲇ脢ס偙չ־괎需յتؠشؒنյֽ䩘筤յ⠥
㶐ֿة٭جشْס玕ַֽי陧ゼꄼס⯁
ד؆蒈מ־免ֽע䘼ַס䠊颍סյ瑭
ؓעסגזדׂיזꃻة٭جشնْךס
յהג☭מצם㵵傈סאכ㳔ꯖⶻ噺气ؓة
㎒✄סאכ䨾㺲ْהג٭ف٤յ瑭☭מצם
侓䍟ך⦍ׂ⪪☭յ㴴侷㎒✄ךלםյל؆כסא
ֿꀸ匆ꌃֵעַꌬ䉖ꌃס蠗ס呧ך嵛ⳛַי
־ֵמצㄻס魼⺇הג⮔ն蔦ך偙չ
ױֽיזזֽ؆溺כյַיַדגַי
כ䘼ֹמ霱偙չס׆霵⻏סն⺇魼ג
նך䠊⻎瑭؆הյֵךכ׆ַֹ

յ✇նױ䘼ַׂ㯹־霵䖥⻏ס׆
免כ䨾ゼֹׂםכ׆յ鞋ֵךյ嬐傽׀
זֿםחמ魼⺇ֿכ׆ַֹכג׀יז鉿瑭כ׆
┾✇յעסג׀יזךױ׆ն瑭ֿך־ג
笫יזגמյׇ ׂ册ꄼסյ䉖◪ס☭չֿזם
佻ֻאכהסյַהםնךכ׆ג׀י
ցמ״ג׀气מ⪳ЯЯ�րמ⮗㝕ס낛
鉿ׂ⻎עמն㕈勓溷؆ױם♑מכ׆ַֹכ
勒婧׳ꀸ匆כꌬ䉖ס册ꄼס☭չמ册ꄼס
傽չס鉿ַֿꓨ锡כ׆ַֹכֵך♀㎇ס魼ע
⫙牞霼ךסׂיնַסױ免♣յ姌չ
㝂ׂסאնױ׀יזꂿמהג塌溷枱岞ֿ瑭ⷩכ
նךסג气יזמײㅰסꪨ☭הגյ瑭ע
ⷩ塌עכꀐ剹ס㴻聋כמյ瑭ס㟱ססם׀
ֵכ黨䳕掾ցםכꄊסאעגױյր㟱黨מח┞
ַיז皑מյ黨䳕掾ױַעהגյ瑭ֹאնױ
הגյ瑭ע鬬ⳡסꄼ⪳׀ג卸ֿהגն瑭ךס
蔦麃յיא瑭סהג鉿ׂ勒虘ַס
气嵛סյ傽չכ׆סאնךכ׆黨䳕כ
ٛסյ蔦撬מ⮗㝕ס낛כהסַיַֽמ
նךכ׆ַֹכ鉿ֹյֿםה⟛⾔鞪כّث

箽מյםֹס׆⻏霵מ嶨ךֿכ׆

יכ╭魼鬙㎒յؕئؕئءյُ㸐מכ׆ג׀
ꀸ匆倀ⵊס׆ֵמ┫ס㐌ך宐鉴╚䖥╭聋㵅鴫
嵛ךյ┾汔⻄㐌ױ溺ס٤مٛؔنג׆י
ⳛמ䶏כ٭ػع٭قַיז☭הגյיאյ
㢐ס☭◝כ䛈㲳յ◝☭ס㦇յסכץ㳚յי
ככׅ┪䠊颍氰ס־䖥י״侉מ偙չס
նؓױ㲽כַגַ⻉ה־⮔吖霵סյ♀㎇מ
ꃸַמ䑑⪫מ⯼䌑ע־כ㳔ꯖؓة
┞ס皑㖪ם蔦氮յלׄױֵעך麃ג
⠥☭יכ气布מ◜♐סꫀס״גׂיז偆ג
גַ־魼ס׆䔢ⰺׂ偆מ䊬יאם
նױׅ┪ն䠊颍氰ױֽי䠊כסגַד

ׇ庣舌յֵגױַׇֹכֿն

峜ꓡ

��� ꌬ䉖氙噺⚻ꇓ㣗〉⚶ס睗 � ㎇ؓؓة⚶饗ֿ ���� 䌑匯ؓعتٛ؞ؓة侷ⶾ饗⚶╭⥎ס⩧յذ ����նג⥎ꪛךؠؤ٤ف٬ؕ 䌑عتٛ؞ؓةؓמ侷ⶾ饗⚶סրꌬ䉖ꀸ匆⚻ꇓ㣗〉⚶ցמ溪㺤גն
��� 둜锶侧䑡ւ㏸מככ气׀ؓؓة㳔ꯖגכփ傽勓㕈瀤侷㎒⮂曫㹾յ���� 䌑�Q��� *յ"3ע阋訪ס׆րעמ ⱁ皑ٖبظٚء٤فגזםכׄ־ז׀סח┞ס栃皑潲䔿סꀸ噺䕮蕟佻䴈嵛ⳛ✑٭ذتَסꇃ瓦ך气ךסםסג⮂ײնցֵכն

넟鋅�佴䒽
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About euodoō גְאח٦պس㷕ꤍ秀銲չِؔ٦،آ،

This journal presents articles and theses written 
predominantly by ARI staff and community members 
that explore ARI’s foundational spirit, motto, key 
concepts, and training program. It aims to improve 
supporters’ understanding of ARI while also promot-
ing the values and philosophies ARI holds dearly to 
new audiences. In the past, articles and theses about 
ARI were scattered and not well publicized; even staff 
members were often unaware of their existence. In 
order to give these important writings new life and 
inspire a new generation of ARI friends and support-
ers, we deemed it meaningful to reorganize and 
republish them in journal form. The journal is pub-
lished annually and is also be available electronically 
via the ARI homepage.

“Euodoō,” the journal’s name, is derived from Greek. 
The root meaning is “prosperity,” but another transla-
tion of euodoō is “a good way.” We humans have 
achieved prosperity and development in many ways, 
but we need to ask ourselves whether the way in 
which we have attained those has been through “a 
good way.” Did we destroy what is necessary for the 
next generation? Did we disregard new lives to come? 
Reflecting on our past activities while presenting a 
challenge to ourselves as responsible agents for the 
future, we need to keep asking, “Is this a good way?” 
The name “euodoō” shows our will to prepare a space 
for careful consideration of this question. 

The journal’s subtitle, “Journal of Rural Future Study,” 
is also significant. One of the intentions of the journal 
is to reconsider our image of what the future should 
be, instead of simply recording important events in 
the history of ARI, or extrapolating current trends. 
Further, we want a future that is derived from images 
of all creatures standing firmly on a living soil. Consid-
ering what healthy rural communities can and should 
look like is another important aspect of the works 
presented here.

椚䙀ծ䙼䟝ծ䓼锃ׅך㷕ꤍ،آ،ծכ㷕ꤍ秀銲،آ،
⣣⦼錁ְ״״ך椚鍑ה㉔褏חךծⶼ鏣ך椚䙀ծ�
ח⚺ծגְאחוזծ灇⥜ⰻ㺁زفإٝ٦ծؗ٦زحٌ
锷俑瘝㷕ꤍꟼ⤘罏ָ剅ְ،آ،װ耵㆞ך㷕ꤍ،آ،
꧊ծ،آ،㷕ꤍ׀佄䴂ְְגְ倯ղծꟼ䗰�
䭯ְגְְג倯ղח䎢ֻ铣חְֻד涪遤
㢳ג׃ꟼח㷕ꤍ،آ،חדתկֿׅדךׅ 倯ղֻך
ָ《勞װ灇瑔׃ծ鎸✲װ锷俑瘝ך䕎ג׃⳿ח⚅ד
ְג盖ׁ⥂חללכծָ׃תְגֻׁ
ծⰻ鿇חַזְגהתחֲ״ךⱁ㶨דֽ
ח⚥ךկ׃תְגꣲכ堣⠓ת铣ׅח➂ך
ז㼰⡲ㅷװ灇瑔⮚כ ֻז ծֻ،آ،㷕ꤍך椚䙀�
ⱄ钠陎ׅדֲִծ״㢳 �ְֻג׃椚鍑ח倯ղֻך
㹀劍ג׃ה秀銲ד♳ְֻג⠗ִח⚅䖓חծׁח
涸התחծ涪遤ְֻֿג׃ תֶג䙼ה䠐纏ָ֮חה
ׅկ秵㯭⡤חהה' 晛ⵖ⡲׃ծآ٦لي٦م瘝�
կׅתֹדس٦ٗٝؐتַ
��FVPEPÒ劢勻㷕պծせ欰ֹחչ㕼ⶰ겗כ秀銲ךֿ
ِؔ٦س٦׃ת׃הկչ㕼ח欰ֹ劢勻㷕պכך׃הծ
ָծ猘׆ת殅ח鎸ꐮך植㖈װ麓ז⽃秀銲ָךֿ
ַ격הֿזה堣⠓ⱄ罋ׅגְאח劢勻ֹץ֮
ծ欰כ劢勻ךחկׁׅד הַ׃ָך欰ֽ׃ֹה
㣐㖑ח駈א չֽ㕼ח欰ֹպְֲה䋞劄ֹץ֮ח⯋ך�
ֽ➰ⶰ겗ְֲָה劢勻㷕պ欰ֹחծչ㕼罋ְֲִַה
կ׃ת
&VPEPÒ�	 ٦س٦ِؔ 
 չ籕司պQSPTQFSד铂ٍءؘٔכ
�כ湫鏬ך铂ٍءծָؘׅٔד鎉衝ְגזה铂彁ך
չ㊣ְ麣պְֲה䠐ׅדկ➂חׁתכ籕司װ涪㾜�
湡䭷ג׃䧄ㄏח欰ָׅדֹֽדְזאծ卓ג׃�
ֹץ⠗ִח⚅կ䖓ַך֮דչ㊣ְ麣պגץׅכ
㢳ךך זֿכגׄ鯪ㄏךծ⫊➰ֽծ劢勻׃灶㠨ֻ
ח劢勻ֶז׃ַ׃ծגֿ満זֲ״ךկַַ
㼎ג׃顑⟣֮⚺⡤ַֿג׃ה⡦ַֹץׅזծֿך�
秀銲ָך瘶ִך鷄⿹崞涪ח遤ֲ㜥ךֿחֲ״זה�
せ׃תֽ➰կ
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People living in cities are driven to 
endless consumption by a sense of 
satisfaction that can never be satiated, 
creating a society of mass consumption 
that exploits the environment. Such a 
society implies that material wealth 
must be sacrificed to solve environmen-
tal problems, but the ‘unmediated,’ and 
‘living’ example of ARI shows that it is 
possible to pursue spiritual wealth while 
helping to solve environmental prob-
lems.

Sôta Ono

ꌬ䉖气嵛ꃻ☭չעյ尴י彸ג
מ巆魀ׂם갾ꮹיזמ彸鳉䠊ַםסכ׆
뉮皑יյ欎㘶䶗⺅㝕ꓪ巆魀
獗⚶䧯皑ַיגնםֹס׆
獗⚶עյ欎㘶ゼ꾴闋尴עמ״גյ
朮鮐溷ם骅־枈朷םףׄםמ
յַֿؓי凉獏כ׆ַם ס㳔ꯖؓة
ր气麃ցע❛◜סյ欎㘶ゼ꾴ס闋尴ⲙׄ
׀ךꃯ寛־骅םյ窢玗溷מ免⻎כ
նַי獏כ׆

㸯ꓩ�끆㝚


